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Plotting, planning... preparing and perspiring
Growing M in i arc one o( those 
undeniable (acts o( life And Gal 
Poly ha* experienced a good 
many o( those uncomfortable 
pang* ilM lf this year.
A» enrollmrni reached an all* 
lime high of 14,000 and a surplus 
o( 500 new students enrolled in 
Fall Quarter, Poly found iu t l f  
facing a city-wide homing 
crunch, cramped ciuarim (or 
faculty and crowded claiiroom 
conditions. The situation was 
< (impounded when (iovernor Ed­
mund G. Brown, Jr. cut capital 
outlay fundi for new campus con­
struction from his budget for next 
year, dashing hopes for more 
facilities to ease the shortages,
It is these circumstances, aris­
ing from Poly's expansion, that 
we have decided to address 
ourselves in this issue. The 
ramifications have been so 
widespread, touching so many 
students, faculty and staff (not to 
mention city residents) that to 
overlook them would be crim inal. 
Our purpose, then, has been to 
chronicle the various affects of 
Poly's pow th  in a multitude of 
arenas—whether it be crowded 
bikeracka, longer lines at the 
Burger Bar or larger crowds at 
Thank God It's Friday (TCIF) 
parlies.
However, in thumbing old 
Poly lo ya l issues, it became ob­
vious we'd need to deviate from
the standard format of Poly Royal 
editions. We decided to make a 
break from the traditional cover­
ing of exhibits, soap box derbies 
and tractor pulls, to delve a little  
further into what this year has 
meant in terms of growth. We've 
let Poly Royal speak (or itself a# 
you wander around the campus 
(undoubtedly clutching a copy of 
this paper)—in order to present a 
documentary, if you w ill, of what 
we've encountered in 1974-75 as 
(h i Poly expanded. In this way, 
loo, our emphasis on growth, 
"Gal Poly: How Big and at What 
Cost?", lies in well w ith the 
overall Poly Royal theme of 
"Learning to Live with our En­
vironment,"
In reprds to the "crises" which 
evolved last (all: some of the 
problems are bring remedied, 
others are on the drawing boards 
and still others are in the talking
ri t  things are looking up. 
President Robert Kennedy has 
promised to maintain enrollment 
at 16,000 by I960, classrooms are 
being constructed and rifts 
between the campus and city arc 
healed in most minds.
It appears, then, that our v o w ­
ing pains are subsiding. We've 
become one of the "Big Kids" (or 
nearly) and maybe ready to han­
dle it, Claudia Buck 
Mark Looker
’/Why don't we use color in this 
issue and make it really special?"
Just a few simple words spoken 
by one of those helpful journalists 
who are always cruising around 
the newsroom,
As co-editors (or the Poly Royal
Bper, we thought it was a great >a also. It sounded very simple. Nome nice color photos would 
make a great edition. Why, all 
we'd have to do is send out a 
photographer, get some pictures, 
give them to the printer and run 
them, right?
Wrong. Nothing is simple in 
putting out a paper of this 
magnitude, especially on a 
volunteer basis and especially 
when color is involved.
When we entered this job in 
February, we were young, 
idealistic and fu ll of really neat 
ideas. We'd have this paper done 
in record time, we thought. We 
can now claim the title of "battle 
hardened veterans."
But we are veterans who have 
come to greatly appreciate the 
help of writers, which we have 
always taken for granted, and the 
truly professional help o f the 
printers, which We must candidly 
admit we didn't always take for 
granted. In past years, pu lling 
teeth has sometimes been an 
easier task.
'Hte five color phours in this 
paper are the pride of our
Pofy*j p re s id e n t
Seeking a balance
In keeping with ihlsyear's Poly 
Royal theme, "Becoming Awarr 
of Our Environment," T would 
like to direct the attention of our 
Poiy Royal guests to countless 
rxamples of environmental im ­
provement represented on this 
campus, which many visitors 
c onsider one of the most attrac tive 
in the California Stair University 
and Colleges System.
We have greater environmental 
c hallenges than many campuses 
bee ause we are located in a unique 
natural setting rather than in a 
congested urban center. Gal 
Poly's educational programs 
represent all of the problems of 
our society—for example, 
programs in agriculture which 
balance man's need (or food and 
fiber with his concern (or his 
natural environment, programs 
in engineering and architecture 
that require both laboratory and 
field activities. In developing this 
c ampus we also work c loeely with 
the community even including 
jo int financial ventures in 
providing community sewer and 
water systems, traffic signals near 
the campus area, and in planning 
and supporting community mass 
transit. We share many oilier 
relationships inc ludjng the 
cultural, social, and economic 
imparl of our students, staff, and 
faculty upon the community.
When we have la-eri urged try 
otlu-rs to plan a c amines that 
would accommodate 20,000 and 
IM'thaps more students, we have 
resisted la c ause of ilu- |aissibilily 
mat such numbers could 
overwhelm the community, And 
yet, we have a rcs|amsihiiiiy— as 
unquestionably the most |*»pular 
campus in the state system—to 
provide opportun ities (or 
students who wish to enroll in our 
irrograms, many cif which are 
available only at one or two cam­
puses in the state
Our responsibility at Gal Poly 
is to work with all concerned in 
achieving the balance which w ill 
fu lf ill Gal Poly's obligations to 
the citizens and taxpayers of 
Galifornta and at the same lime 
contribute ut an attractive and 
healthy environment.
As you visit the campus and see 
what has been done, and the
vz
opt tori uni lies and challenges (or 
what tan still lx* done, I hope that 
you w ill more fu lly  appericaie 
the need for everyone to work 
together in achieving and main­
ta in ing  an environm ental 
balance, nol only cm this c ampus 
and in this community, but 
throughout the state and the na­
tion,
Robert E. Kennedy
■ H i  * 1
S r
photographers as well as the 
printers. I t ’s been a long road 
since thoscinfamous words were 
spoken in February but it's been 
educational,
- We've been introduced to a 
world of new words. Take for 
example, the word "seps." This is 
printer shorthand for color 
separations. What are color
r  rations? We were afraid you’d ihat. To explain how those color photos on page 20 and 21 
got from the cameras of G il 
Rocha and Tom Kelsey to 
newsprint would require a ll of 
our 56 pages. Betides, we don't 
understand any of it anyway.
The men who hrlped guide us 
through this maze of technical 
voodoo were Mike Loring, pre­
sent general manager of the 
production team; Mike Gattidy,
Ett general manager and Dennis iff, who did the "sept" for ut 
and at professional a job at one 
could ask for.
Never before have we dealt w ith
Cople more professional. It's rd to believe these are just students. They take a pride in 
their work which is a delight to 
see and work with.
l-oring was the designer for the 
double color photo page and can 
br located at he wanders around 
campus muttering, "We mutt 
learn to corxist w ith nature...."
- Cassidy helprd ut with un­
derstanding the actual mechanics 
of the press run and what colors 
could run and what the d if­
ficulties were. We still don't un­
derstand a word of it but we 
learned to shake our heads in 
agreement whenever he explained 
the intric ac let of a web press to ut
Koif s|M-nt many a day and 
night in the camera room and to 
hit credit never accepted less than 
IMofessional quality.
lie  had an added interest since 
it is h ittp fc iacu la t color photo of 
Poly Ganyon which adorns |xcgc 
24,
The dedicated and |x*ttevering 
web crew for all the deadlines 
consisted of Ed. (filbert, Pete 
Katoff, Donald Kelly, Mario 
Delaina, Jake Nwenson, Tina 
Wolfe, and Norman Toyoma.
They all helped put together ode 
of the sharpest looking editions 
ever seen,
lire  man responsible lor the 
excellent apprarance of the color 
photos i t  John Slots, who
ttrtpfx-d in all five phouw, a very 
painstaking job.
The- foreman for the four
deadlines we had to mert were 
Bob (ra ft, lo ring , Mike Glark 
and Rich Buss. A ll managed, 
somehow, to | mii u p  with our 
constant demands to change this 
and rewrite that.
You wouldn't even be reading 
this (neper now, were it not few the 
clients of our ad manager.
Margaret Keyes. She has been ad 
manager (or the Mustang Daily as 
well as our edition. If the never 
tret an ad again, it may be too 
soon.
We m u t t  th a n k  our 
photographers, who worked 
countless yolunteer hours. Rich 
M cM illrn, Ken Chen, John Gor- 
don, Shawn Riley, Thom Halls, 
W ayne T h a ila n d e r , M ike 
O'Dougherty, Tom Kelsey and 
G il Rocha spent many a spare 
hour helping us out.
A special thanks to our two ace 
color photographers, Kelsey and 
Rocha, since in Mark Looker's 
high school days they both work­
ed under his editorship at sports 
w r ite rs  fo r  th e ir  school 
newspaper. They turned to 
photography in college and ob­
viously have found the right field.
A man who put ina lot of hours 
doing a review of the top sports 
stories was our own Poly Royal 
sports editor, Bob Cox. He 
probably knows more now about 
rodeos than he ever wanted so j 
know.
Paul Mono gets a thanks lor his 
hard work on our logo, the artistic 
map and his excellent cartoons 
done under deadline.
Both of us (modestly) deserve a 
pat on the buck for pulling up 
w ith each other's insanity as we 
read copy (usually a story that has 
a word in it which has been 
corrected and misspelled three 
times) and midnight drew closer 
and all the stories and headlines 
merged into one big mass. ■
Lastly, we thank Mark 
Katayama for his sensitive poetry 
which he- composed entirely 
himself and is used on page 20 
and 24. It gives the color photos 
just the right added touch, we 
think.
Now it's time to go out into the 
crowded parking lot, fight our 
way through I..A.-type traffic, 
drive past crowded classrooms 
and faculty offices, past drunken 
students at TG's. angry city 
planners, pensive school ad­
ministrators, (just apartmrnu 
that a pig wouldn't live in and 
contemplate the fact that 
sometimes planning does pay off, 
as this issue so well demonstrates. 
Glaudia Buck 
Mark Looker
Cover • 
photo
Gredit for the cover phoso, 
done in three color posSerfaa- 
lion, goes to photographer GU 
Rocha. His shot o( the sur­
veyor on campus looking 
through his transit fits well 
w ith the theme of this 
newspaper, “ Cal Poly: How 
big and at what coot?"
•  tdaia of Cal Pafy. 
Photo By KIN CHIN
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Big trouble: 
more students, 
less rooms
'  by SUE HAGEN
A tun down motel room...a 
stuffy camper...a draity garage...a 
one-room apartment...what do 
these have in common? They are 
all "hornet" for several hundred 
Cal Poly students.
A few sneak into the dorms and 
roll out sleeping bags on a 
friend's floor. Others live in cart 
and vans, in tents, or crowd eight 
bodies deep into apartments and 
houses designed for half that 
many.
Why such inadequate housing? 
The enrollment at Cal Poly this 
year hat exceeded expectations by 
over 2,000 new and returning 
students. Theifc are virtually no 
placet for them to live.
F. Jerald Holley, Director of 
Admissions, Records and 
Evaluations here, points out two 
reasons for this great in flux of 
students: (I) a higher percentage 
of new students accepted actually 
chose to attend Cal Poly, and (2) a 
higher percentage of those 
students here last spring returned 
to register this year.
"We may predict ahead of time 
how many students w ill register 
rach quarter," he says. "Figures 
and statistics collected over a 
period of several years give us 
something to go by. But this year, 
both percentage* went up. We 
really don't know why there is 
such a significant increase."
Holley says that his office 
works nearly a year in  advance, 
planning ahead for admission 
quotas. "Even a two per cent 
mistake in calculations amounts 
to several hundred students,"
The 1974 spring enrollment 
totaled 12,574 students. The 
following September, over 14,600 
students registered for classes. 
The addition of some 2,100 
students has put an intense strain 
on class scheduling, employment 
and housing factors.
The housing problem in San 
Luis Obispo may be approaching 
critical stages. Robert Bostrom,
Director of Housing, points out 
.that there is less than one percent 
vacancy factor in town, with 
many residents living in substan­
dard housing.
"There really needs to be a four 
or five percent vacancy factor," he 
explains, "so that people can have 
a choice to move around and find 
a decent place to live. As it stands 
now, everybody is locked in where 
he is because there is nowhere else 
t°  go." ,
This fall, Bostrom'* office 
found places for more students to 
live than it ever had before. 
Fremont Hall has been returned 
to dormitory capacity this year, 
providing vacancies for 217 more 
students. The building recently 
had been used for architecture 
laboratories.
The on-campus residences now 
hold 52 students over capacity by 
housing them in study rooms, 
thus fillin g  the dorms with a total 
of 2,556 students. Next year, 
Trnaya Hall w ill br converted 
back from offices it,to living 
quarters, bringing the 1975-76on- 
campos housing ( capacity to 
2,755.
" I t  concerns me," says 
BcJhrom, "that students are living 
in substandard housing. But I 
guess it's either that, long com­
mute* from surrounding towns, 
or no place at a ll."
Housing conditions aren't the 
only ones that are crowded this 
year. Cafeteria lines, bookstore 
cashier lines and registration 
lines w ind around tables, 
counters and intertwine with 
other long rows of waiting 
students. Parkihg on or near cam-
K i t  becoming nearly impost!- and the library boob voted
"most-likely-to-be-checksd-out"  
are never on the shelves long
enough to gather dust.
\ «
Classes, too, are becoming over- 
populated. Often the laat students 
who come into a classroom end 
up sitting on the floor.
Seven new building programs 
are underway on campus to meet 
the increasing number of 
students. More class sections are 
being opened up to accommodate 
student demands.
Jobs may be becoming more 
scarce, but according to Pal 
Huston, placement interviewer 
on campus, many Job oppor­
tunities still are coming into the 
placement office every day,
*
"The jo b  are tighter, and we 
have a lot more students coming 
in every day, but there is a large 
turn-over in general employment 
in town," she says, Toe office 
handles an average of over 1,000 
Jobs each quarter.
Even so, there w ill never be « 
enough jo b  to go around, and
(continued on page 6) 0 DOUGHERTY
By MICHAEL
Gurnee: city- campus 
no-growth crusader
bv PETE RINGThere was an old lady who lived in a shoe,She had j o  nsany children, 
she didn't Enow whet to do. 
City Councilman Keith Gurnee 
knows what he would do.
Gurnee sees his community 
tun Iron led with more CAI Poly 
students than it can handle. He 
wants a strong knot tied in  the 
university's enrollment.
"Any more expansion of the 
university w ill have some serious 
negative consequences," Gurnee 
says. He adds that San Luis 
Obispo, because of O il Poly's 
expansion, has grown in recent 
year* at a rate of four to five per 
cent annually: four limes greater 
than California's one-point-two 
per cent growth rate. He wanu 
that growth slopped.
To do this, says the M-year-old 
councilman, Cal Poly first is go­
ing to have to stop its growth.
"I'd say 90 per rent of San Luis 
Obispo s growth is caused by Qsl 
Poly's growing enrollment," 
Gurnee says.
The university's enrollment 
has boomed from 6,200 full-time 
students in 1965 to over 15,000 
this year.
"Too many," says Gurnee.
Gurnee was re-elected to h it 
Mtond term at councilman last 
March. He campaigned on prac- 
lii ally one issue: Cal Poly growth.
it i t  lime fur a truce in the growth 
battle.
"It's  only for three years," 
Gurnee says, "and what is going 
to happen after that? I can not 
envision the college ever b in g  
able to justify growing to 16,000."
[ for Krttn Gurnee the b tt leNol
it  still blaii'.g.
teat by a 
la n d s lid e
!i
Oumss, etty oounedman,
u*ni|||fS, Few DEIWVEI I f l j  lllwfE
°onwqu#nees on tho eommuntty.
architecture building on
ya||| Ar m aWHO n i f f  EwfwniE
photo By OIL ROCHA
(•urnee kept h it 
reco rd -b reak in g  
margin.
' That," Gurnee says " i t  a 
rctogniiinn that the community 
it  nol totally ta litifled.w ith  ex­
pansionist gains of Cal Poly and 
San Luis, it's a strong mandate 
(or the no-growth position."
Gurnee believes that h it 
overwhelming victory in the elec­
tion had something to do with 
university Pres. Robrrt Kennedy's 
decision to hold enrollment at 
15,600 students for the next three 
years.
Gurnee it  pleated with that 
position, but he still doesn't think
In April, Gurnee was writing to 
just about every biggie in Califor­
nia government, including Gov, 
Edmund Brown, Jr He stressed 
Qsl Poly should have been farced 
to file an Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR) when It presented 
its proposed matter plan to the 
Trustees last winter.
He thinks if the university ever 
were to file an EIR, the results 
would show the "negative conse­
quences" of any further Cal Poly 
growth.
He (eels Cal Poly should be 
bound by law to file an EIR. and 
only when it does to w ill the 
community have any legal say-so 
in university growth decisions.
" I  w ill not rest until I am 
tonvinted that thr Trustees or 
their instruments have considered 
the imparts of their ac tion on the 
environm ent—before taking 
those actions — pursuant to stair 
law," Gumee wrote in h it 
onslaught of Inters.
Gumee says hr has two groups 
of constituents in mind while 
fighting O il Poly rxpantion.
First, there are thr San Luis 
Obispo residents.
"R ight now people are being 
forced to move out of thr city to 
plates like Morro Bay and 
Atascadero," he says. Wr want to 
br a small community, not 
another San Jose.".
Second, but just at important, 
are the students.
" I  know, b in g  a student 
(continued on page •)
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C LO TH IN G  TOR M IN
805 Higuera
WITH YOUR COLLEGE 
RING PURCHASE!
CHOICE OF ONE:
sum stone...
All bnlhstones art available in the beautiful sun- 
burat cut.. your choice of smooth or faceted top
tfenulne Bern Slone...
Genuine green agate, tiger eye, |ade, red 
moaa agate, oat'a eye, and turquolae gem 
stones to compliment all ring styles . .. a tre­
mendous value — FREEl
O i p H U o  • • •
Engraved inside your ring eseetly as you write it I (except filigree 
styles)
RING ORDERS:
EL CORRM BOOKSTORE
is vital
. *~T-
THE RIVETS
SAY IT ALI___
LEVI'S" JEANS
Where there's a point of 
stress, Levi's* puts a rivet. 
For over 120 years Levl'a* 
leans have been known <or 
durability. The same quality 
Is built Into these rugged 
California bells of tough 
100% cotton twill, 
The pocket tab. and two- 
horse brand patch tell you 
they’re genuine Levi’s* jeans.
Beware the pedestrian who attempts to cross California Blvd. during the hourly eaodua to and from 
eampus by Roly drivers. photo by TOM KILBIY
S T L
(Behind the Network)
Clothes Gifts 
Jewelry Plants 
SPECIAL SALE 
40% off on clothes
Crowded
quarters...
(continued from page 5)
Poly students w ill always have lu 
toni|x’tr with Cuesta students, 
high *t hiKil student* and "locals" 
(oi job* in town. On-tantpu* job 
hour* tut' being < ul hut k dor to s 
Im k of *ioti’ funding,
With iht1 2,l(M) Modem intrease 
(hit year, und the imtinvenirnrf* 
ilun u<company ii. the city and 
the University are wot kina hard 
io utinmtxluif the unex|xi ml in­
flux. and the Modem* tor remain- 
iiiM paliem and ton|>eraiivr while 
wiinkle* in the *y*lem are being 
iioned ool.
San l.oi* Ohi*|M> i* a nice plat e 
io live, even if viewed ihrooKh a 
hioken window pane.
7:41 a.m.R
SATURDAY 26th 
10:00 a.m.« 9:00 p.m.
a u n l v M i t y  union
CORRAL
—- 1-*—  larit I .  H i i  rnBlyi ftpnrWf swrw
by Fred Vulin
City hall viewCooperation
Cal Poly'* relationship with the 
cily of Han l.oi* Obi»|>o i* he*i 
defined by atorrupiiooofa law of 
phy»it»:
When the force of the ever­
growing univer*iiy meet* head tin 
with the forte of the non- 
ex|iandina tiiy , one ultimately 
mu»( yield.
For dote of tfu- five tif Hail Luis 
()bi»|xi'» tiiy  count ilmen, there 
i» a definite hotie lhal uny ton- 
(mutation* might lx’ worked out 
with die niulual help of die ad* 
minikirulor* ol Poly und the Cily 
of Han l.ui».
Count ilmen Myron Crahani, 
Je*»ie N tiiti* und newly-eletjed 
HU've Pellet *on were t host'll to 
give iheii opinion* oil rite 
univcrsity-t iiy rcluiiotikhip for 
thi* unit le Ix't au*e they repri'M'in 
ihetoniio llu iK  vole* on the toon- 
t i l.
1 , Keith (fUiiiee.iinolluT toun 
t liman. i*oiien lound dissenting 
w th hi* tolleague* on several 
i»*oe*. Mi* opinion* comcriiiiig 
die im|Mtl of (iul Poly on diet iiy 
i* dealt with ill a *e|XTalf unit Ic 
here.
Mayot Kenneth Ht liwart/is the 
nitxleraiinK (one tin the count il 
and trie* in *ee Mime compromise 
fx'iween die view* of Gurnee und 
die other count ilmen.
Hui reaardle** how (he latter 
two men a il, the vole of die 
t iiu iit il t an lx> *wuiik by the oilier 
three member*. First, a lixik ul die 
view* of t ount ilmun '|e**e Norri*.
Molding a masters (degree in 
education from Poly (1907). 
Norri* ha* been a resident of Han 
l.ui* ()bi»|xi loi 20 year*. In that 
ix tiix l of lime, he hu* seen both 
die univeisiiy and t iiy thunge.
At cording io Norri*, die pop­
ulation ol Han l.u i* Obisuo 20 
yeur* ago wa» 15,000. Hoi with die
i in’rente oi ixipulution to S.1,000, 
*uy* Norris, die cosi of living in 
(he t iiy has list’ll lo die disadvan­
tage til sortie group*.
fconiiuucd on page 8)
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CAL POLY FOOD SERVICES
VISTA GRANDE RESTAURANT
Relaxed Pint Dining 
Open Friday April 28 thru Sunday 
April 27: 8:00am • 0:00 pm, 
Looattd on-oampua naar tha 
Grand Ava. antranoa and oloaa to 
reeldenoe hallo. Relax and lat 
Cal Poly atudanti aarva you In 
thla pluah raataurant with tha 
braathtaklng vlaw of tha olty. 
Spaolal Braakfaat, Lunohaon and 
Dlnnarall praparad to parfaotlon. 
Reaaonabie prloaa, grand viaw 
and outatandlng food.
SPECIAL POIY ROYAL 
BREAK LAST
........... MENU...........
Top Sirloin Staak 8 Kgga 12.06
Igga Banadlot 12.26
Ham,Bacon or Sauaagaa 8 Igga 61.00
Omelet-Ham 8 Chaaaa or Spanlah 11,66
Panoaka Bandw loh 61.66
Pranoh Toaat 60.06
.....Coffaa or Taa Inoludad.....
VISTA GRANDE CAFETERIA
Opan Friday, April 26 for Break* 
faat (7-0 am) and Lunoh (11 am* 2 
pm); and Saturday, April 26, 6 
am to 6 pm. Tha oafatarla dining 
room la looatad adjaoant to Vlata 
Grand# Raataurant. A oholoa 
array of a la oarta dlahaa attrac­
tively dlaplayad for your ohooa* 
Ing. la t  In a modarn oolorful 
dining araa with aoft mualc and a 
lovely vlaw.
BURGER BAR
Opan Friday, April 26, 10am to 
12pm, and Saturday, April 26, 
10am to 1 pm. Looatad next to 
tha raoraatlon room on tha flrat 
floor of tha MoPhaa Unlvaralty 
Union. Your Polyburgar with tha 
varlaty of apraada and alda or- 
dara, tha hot roaat baaf dip, 
aandwlchaa, aalada and daaaarta 
maka a good faat maal. Build a 
burgarand muoh, muoh mora.
ICE CREAM RARLOUR
Opan Friday, April 26, 11am to 
10pm, and Saturday, April 26, 
10am to 4pm, Looatad In tha 
MoPhaa Unlvaralty Union acroaa 
from tha Burgar Bar and reorea* 
tin room. Coma In, laava your 
troublaa bahlnd and traval back 
to tha 'good old daya' Qf tha 
roaring 20'a. loa cream aundaaa, 
malta ahakaa and oonaa haapad 
with famoua Cal Poly lop cream • 
noetalgloally delloloua and dlf* 
farant.
DINING ROOMS
Opan Friday: Braakfaat 7*6:30; 
Lunoh 10:30*1:30; Dlnnar 4:30-7 
pm. Saturday Lunoh: 11*1 pm, 
Dlnnar: 4:30-6:30 pm.
Looatad In tha Cantral Dining 
Complex, eouthwaat of tha Uni* 
varalty Union. Choose a com­
plete maal earvad oafatarla atyla.
Injoy the active atmoophare of 
oampua Ufa whan you aat with 
tha maal plan tlokat holdar.
Opan Friday and Baturday, April 
26 and 26, 7am to 4pm. Looatad 
In tha haart of oampua aoroaa 
from tha Phyaloal Iduoatlon  
Building. Your ordar aata In 
motion qulok handa who prapare 
your maal within mlnutaa. You 
will anjoy your food In tha llualy 
dining room. Braakfaat aarvad 
until 11 am offara a vaat varlaty of 
braakfaat fooda. Tha wldaat 
varlaty of fooda on oampua.
TH E ANNEX
Open Friday and Baturday, April 
26 and 26, 10:30am to 2pm. 
Looatad In tha Annax batwaan 
tha MoPhaa Unlvaralty Union and 
tha Btudant Dining Rooma. 
Watch experienoed handa alloa 
ataamlng, hot ham, paatraml, 
oornad baaf or roaat baaf and 
build a aandwloh that you won't 
soon forget. With your oholoa of 
bread and ohaaaa and tha aaeort* 
mant of aalada, thla la tru ly a 
apoclai maal.
yearly &  quarterly
turn
mean good rognlar meals
Individual atudenta have different maal 
needa, and aurveya ahow that atudenta 
Ilka to have a oholoa of eating atmoa* 
pheree. Three eoonomloal maal plana are 
avallable-the 19, 16, or 12 Maal Plana, 
eaoh of whloh offer unique flexibility of 
* food oholoaa, atmoepheree and met hod a 
of payment. Maal Flan Tlokata are 
honored at three eating araaa on 
oampua.
FULL DITAILS OF OUR M IAL FLANS 
ARI AVAILABLI AT ALL FOOD 
8IRVICI ARBA8.
and a good deal moro !
u n t i l :  c o o p e r a t i o n  n e e d e d . . .
(continued (rum pagt 6)
lie Id,lined this intlease on the 
.111 mules ul ilu' prcscni iiiy  atl- 
minisii.iim s.
"They've pushed «he cost ul 
hmisiitK u|> mi IiimIi dial il in 
t lillii ult (ui ymiiiK aijil ictired 
ixsiplc in live here," nay* llu* 
cornu ilm,in. Htu lie add* dial die 
students dun i utnsr die ItousiiiK
‘Special Notice’
ET CETERA PRESENTS 
1 DAY ONLY!
9:30 to 7:00 Sat. April 26th 
SHOWING 
$200,000.00 of 
TURQUOISE & SILVER 
Jewelry
Navajo & Zuni Handcrafted 
Jewelry_______
BUY AT 20% OFF
our low Regular Prloea 
'A ll Pleoea Genuine 
Turquoise
'First come-Flrat Served 
'Use our Lay-Away Plan 
'Buy your Mothers Day Gift Now 
'Bank Amerlcard A Master Charge
Don’t Miss This Fantastic 
Display of Turquoise & Silver 
'S pec ia l Se lection Navajo 
Rings
$9.88
k, ■
Et Cetera Of California 
(Naturally)
881 Hlguera Downtown Sen Lula Obispo
Free Drawing for Turquoise 
Bracelet
(No purchase neoessary)
shut m w  wliiili Iws driven up die 
i fly's ixmpunty run* amunu the 
urn -hull |h i m il mark.
Nun in Ixlicvcs Pics. Hobrlt K .' 
Kennedy's dciisinu in hall tlu* 
undent iMipulaiiun ai Poly at 
1,1,800 in a k<xxI one—  even il hit 
truly three years
Hui aim dial timc.uuordiiiKiu 
Norris, "The tin  must In Kiun 
tail warning in k«'I nut huuniim 
nupply in order,"
Hill uiu ciliai wumiiiK is Riven, 
nayn Nun in, llu* i ily shtudd come 
up with huuniiiK "in iMiiniiiK flat, 
il I hr til) wuulil ntup Kiin'K 
pinsixdivr liuildeis mull a haul 
linu\" ■»
Nun in in yyry optimistii ahum 
(he future ul I'uly and addn dial 
llH'univmity in a valuahlrannei lu 
die inmnuinily in mure wayn 
ilian nne,
"(ial I'uly hun a (Mkkilive in- 
11 urine un die, etuniiiny and 
iidlure. Il piuviden many jnhn, 
t he ntuileni and Mall (unirihtile 
in lily In urn way ul lile," nayn the 
man who wan eleiled in die t ily 
inum il in 1117.1,
Koi Myiiui (iialiam, San Luis' 
()his|Mi "wuulil In' a dead lily  
wilhnm ( ail I'uly."
Whal ( Iiaham wuulil like in nee 
nil die inntie n( Kiuwlli in "tom- 
IMiiihifily Ix'iwerii dal I'uly and 
d ir t ily ."  l akinKa viewkiinilar in 
Norris, druhain (eels I'uly nlinuld 
lei die illy  know whal'n kuiiik un 
at die university.
I .ikewike, nayn (iiaham, the (ily  
nlinuld It'll dal Poly what is has in 
nllei lie  (eel* I'uly nlinuld iy- 
(lease iln huuniiiK in pin|Kir,|inn 
lu the ini lease n( kludmu 
enrolled.'
Hut he udmilk developers "have 
made a lul of tnutiey in inwn."
One ikkue where Norris and 
Graham disuipee in un die ques- 
linn ul Environmental lnipurt 
Kiin iiis  (I IK) and (iliiiK I hem hy 
(ail I'uly.
While Nun is says il is Ids un* 
dtinuuidiiiK I'uly musi (ill nut 
KIR* lui any IniildiiiKn il tun* 
strum, Graham Ixlicvr* die 
I- IK n nhutild lx made lu ini hide 
die ini|xu i ul mudenin ihi the ( ily 
mi in line and how il m leli.
3et to know oupeaviponment III
V' * ,
’Wme Street 0k . . . A
MS-
DINNER Ho u r s
M*F... 5 'SOpm  
J ‘ 8 "  • 6  0 0  p.hs 
*F*ATUfcN& F0N0UC
LUNCH HOURS t
^qOUWNCT SANDWICH
■* RELAXED
AWVMPHEA&
k W t  GOOCAILS 
^Kmo-Y OTORIWN-
m «w t
77^  HlfiUKRR 
C below 4be
PtriworK
m o
v r iN t  s h o p  h o u r s :
AA* C A T . . . .  lO em  'IO m
......  5pm*10pn
LARGE SCUScnON op  
CAUFOIWIA W M if t *  
f  HEW WtfORT SECTION-*
* W )N &  T A S T IN G *
*  im p o r t e d  i  CROCK
• *  y u h e  A ccasoR ifisH fr
+  1 0 % o is c o (J N r ON
M IX E D  C A M S *
And die i niiiu il*n newest 
memlx'i, Sieve I'eliemun, lits 
some while in Ix'iween die two 
philosophies ul Norris and 
(iiaham. Ills main cum cm about 
i ’uly is die lai k n| Iiousiiik 
mailable in sludeiilk.
" I line is a liemniduus lioui- 
iiiK khnnaKe— worse than people 
realiic. As far as I knuw.iherr'sno 
vacancies lui next year," says 
Peterson.
The I it si-in m count il mendier 
be lievi's die (ily and die university 
"should lake a joint first step in 
snlviiiK die housiiiK problem.
I hey should (In il luKeiher, as a 
(ummutt Koal." Pciinsun adds,
lie  leels die Kennedy decision 
in lim ii Poly’s enrollmeni ul IS,. 
H00 "w ill not be detrimental,"
Pederson (Idlers with Norris 
and (iruhum on die KIR topic— 
and is (Iciinilc alxmi his ffrliiiRi 
on die sulrjei I.
"-We should slay oul ol it as 
mm h as |x)ssihlr."
W illi slab dideriiiK view- 
|xiiuis, it>upled Willi the in­
fluent es ol (iurnrrund Mchwaru, 
die lelaiionship IxMwrrn die city 
and die university dix't not lend 
ilsell in a future wilhniil , i^y 
problems.
All ilip-c iuum llntm  inter- 
vlewttl liuped the siiuuiion on 
Ixith sides ol (Lslilornia Hlvd. 
would i h uiiK t—for Hie bcitcfii of 
all iorderntid.Gurnee’s
•  • •position
, (coniinuad from page S)
mysell," says (ounce, who is do- 
iiik |xtsi Kiaduuie work In ihr 
Held of (illy Ki kioii.iI Planning, 
"dial die (pialiiy of rdutalion al 
(.d  Poly is Im'Iiik sacrificed by 
Kennedy riRhl now. The 
ilussrixmis ure overfilled and ihr 
lai uliy overworked.
"Snulenis are |>uyinK rxorbi- 
lam reiidi beiause ol a disioried 
demand loused by overciow- 
diiiR." be says. ' ’When I was a 
studcni. up unill I1>70, my 
iivrtURt' sbaie id die tenl in a 
ilmV-man apaiimeni was about 
IT> in ISO..
I be problem lies in halluiR 
Kennedy's desire for university 
Kiuwlli, ( .inner diaKunses. lie's 
uoi (pule sure wbai ui prrwribr, 
however.
" I t 's  Kennedy's, empire. 
Everyone wauls lo have the 
hipest and Ik*si university," 
(miner says. "Kennedy needs lo 
hr bit In  ween the eyes with a I wo- 
by-lorn Inf me lie'll start lo talk 
yum laiiKuaKi'.
"lie 's so used lo bciiiK a die 
laim in bis own insiiimion dial 
lie's not used lo haviiiK •«» involve 
die iiiy  in bis plans," (turner 
adds. "Who did hcKuiowhcnihr 
UK issue was first broiiKbi up? 
Nm die students, noi the mm- 
muniiy. lie  wi'iii siraiKhi l<> die 
( Ji.iimIm'I of (iimmertr and 
lemmiled them bow mmli die 
si himrl was wordi lo diem."
No timid old lady, Keilh 
(.mnee ilix's not ap|x,u willuiK 
lo sii h,uk and wanh hlstombir- 
table lommuniiy siieuhed w 
at my Ixxii pio|x)tiioiis. Anylxxly 
know any K"nd knoisr
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Poly— city hall
W hat’s the relationship?  
Kennedy gives h is view s
by ALISON HARVEY 
"Mutually advantageous' i» 
how Cal Poly President Robert E. 
K enned y  d e ic r ib e d  the 
relationihip between the univer- 
•Ity and the city of San L u ii 
Ohiipo in a recent interview for 
the Poly Royal iuue of the 
Mustang Daily.
The university has a goal con­
gruent to that of the city." said 
Kennedy, "one of improving the 
community."
T h e  c i t y - u n iv e r s i t y  
relationihip has been strained 
recently over the issue of con­
tinued Cal Poly growth. Enroll­
ment Jumped over 10 percent the 
the 74-75 academic year and 
applications are up 5.5 per cent.
Kennedy announced an enroll­
ment moratorium in March that 
would permit the planned in ­
crease to 14,800 students for 75-70 
but hold enrollment at that level 
for at least three years and until 
planned buildings are con­
structed.
The conflict had come to a head 
last December when San Luis. 
Obispo City Councilman Keith 
Gurnee proposed a resolution 
calling (or Cal Poly to file an 
environmental impact report
History 
of growth 
outlined
(Editor's notet Cal Poly la ex­
periencing growing pains as 
never before. For a chronology of 
eveijts that occured during the 
past year in regards to the school's 
growth, please refer to the fo llow ­
ing article as your scorecard of 
Who's Who In the great 
"G row th" game.)
The series of events leading up 
to President Kennedy's decision 
to (reeeie the level of enrollment 
for the next three years began 
inauspiciously enough in the fall 
of 1974.
It was after the fall quarter 
enrollment showed an unex­
pected 10 per cent increase that 
the administration first found 
itself faced with a basic problem: 
How much more should the cam­
pus grow and at what rate?
When President Kennedy ad­
dressed the city Chamber of Com­
merce in November he told its 
members that no city or county 
could force a suite institution to 
lim it its growth. He asked for the 
businessmen's support "to  our 
mutual advantage," and said that 
the school must grow in order to 
get needed funds.
A few days later, City Coun­
cilman Keith Gurnee proposed a 
resolution that would ask the 
campus administration to file an 
Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR) before increasing enroll­
ment. He expressed concern 
about the effect of the school's 
growth on housing, city facilities 
and the overall environmental 
quality.
The City Council dec ided at a 
meeting in early December to 
work informally with the ad­
ministration to work out the 
problems of growth rather than 
work on an EIR.
Early in January it was an­
nounced tha t e n ro llm e n t 
applications had gone up by five 
per cent and an enrollment of 
approxim ate ly 14,800 was 
predicted for (all of 1975 by the 
registrar’s office.
before any increase in enrollment, negative impact on environ men 
City Attorney Art Shaw said the tal quality. 60 per cent of ( i l l  Poly
university could be legally forced- 
to file the report.
The issue was defused by a city- 
university agreement, to work 
together informally on growth- 
related subjects.
Gurnee's concern was over the 
strain that increased enrollment 
would put on already over­
burdened city housing und 
facilities and over a possible
students live in the city of San 
Luis Obispo.
But Kennedy's concern in im ­
plementing the moratorium wus 
over the strain on instructional 
facilities on the campus. Cal Poly 
is the most nverutiliied campus in 
the California State Universities 
und Colleges system.
There are 13,560 fu ll lime 
equivalent (KIT.) students at Cal
Poly using a tam pm  with a K IT  
cupuiity of only 11.2411.
A 86.2 m illion  life science* 
building that would ease the 
strain was cut from (he state 
budget recently by Governor Ed­
mund Biown. Kennedy says that 
enrollment w ill not be allowed to 
increase u n til the building is 
constructed-—by 1976 at the 
earliest.
Kennedy said the decision to 
hold enrollment at the 14,600
The Inner aanctum of City Hell le pieoed ever the 
towering administration building on oempue In
this unique double eipeeure. 
K I L 8 I Y
Photo by TOM
plateau (13.6(6) K IT ) was reached 
w ith "wide consultation'', He 
met w ith community leaders in 
September and again, at a univer­
sity convocation, in January.
I he Chancellor's office, after 
review of the c rowded situaticat at 
Cul Poly, was in favor of holding 
entollmeut indefinitely, but 
Kennedy was able to get a ctan- 
promise in the form of the 
moratorium lor ih ire  years and 
until the life sciences building is 
construe ted.
Iherv are problems with 
holding or cutting enrollment 
that pto|M>nents are unaware of, 
says Kennedy. In additicai to 
delaying t ampus capital im­
provement programs, no gniwih 
tan have a substantial impact on 
the community.
Cutting enrollment involves 
laying off employees Kennedy 
remembers when lay-offs occured 
at Call Poly in  the early 50'%dueto 
a drop in enrollment. "We have 
laid off in  the past and we are not 
(continued on page 15)
Applicantceiling
imposed
Cal Poly's enrollment w ill br 
held at an average of 13.6(61 full­
time students next year and st 
least Inr three years. President 
Kennedy said un March II.
Dr. Kennedy said the lack of 
campus resources and communi­
ty facilities tontributed to the 
dec ision to impose a ceiling tat 
campus enrollment, even though 
Cal Poly is receiving a higher 
percentage of applications from 
prospective students than any 
tampus in the slate,
"Th is is espet tally unlortunate 
at a time when the few Jobs that 
ate available require the kind ol 
s p e e ia liie d  t r a in in g  and 
background that Cal Poly 
provides," Dr. Kennedy said.
Fatuity reaction was mixed, 
hut generally favorable, since 
many faculty mrmbrrs have been 
laced w ith 6 a.m. to 10 pm, 
teaching schedules because of a 
lac k of c lassroom space,
" It  is not possible to project 
enrollment growth attoniing m 
our physical master plan unless 
we have some rrussurame that the 
needed la iillties  w ill he built," 
Dt, Kenneth said.
I'he mayors ol the county's 
int oi |Miiutcd i toes were officially 
until led by Dr. Kennedy that he 
wus im|M»siug a plateau on ‘Cal 
Poly enrollment (or the next three 
ycuis at 13,6(6).
In the middle of February, 
Councilman Gurnee asked for a 
three year moratorium on enroll­
ment until the housing demand 
could catch up with the city's 
available resources.
City Attorney Art Shaw said 
that the school could be legally 
forced to file an EIR.
Kennedy had considered a 
moratorium, charged Gurnee, 
but had opted for growth to 
pressure the state into providing 
for more funding.
President Kennedy came back 
with a strong statement of his 
own in February. Said Kennedy, 
"My predecessor was insistent 
that this is a statewide Institution 
not serving just regional needs 
and I still believe that.,.I don't 
think the city, w ith at least three
of its city councilmen committed 
to no growth, should lim it the 
opportunities for students around 
the state to attend (is l Poly just 
because these officials are afraid 
that adding a few homes may be 
detrimental to the environment."
But on March I I ,  Kennedy an­
nounced that the school would 
lim it its enrollment for the next 
three years and reach a level of 
15,(66) Full Time Equivalent 
(K IT ) students by 1962.
Enrollment would not lie In­
creased until a new life science 
building was constructed, II 
funds for the building were 
granted this year, it would not be 
rradv until 1976, which would 
eliminate the possibility of 
growth until then.
Academic Senate 
favors master plan
A resolution of faculty support 
for new Instructional facilities at 
Cal Poly was approved on it vote 
ol 39-3 by the Academic .Semite on 
March II,
President Kennedy said the 
resolution w ill lie forwarded to 
the officials of the California 
State University and Colleges 
system and othersdeliberating the 
need for new campus (at ilit ie i.
The resolution was welcomed 
by Dr. Kennedy as an Indication 
of faculty support for the campus 
physical master plan. He agreed
with a (atulty dec la in non that 
"resulting ovrrcrowding of in- 
udeounte facilities and falling 
faculty morale" contribute to a 
deterioration of quality education 
at ( i l l  Poly.
" The Academic Senate gives its 
total support to the efforts of 
President Kennedy to seek restora­
tion of a ll funds originally 
budgeted...(or 1975-76 for thia
University," the resolution states. 
I'he resolution opiaises Governor
i Fags I I
*  *  '
s
by JIM CARLISLE
( id  INtly scant w ill lx- "launch- 
rd into the With century.’’ said 
(ieotrgr llasslein, Oran of ih r 
Vhool ol Architecture and En- 
vinmmetual Design. This change 
w ill lx- brought ulxmt tluouKh 
ihc completion of a massive nrw 
architecture building supplies! 
with modern equipment and 
facilities
Construction Ik nan in early 
Krbruary on thr architecture 
classrtxnn building. which w ill 
occ upy t-site in llu- northwest 
IMtrtio of the campus near thr 
Dexter Library and the Business 
Administration and Education 
Building. I he project, whic h is 
the largest of five construction
Catch up
building
underway
by SUE HAGEN
In hoprs of easing Poly's 
classroom crunch, various 
building projects around thr 
c ampus are under construction or 
in thr planning stage*.
"We've got to catch up," said 
Exec utivr Dean ot Fac ilities Plan­
ning, Douglas (ierard. "Meat of 
our building plans aren't only to 
rapancl for expected growth, but 
mainly to catch up w ith  
ourselves."
Total university enrollment 
figures have more than doubled 
during the last ten years, and with 
this increase has come a higher 
demand lor c ampus structural ex­
pansion.
The estimated rapacity of all 
buildings on campus currently 
provides for 11,000 students. ITtis 
year's fu ll- t im e  enro llm ent 
pushes the 14,MX) mark.
To accommodate this growth. 
Poly’s second largest construc tion
Kijrc i, the entrance road from ghway I, is ncuting comple­tion this month.
(ierard said the new road was 
started in the spring of I97S and 
should have been finished last 
year. However, a few major set­
backs stifled construction 
pmgress (or nearly six months.
" ’The designers neglected to 
clear the design with the state 
Department of Kish and Game," 
explained (ierard. "The proposed 
toad w ill cross the creek in two 
places supiMirting fish pop­
ulations. I'he plans had to tie 
mexlifird to provide for fish 
ladders." I'he action to halt the 
work project prevented sill 
damage to fish life.
A sum of S2ti(),0(K) ha* been 
allcxated loi the remoldelling of 
four room* in the B wing of the 
main science building. Previous­
ly botany laboratories, these 
rearms are bring converted into 
two chemistry labs with support 
fronts, A fall 197.1 completion 
date is projected.
A new 12,000 volt line is being
programs currently underway on 
campus, w ill cost nearly 14.3 
m illion. The projected comple­
tion date is September, 1976.
Since its founding in 1949, the 
architec ture school has not had u 
"home.”  "We’ve never really had ' 
a building of our own. We’ve been 
shuffled ull over campus," suit! 
Dean llasslein. Two-thirds of the­
se head’* 1,400 students have been 
u ing temporary facilities ut the 
Old Power House, Kremont 
Residence Hall, unit at Stenner 
Glen, an off-campus student 
housing complex. The fourth- 
yeat architecture students work 
behind the library in "tent- 
porary" barrac k* construeted dur­
ing World Wkr II nicknamed "the 
jungle."
Included in the 72,000-scprare- 
lean structure w ill la- four lec ture 
rooms; 20 faculty offices; two con­
ference rearms; IH lab rearms; a 
photography lab; storage rtarnts; 
and secretarial areas.
But, according to Dean 
llasslein. "  The new building still 
won’t quite f il l our needs," He 
estimates a current treed for at 
least nine labs in excess of the 
plans.
The new building w ill not 
provide for an increased enroll­
ment erf new students, but rather 
w ill help to meet the need* of 
students already enrolled.
Ac cording to Exec utive Dean of 
Kac ilities Plunning, Douglas (ie r­
ard, the laboratory rcxrrns in thr 
nrw building w ill lx- Icxatrd 
along the north side of thr nrw 
structure where they w ill get the 
best natural light. High windows 
cm the south sidr of the building 
w ill help to provide natural ven­
tilation.
v
The architectural design by 
W ill Shaw and Associates, 
Monterey, w ill utilise cast-in- 
place concrete frames; wide ex­
pose* of glass exterior walls and 
interior finishes of rx|x>*ed con­
crete, plaster, and gypsum hoard.
Floor levrls for the laboratories 
w ill br stacked and offset in order 
to  create a th ree-s to ry  
walkthrough space in thr middle 
of the building.
Architect Shaw said. "We made 
every conscious effort to blend thr 
budding m mass and form to thr 
surrounding buildings. For in ­
stance, the stair towers use the 
dork tower of an adjoining 
building (Business Administra­
tion unci Education) as |>art of thr 
rhythmical relationship, w ith the 
clcxk towrr being thr dominant 
member."
Extrrior landscaping w ill 
feature a largr concrete plaia on 
the ptotected south sidr of the 
building, trre bosks, and other 
plant groupings compatible with 
those existing nrar the site.
Archie’s A building
Friday. April M . ISTS
* *
Construction of tho now arohltooturo building 
n o il to ths Business Administration and Educa­
tion building la htghllghtod by tho aun’s rays Ir 
lata afternoon shot. Photo by TOM KBLMY
ns
installed on campus to provide 
lew arci 
as pres
trical capabilities. In is  reformed
p r
Power for the nr hitecture 
building as well ent elec-
system w ill provide elec trie |x>wer 
lot other new buildings already in 
planning stage*.
I he fifth on-campus projec t is 
an outdoor lighting sysirnt in the 
area of ih r men’s gym. I'he pro­
ject inc ludrs metrr-operated (card 
key*) lights for the tennis court
(continued on page 11)
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, The new wing of the Health Center wee com- helped to eaee the erunoh on the ousting Health 
i  plated In the tall of 1ST4 and ooet |1 million with Center structure. Photo by KIN CHIN 
an addition of 11,000 square feet. The wing
Lots of Color and Quality, 
Imported and Domeotlc
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macrame, needlepoint, knitting, 
crochet and rugmaking.
Bella o Beada o Books a Patterns 
Hardware # Instructions
< 544-8866
570 Hlguera Street, S.L.O. 
The Creamery *
expanded Fivr hospital rcximi 
formerly u ird  for clerical pur­
l e r *  have been regained due io 
an increase in spare.
beginning Ih ii spring. tevrral 
new progtam* are being initialed 
by the Health Center. New to the 
tenter w ill be a speech therapy 
clin ic, Women'* Center and an 
oral health program,
T he oral health program will 
lx- Uxated in the oriRinal x-ray 
rtxrtn, with a dentiil on the 
premium two hour* a day and an 
aiiiiiant four hour* each day.
AtmrdinR to Mount*, the new 
empha»i» at thr Health Center it 
on preventive rnrtlirine. New 
programs ini lude peer counsel- 
i h r . human sexuality, and health 
edut at ton dfiplay* concerning in­
formation on fir»t aid, nutrition 
und other health topic* of interest 
to student*.
The Health Center ha* alway* 
aimed to »erve the »tudent» and 
their need*, but the new facility 
ha* enabled it to expand It* *c f 
v im  to bettime an Innovative 
part of the ramput.
P*S« II rnsar.AartiM.ir* Trying to make do
Brand new look
- • -  ’ » . _ . /  ,
for <(the jungle” ,
by JIM CARLISLE
Neat the construction of the 
a r c h i r f c t o r u l  b u i ld in g ,  
redevelopment of an urea known
--r ■T-rrr— -  .•     . •
Health Center 
opens new wing
us the "jungle" it  taking on u new 
look.
For year*, itudent* have com­
plained about the drubnes* of the 
lub*—intide and out. Hut, 
lIuutiRh u Mudent-run program, 
the "jungle" i* being iruntfortnetl 
w ith  co lo rfu l luntU raping, 
gtuphit art tlispluys anti retlwtaxl 
bent lie*.
Dean Ceorgr Husslein Mid the 
redevelopment progrum i i  
designed not only to give urchilrr- 
lure student* vuluuble experience 
Inti to "upgrade the environ­
ment" as well.
"It'*  an iniiruetionul kind of 
projeti Inakinuth a* it repre»eni» 
their ubility to tuke whatever en­
vironment they ate in, to upgrude 
It, and mukc it more vuluuble," 
Ha*slrin saitl.
l lte dean alto Mid (hut com­
pleting the projet i really dtx-sn't 
mutter, "Ir»  a gtowing. con­
tinuing kind of thing," llasslrin 
Mid, "and if it'* required that it Ix- 
torn down after thev finish it up,
(continued from page 26)
by JANET KLEINDIENST
"W ith a facility originally 
designed for 0,000 itud fn it, we 
wrre literally lin in g  on each 
other'* la |»."
That wuk l)r. Hilly Mount*, 
Director of Health Service* at ( id  
Holy, explaining why the annex 
to the exikting Health Center wui 
needed.
t he addition,which more thutt 
doubled the exikting spare, wuk 
opened on Sept, IS, 1974,
"We were trying to accom­
modate more than twice the 
original nuthber of itudent* we 
bud when we op ftiftl in 19.W," 
coniinusd Mount*.
After the need wa* eilabliiheti 
lor a new facility, the next quei- 
lion wa* where the fund* were to 
come from. In 1907, a itudent 
fu tility  fee wa* added to the 
quarterly tuition fee paid by 
itudentk. A portion of thi* fee wa* 
then allocated toward* an addi­
tion to the Health (jenier.
"The entire building i* itudent 
funded," »uid Mount*. The two
itudent lource* which enable the 
Health Center to maintain it* 
program are the Material* and 
Service* Fee and itudent 
purchaxe* of an optional Campui 
Health Card.
Student* are able to take advan­
tage of the campui infirmary 
twenty-four emergency service, 
the pharmacy, phyiica! therapy 
and the augmented clinic.
A ll itudent* are eligible for 
the*e »ervice», hut (how with a 
prepaid health ID card get free 
tare. The Health card i* |IH per 
quarter. Th i* fee keep* the health 
lervicei in operation.
The uddition to the original 
health center ro il SI m illion and 
udded 19,000 iquarr feet to an 
ulready exiiting 12,000 square 
feel, Before the new annexation, 
there were two main program* 
offered by the Health Center: 
C linic and Infirmary.
With the new facility, the naff 
i* able to operate more efficiently. 
The lab, x-ray room and physical 
therapy service* have all been
T M S  IS known ss "the jungle" by srennoeture4 It lovlnglfl
students on oempus. The jungle Is reoeivlno s much needed fsoellft 
In on sttempt to upgrsde the enylronntom/'fhoto by KIN CHIN
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. 5®. for $2 a month,
your checking plan can
\
\
\
A« you know, graduations going to 
complicate your financial situation.
•You’ll have more money. More 
to spend It on. More records to 
keep. And more need for credit.
Our All-In-One Checking Plan 
meets all these new needs-and  more — 
in one simple package. For a flat fee 
of $2 a month, you get all this:1. Unlimited check- writing.
All the checks you can 
write for $2 a month.2. No minimum balance.
No matter what your balance — still, Just 
$2 a month.3. Free personalized checks.
Your choice from our colorful selection.4. Check guarantee card.
Cash checks up to $100 at any Bank of America 
Office worldwide,5. Overdraft protection.
"Instant Cash" eliminates bounced checks.6. The Tlmesaver* Statement.
Lists checks numerically to simplify balancing.7. BankAmericard:
Gives you credit around the world, with one monthly bill.8. Free BankAmerica lYavelers Cheques.
All you need —no service charge.
9. Automatic IVansfer Service (Optional).
Repay loans or make monthly savings deposits 
automatically.
You have a good chance of qualifying for the 
All-In-One Checking Plan If you’re expecting your 4-year 
college degree soon, and have accepted a Job in 
California for $600 a month or more. Then, you complete 
Just one application for everything. Easy?
That’s the whole Idea._____________ ____________________Depend on us.More California graduates do.
B A N K of AMERICAm
M M O f tM U C I N f|H  M|H|Sa fS*t
 ^ •
Marlene Heinrich 
Student Relations 
Representative
Gradplan available only at:
University Square Office 
972 Foothill Boulevard
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W ILLIAM  F. W HITE, U T IL l- 
TV FOREMAN, DIABLO CA.
NYON, SLOi
" I wouldn't think m. 1 hate to 
ire ih r curtailment of any 
educational f ttr iliiin . CullitiK 
back would hr a bad turn."
M.B. PHILLIPS. MEDICAL 
RECORD ADMINISTRATOR, 
A T A S C A D E R O  S T A T E  
HOSPITAL, SLOi
Frtdiy, April U, t in
Opinion poll
Should Cal Poly’s growthb e ____ „ ,
Kennedy 
confronts 
the press
C H R ISTO PH ER  BA ILY , 
JUNIOR, CITY PLANNING!
"No, it ihould I*' planned 
along with thr city k i o w i Ii . They 
ihould phut the growth together 
m> one wouldn't overburden the 
other/’
SUM BRADLEY, SENIOR, 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE!
" I  don't think the undent 
enrollment iihould im rru ir very 
much ntprr. I don't think the 
town win tuke very much more 
expumion."
JOHN JAMES, SENIOR, 
TRANSPORTATION 
ENGINEERING)
"Y u , until thr city gelt more 
houiing. lire  city can’t have a no­
growth policy and the uhool 
have a growth policy. The irhool 
could grow a lit t lr  more than 
14,000. Iiu ira *r thr number of 
with the growth of thr
M R S , D O R R O U G H , 
P R IV A T E  H O M E C A R E  
NURSE, SLOi
"No, The city wouldn't l>e 
anything without thr college. A i 
lar at I'm concerned, the growth 
ihould continue. Young people 
ihould able to get ih rm irlve i tit 
far along at they can."
G E O R G E  A L M E S ,
GRADUATE, ENGINEERING)
"No, I don't M ir v r  to. I l ' i  a 
good in ililu tion . There it  a 
problem with junking. Their it a 
line group of in itructori and the 
fucilitie i are udrtpiuie. There arr 
no trd rru l contracti, th r 
n ho larih ip i are inudetpiatr and 
there it u luck of reirurch 
fa d lit lr i."
MRS, W. R. FAIRCHILD, 
HOUSEWIFE, SLOi 
"Yet. Becauie there lin 't 
rnough houiing. I h r  town can't 
handle any more than 12,000 in 
14,000. I've tried to hrlp  nudrnti. 
I've lived here 20 yeari. W  « IW I - I * "
Come in and get your FREE 4 page indoor plant guide.
Largest selection!!!
Indoor greenery] tuppllee and acceeeoriee 
Laaded glati terrarlumi and larrartum tuppllee 
Haiketi and locally craftad macrame and poltary.
— “ 543-1141
570 Hlguera Street, S.L.O. 
The Creamery
JOYCE REZENDES, IN ­
STRUCTOR, ARTt
"Y ri, I don't frr l there’i  enough 
adrrpiuie iparr in the clanei. 
There'! not enough houiing. 
I'urking iiu iie i are needed, There 
arr enough prnhlrm i needed to lie 
lolvrdnow. I like it the way it it."
"Somewhat, until thr ro llrg r 
doe* lom rlh ing about thr hou i­
ing. I am pirated with thr <|uality 
of thr (arulty
Hreiident Kohrri Kennedy gave 
h it v irw i on the relationihip 
Iretween the city and un ivrrilly  in 
a pren conference held on cam- 
put March 1.1.
Said Kennedy, "Should it 
itp|>eur that I am perionally unap­
preciative of the vigilance of the 
City CounciTi effort! to prrtrrvr 
the environmental attrardvrnrii 
ol the city, which l l r i  adjacent to 
Cal Poly'icainpui, I would like to 
rm pha iitr that the Univeriityhai 
a goal congruent to that of thr 
city—one of 'improving the com­
munity.'
"What we tee ai boundariei 
vary in trrm i of certain legal 
lim ita tion! on our authority. But 
deip itr ret tam geographical 
l lm ita i io n i and financial 
lim iiu iion i, the univrriity  i i  not 
In ien iltlve  to thr rriponilb ility  
to our neighbor!.
"Our iiu u rn ti, faculty andiuff 
arr a part, not only of the cpm- 
muniiy of Sun L u ll ()bii|M> city, 
but alio of many other com- 
m un ltir i in thr county,
"Individually and collectively, 
all are generally very good 
citU rni, doing much u> help Im­
prove their varioui communitin. 
To me, an improved community 
im liid r i many rlrm enu beyond 
the concept of prrierving the 
natural Ireauty of the area.
"Beyond the natural beauty ii 
thr importance of employment 
for their r i l i t r n i  who need work 
to live. How we work toward the 
goal of improved community w ill 
vary w ith thr boundariei, the 
d rfirtition i and (hr prrcrptioniol 
our individual, tom nim ri eccen­
tric, u rriona litie i, including 
Krnnrdy'i, (k ra rd 'i, Gurnee • 
and Schwarti'i, Central to im­
proved community may be im- 
. proved communication.
B A B B A B A  B A R B E R ,
IU N IO R , SPEECH COM- IUNICATIONK i'D efin ite ly not. Why ihould it 
ire c urtailed? We need more park­
ing ipacn. I don't think growth 
ihould Ire curtailed if rnough 
ttud rn ii want to come hrrr. The 
teachrn here are fantaitic
Vito-Nutrition
“ V ito-Nutrition is a 
must fo r a ll health- 
minded individuals”
A complete line of food supplements
‘ Whola grains -Raw honay 
•Raw nuts *Woodanahoaa
1131 Cherro St. S-L-0- 543-1127
Vets eligible lor insurance
•  Y " " ™  ••parated Irom
1 2 J P  ‘hro««h July *1. \9
• lillb le  lor new Veterans ( 
Ufa Insurance (V O U ) If 
•PPly before Aug I, 1975 
Nonrenewable, five-year 
‘ overage is available in 
increments up to 120 ,0 0 0  
^^P j^H rm se re e va llttb li 
v *  off ires ami veterans s
wgeniaiionssiMhasVetRi
University Union room 10!
Welcome to Poly Royal 
from
6k®MGM
300 So. Broadway, Santa Marla, Calif. 
121 State Street, Santa Barbara, Calif, 
951 Hlguera, San Luis Obispo, Calif,
BROWN JEWELERS 
862 Hlguera 
SLO
YOUR AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE JEWELER
by RICK DeBRLHL
Community service. That's the 
new emphasis at KCPR, the cam­
pus radio station, BI.S FM. *
Beginning its first fu ll quarter 
of 2000 watts, the station is using 
its newfound power to improve 
its service to the school and the 
community.
"We're trying to be more than 
just a jukebox, explains station 
manager Blair Helsing. "As a 
public radio station we can do 
more because we don't have to 
answer to advertisers,"
Helsing plans two major Im­
provements for the rest of the year. 
The first is in  special program-
Community: 
KCPR tries
to reach out
rvtear.Aertiss.iirs ns
subject is of current interest can 
and w ill be covered."
Concert Canadian, featuring 
biographies and music of 
Canada's top musical artists, w ill 
finish up the week on Friday.
Throughout the day five 
minute mini-programs, such as 
Agri-Tape, a report from the 
Department of Agriculture; 
'Ihrough the Lens, a program 
dealing w ith the basics of 
photography; In the Public In ­
terest, w ith commentaries by 
noted columnists; and Consumer 
Time, with tips for the consumer,
m in i
"We have virtually eliminated 
the nationally syndicated taped 
programs. Most programs w ill 
originate from KCPR and deal 
with situations and problems that 
the student can directly relate to," 
Helsing said.
In the past the only program 
the station broadcast live was 
Open Channel, on Thursday 
nights, a talk program that gave 
listeners a chance to call in and 
direct questions to * ABI Pres. 
Scott Plotkin and Vice-Pres. Mike 
Hurtado.
Joining Open Channel this 
quarter w ill be "Here's to Your 
Health," a talk show featuring 
Health Center director Dr. Billy 
Mounts, alternating w ith a live 
broadcast of the San Luis Obispo 
City Council meeting on Monday 
nights.
Tuesday nights, Community 
Forum w ill be aired. Helsing (eels 
this show has a good chance of 
being the station's most 
provocative because "the subject 
matter is open. Whatever topic or
w ill be played.
jlous [ 
planned for Sunday mornin
Religio programming is
l g
with Powerline, Outreach ana 
Christian Music.
The second major improve­
ment is planned (or musical 
program m ing. "W e had a
Eblem with on the air quality quarter," explained program director Ken Goto. "We nave 
reduced the number of air shifts 
available and are more particular 
about who w ill get them."
As it has in the past, KCPR w tl’ 
continue to broadcast the Texaco 
Metropolitan Opera live from 
New York on Saturday mornings. 
Following the opera w ill be four 
hours of oldies w ith  Jay 
Cervenka.
Sunday afternoons w ill be 
filled with the sound of Big Bands 
and A ll That Jass. KCPR's most 
popular program, Sunday By Re­
quest, w ill run from six to m id­
night with a special hour devoted 
to the California Mens Colony.
The Fourth Tower of In­
verness, a mystery serial 
something like the oldtimc radio 
shows, returned winter quarter.
Building projects 
attempt to catch up...
Each episode w ill last five 
minutes and w ill be played Tues­
day through Saturday nights w ith 
a recap of the week's snows on 
Sunday preceding Sunday By Re­
quest.
Kennedy
speaks...
(continued from page 10)
anxious to do it again," he says.
Further problems with holding 
enrollment became apparent in 
1071 and 1072 when Cal Poly held 
up increases "due to a lack of off- 
campus housing." The capital 
outlay plans were moved two 
years ahead—granting no relief to 
the soueesed facilities at Cal Poly, 
says Kennedy,
Kennedy-, does not anticipate 
that problem in his present 
moratorium decision. However, 
he says he has a commitment from 
Chancellor Glenn Dumke that 
capital outlay plans for Cal Poly 
w ill not be affected by the 
moratorium.
Noting that buildir 
tripled during the 7M  
ment freest, Kennedy expressed
(continued from page 11)
and switch-operated timer lights 
for the basketball courts. The 
lighting system is expected to be 
completed by the end of this 
quarter.
Immediate expansion projects 
for Cal Poly's future include a 
new life science building to-be 
started a year from now, an addi­
tion to engineering west and the 
remodel ng of Crandall Gym.
The life science building pro­
ject is not yet a reality (or the 
university. An allocation of 96.25 
m illion was requested for the 
structure and approved by the 
trustees, but Governor Brown 
didn't support the request in his 
budget submitted to the 
legislature.
"Iboliava said.Gerard, " that 
the needs (or this expansion are so 
critical that we w ill be able to 
change his decision. Weare work­
ing hard in that direction now."
If funds for the new life science 
building are obtained, the plan 
w ill provide 19 laboratories, three 
classrooms, 41 faculty offices and 
othrr related support areas.
The engineering west addition, 
at an estimated 975,000, w ill in ­
clude more architectural con- 
struction facilities such as a soils 
lab and structural stress lab. The 
addition w ill be erected on the 
grassy area between engineering 
west and Crandall Gym. The pro­
ject w ill take about a year to 
complete after it  is begun in June.
Crandall Gym w ill be under 
renovation and construction in 
March of 1976. The structure does 
hot conform to state building 
codes, and a sum of 9762,000 has 
been allocated to meet codes and 
raise the efficiency standards.
The design is not yet com­
pleted, but women's physical 
education department head, Dr. 
Mary Lou White, has made 
several requests for additional 
and improved facilities. Her re­
quests include a larger floor space 
and raised roof (these changes 
would provide for basketball and 
and volleyball courts), training 
rooms, improved locker rooms 
and new lockers. A new staff 
dressing room and more offices 
would be required to replace 
those which w ill be demolished 
when the floor is extended.
"W e'll have to make some ad­
justments in  scheduling classes 
while the gym is Under construc­
tion," she said. "W e'll probably 
make fu ll use of outdoor courts, 
but I'm  afraid we'll have to cut 
out some classes during the con­
struction period." Dr. White Mid 
that despite quotas and the relax­
ed requirement for physical 
education enrollment, students 
still clamor for P.E. classes. Every 
quarter many students are turned 
away because there are n<ft 
enough facilities or staff members 
to accommodate them,
the hope in a recent letter to San 
Luis Obispo Mayor Kenneth 
Schwarts that "city officials 
would do everything possible to 
provide adequate housing for 
students and faculty."
In  m a k in g  e n ro llm e n t 
decisions, we have to be concern­
ed about "things in addition to 
the beauty of the area," Kennedy 
summarised.
One love 
Two hearts 
Three rings
Engagement and wadding ring 
trloa by Keepaaka ara outatandlng In 
beauty and quality. Chooee from our fine 
Kaapaake collection of 14K gold rlnga 
daalgned by maatar craftamen.
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CHEAP THRILLS RECORDS
San Luis Obispo's most unique 
record store, with the largest se­
lection of records and tapes with 
the cheapest price. Largest selec­
tion of used tapes and records. 
Complete lines of blank tape and 
recording supplies. Tape decks 
and speakers, and much more.
THE YELLOW SUBMARINE
San Luis Obispo's one and only 
Head Shop. Smoking accessor­
ies, underground com ics, In­
cense, tee shirt transfers, black- 
lights and posters. Free rolling 
papers this week only.
AVITAR QUITAR & LEATHER SHOP
A sm all personal m usic store  
with the lowest prices In town. 
G uitars, banjos, m ando lins, 
dulcimers, music books, expert 
lessons.
We have just started our leather 
shop and we are accepting  
custom  orders. Drop by and 
see us. .
544-3811.
DOWN TO EARTH
r
And ju s t around the corner at 
1037 Osos, yo u 'll find  Jeans, 
jeans, and more jeans. We also 
carry recycled c lo thes as well 
as new. Our clothes really fit I 
544-2900
ptfoto by" Tbm Kglsey
More then 1,500,000 Amer­
icana are livlngproof cancer 
can be cured. Tne American 
Cancer Society needa m il­
lion* taaave millions more. 
Pleaae, give more today. Wo 
want to wipe out cancer In 
your lifetime.
American Cancer Society |Th» d m  oonWBulM tty N  puMWm
Spring Suits
two place and vaatad
From $  1 1 0 .0 0
Larson9!
Stoaftejjqo&e
SAN LUIS OtlSFO
Open Thursday 'til f  p.m.
SankAmarlcare
Friday, April M .im  F a*  I
■? ' ' i , , ' *' ., ; . : ■_. _ .. _
............ r —1—v '. ' r  1 • \  - ---  irv'. — 1 . ”
■ j ,Yosemite in
in its untouched 
splendorT represents
one o f the last
*TT. ^ • • ’ . • . • ; examples o f 
untouched beauty*
EL CORRAL
the university • 
store has ...
study lamps
tsohnlesl suppdss 
—  mugs 
oamsras
hobbles 
olooks
notebooks 
posters
GIFTS
art supplies
$^coMikI
— — text books 
---------------- study elds
----------------calculator*
-----------------cosmetics
_ ►  CAL POLY 
SHIRTS
—  general books
►  GIFT BOOKS
and more 
EL CORRAL
In ths University Union 
FRIDAY Nth: 7:4« am-4:J0 pm
SATURDAY Nth: 10:M am-liOO pm
Sinsheimer’s
Ml Monterey 
ten Lull Ob li po
Juit Arrived! 
The Latest Pattern! 
in Sheets 
end Towels
uls Obispo, Calif. Phone:543-0652
h i Friday, April IS, l*TS \ , _ , r .
Space ShortageStudents reclaim dorm;
' • . . 1 - ’ , . _ .. 1 ■ - ' - ,teachers office hun ting
by U N  DA GENTRY
Some o l the 170 faculty 
members ami support null who 
have occupied office* in Tenayu 
Mali for the past three year* w ill 
receive new office assignment* 
ih ii spring quarter and well he 
relocated nometime during the 
summer.
Executive Dean Douglas tier- 
ard »aid lenaya Hull, which is 
supplied through the Dormitory 
Revenue Fund, wa* convened 
into office* in 1972 when undent
demand (or on-campus housing 
decreased to much that the dor* 
ntitory wa* left vacant.
Get aid explained that l enaya 
Mall wa* leaned from the Dor­
mitory Revintic h ind  by the un­
iversity for a |*eriod of up to three 
yeur* or until it was needed for 
student houiirtK- Some .100 
kludeni* applied (or und were 
denied hoitkitiK (ot full quarter 
1971
When ii became upiMreni that 
lenaya Mall would Ituve to lie
Ian k ol honkihell space I* one ol the problem* lac mu history instruc lor 
Barton Olson, in his lenaya office. Faculty members w ill move to new 
quarters in the fall. photo by RICH McMILLEN
See our Complete 
Lineup of Spring Fashions 
Lingerie fOiftware Crystal fJewelery Cosmetics
used for sludeni housing UKuin, 
university officials re-evaluated 
every building to see that all 
huildiitKs were Iteing used to their 
Ix’st advantage, Gerurd suit!.
Chase Mull, the I lia li Sc head 
Equivalency Program (IIFP) of­
fice and three residence hulls on 
College Avenue w ill Ire converted 
into offices, Gerard said. I I  
nailers w ill Ire used to provide 
additional office spate.
Gerttrd cxplulnetl that ap­
proximately itHMKH) which was 
budgeted lo leuse lenaya Mull 
w ill lx* used lo purchase six 
nailers and maimain all the 
trailers during the next yeur,
When lenaya Mull wus con­
verted inlet offices, there was con­
siderable faculty resistance 
hccuuse il is so lat (tout the 
academic center ol llte campus, 
Gerard said. Me udtlcd that the 
uthuniuMf ol private offices and 
desiruble oil ice space scented lo 
ouiwri|(h the disiance luclot.
Piofessor Timothy Haines, 
hisiory instruc tor, suitl he is un­
happy .iixmu in 11ik moved Irom 
his lenaya Mull office. " These 
offices are very nice in let ins ol the 
fan dial the History Dcpuinocni 
load her us u group," he said.
Hume* said thin ptolessionully 
il is an advantage lot an insti tic lor 
lo he with his colleagues, and 
1 added that is ulso an advantage 
Ini Modems in have all die 
department** fuc idly in one area.
, (ierard said every attempt w ill 
l*c made to keep the lucidly ol 
h u ll deputtinfill log fd tfi and lo 
locale o lliifs  conveniently, but 
Hurtles believes that the 
department* may Ire split up lor 
efficiency pur|Ni*es
Bat ties suid lie has visited ( .Itase 
Mull and die residente» hulls and 
thought Gliusr Hull was the best 
choice lor olfices since II Is neat 
the academic ceiitei of thee ampits 
(the library) und ii I* no further 
away lit,in Tenayu Mull.
"Chase Mull has an un- 
ins titu tiona l atmosphere” , 
Humes suid, uilding that,"there is
Students w ill cilice again wander the hullwuys of lenaya dormitory 
this coming Full quarter when faculty are relocated elsewhere on 
campus, photo by RICH McMILLEN
plenty of opportunity fur per­
sonal expression,"
I le said that those assigned to 
Chase Mall w ill have private til- 
lice*, and the building has the 
added advantage of being warm 
and dean.
Haines said the other alter­
native* "are horrible,"
Moving into the MF.P offices 
would be like having desks in a 
gymnasium. It would be noisy 
und there would be no privacy, he 
explained.
Hurne* described the HEP of­
fices as "gang offices absolutely 
unacceptable for any academir 
woik or for the counselling of 
students.”
Graham’s Art Supplies 
& Picture Framing- 
Welcomes you to
the —— -— -  
/ ‘‘43rd" :
Annual 
Poly Royal
Friday, April H, l(Tt i l lDrinking problem ales city
by MARK GROS.HI *
,Since Kali 1974 TG IF ’i  (Thunk 
(>od 11 1. Friday parties) have run 
into a keg o( problems. And it 
•eem^ all future plant to brrw up 
tuch ih in -d ig i w ill da le  in  their 
own loam.
’ ’he ternario began la it Fall 
when retidenit of San Lu tf
Magical 
science 
on display
A magic cheminry thow, 
mutheinaiici conteii (or high 
school nudenii, and a high 
uhnol nudenii' science (air are 
among the h igh ligh t! ol the d ii- 
p layt planned by the t ia  
departtnenli ol the School o( 
Science and Mathematics.
The cheminry magic thow, a 
major attrac tion at Poly Royal (or 
•everal yean, w ill be held inter* 
inittenily during both Friday and 
Saturday,
Additionally, the Cheminry 
Department itudenn are prepar­
ing a tc lenreexperience (or young 
children entitled "The Chemical 
World o( Winnie the Pooh."
Student! from high tchoolt 
throughout the nate w ill be on 
c amput Friday for the 28rd an- 
2Srd annual h igh  trh o o l 
maihernatiri comeit
A biology photography conteii 
w ill be (eatured by the Biological 
Science Department.
Obiipo complained to city ol* 
fic ia li about the noiie and en­
vironmental pollution created by 
TG 'i, Student! reportedly were 
c a u i in g  dam age in  
neighborhood! by littering and 
public urinating- 
In view o( the rise in itudent
Brpulation, ASI Preiident Scott lotkin and Kevin O'Connor, ASI repreientative (or city and 
county a(fairt, (elt compelled to 
aik for a moratorium on TG 'i. 
Plotkin and O'Connor wanted to 
avoid public wrath towardi 
Poly.
O'Connor u id , "At the begin­
ning of the year, it wai obvious 
the TG  problem wai getting 
worie. We believe enough of the 
city reiidenti are concerned about 
the growing population of 
nudenii and we'd like to get the 
T G 'i out of the residential areas. 
Right now, thereiidentiarefedto 
the teeth with T G 'i."
Dee Slayman, Inter-Fraternity 
Council preiident, agreed with 
Plotkin and O'Connor.
"We want to get in good Han­
ding with the people of the com­
munity, We're doing our belt to 
follow rulei and regulationi 
to look belter in the eyeiof the city 
reiidenUf"
The fraternitiei agreed to 
obierve a moratorium for Fall 
quarter on Nov, 1. But the lud i 
were ip llled already.
Ervin Rogen, San l.u li Obiipo 
police chief, began to feel the
Krenure of the A lcoholic everage Control Board (ABC). Because many itudenti under 21 
consumed alcohol at TG 'i, 
Rogen laid he would have to 
enforce the law.
Rogen laid, "When the T .T. 
(Telegram Tribune) acruied me 
of malfeasance of office, I had no 
c hoice but to enforce the law. We 
have a number of undercover per- 
Kim all over."
The chief wai later quoted! 
"T G 'i are now a thing of the 
pan." He wai referring to T G 'i 
w ithin San L u ii city lim iti.
An alternative tolution wai in ­
troduced by Slayman in mid 
November, In a letter to Muatang 
Daily Slayman outlined h it 
propoial:
"The m oil practical lo lu lion  I 
loner would be to hold the partiei 
in an unpopulated area of the 
i ampui. I n l i  would allow 
itudenti to have a good time 
white eliminating any d inur- 
bancei to the com m unity 
memben and city and county 
government,
"At the preient lime th ii iolu*
HOUSE OF RADIALS
MICHILAN-Q IN I AAL-K ILLY
W l SIRVICI AND BILL:
* IR A K I!
* WHIRL ALIGNMENT
* BATTIRIIB
* SHOCK!
* WHIRL! ANO MAOS
TO FIT ANY RIZI CAR OR TRUCK
KIMBALL TIRE &
— In SLO Mesa IN I —
2M Hifutra 7MHM CwnlM Rnnl
SLO
lion would be imponible at 
alcohol i t  not permitted on the 
campui ground*. It ihould be 
noted that only two out of the 19 
itate univenitie i w ith in Califor­
nia do not permit alcohol and 
that there i i  no legal reaion why 
th ii i i 'to ."
Everett Chandler, dean of 
itudenti, laid the huge beer­
drinking affa iri could not take 
place on campui:
"Preiident Kennedy and I 
would be held legally reipomible 
if something illegal occured. 
Therefore, we could not permit 
T G 'i on campui."
However Chandler laid the ad- 
m iniitration i i  not againit frater­
n itie i and their function!.
He laid, "Many people think 
the adminiitration i i  down on 
fraternitiei. We aren't. Frater­
n itie i do a number of good thingt. 
They are recogniied at providing 
a tervice to the community ana 
the campui."
Another to lution involved 
moving the T Q IF 'i out of the city 
lim iti. It wai propoied that frater­
n itie i could leaie land to itage 
their partiei. However, the idea 
wai rejected by m oil involved in 
the lituation.
Said Dee Slayman, "T h ii could 
cauie overt d ifficu ltie i concer­
ning county ordinance!, and the 
driving haiardi after T G 'i would 
be increased a i the drive would be
nger
O ffic ia li from the univeriity 
and the city agreed the problem 
would have to be d im m ed 
publicly. Sludenii' representa­
tion would be essential at the 
meeting, according to San L u it 
Obiipo Mayor Kenneth Schwaru.
However, itudent reaction wai 
negative when the mayor conven­
ed h it Blue Ribbon Committee, 
Dec. IS. The main reaion wai that 
fina li had concluded for Fall and 
the meeting had been called 
"hastily" in the opinion of tome 
officials in itudent government.
Those invited to the meeting 
included Prei. Kennedy, Dean 
Chandler, Scott Plotkin, Kevin 
O'Connor, and various city of­
ficials.
The re iu lti of the meeting 
were very clear: T G 'i w ith in  the 
city l im it i of San Luis O biipo are 
a thing of the pan. But the
Emblem of T G ’i  at Cal Ptfly w ill e a continuing hangover which 
may prove incurable.
OLD FA8HIONED  
HARDWARE
- You namo It • wa got III
If wo don't hava lt-you don't naad Iti
Farmer's Ace Hardwai
581 HlgueraS.L.O. 
543-7102
•*>.' LOTS OF FREE PARKING—NO HASSLES!
San Lula Obispo’s 
Finest Dining Experience
Exciting Seafood
Friday end Saturday 
Cocktail Lounge.
& « 3 S b n P W iw a y  101
For RwirwRani. Call
P * * e» Friday. April 25.1975
E adi o f us holds the potential 
for creation and inspiration..
p lp to s  b y"
Tom tfe lsey G il cE gclja
take nothing for granted, know all you can
and teach those who will listen, 
you are one ,the most important entity of the 
universe.
for you are her children, 
and she is your creation 
and from this all exsitence will come, 
this all love will be born 
and peace is harmony of the one. 
to touch her is contentment, 
expressing yourself by listening to her 
and learning from her experiences, 
keep in motion to understand where 
you have been.
stopping to flow with life’s 
movements
and finding your soul by knowing 
others.
the sun and the sky and the earth 
will aid you.
their freedom allowing you to 
travel within yourself, 
their eternity giving you a sense 
of time
and their space, a choice of 
direction.
all things are of importance, 
because everything is a part of you.
because you are a product of all 
things.
so take nothing for granted, 
know all you can.
and know that you are nature’s way.
Mark Katayama
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to soothe your
by ERIC DuVALL
Puly Royal hut always provid­
ed Id  v iiiio r i with (hr opportuni­
ty to do alot of walkihg around. 
You may even be cooling your 
weary heel* someplace right now. 
If you would like to do your fret a 
favor, the Yoga Co-op ha* a treat 
In (tore for you. located on the 
lawn between the Science 
Building and the donut ihop, the 
Gal Poly Yoga Co-op w ill br 
giving Shiat-Su foot mauagri 
during both day* of Poly Royal. 
Fifty cent* neti the nroipective 
manager not only a foot managr 
but a complete dram ing of the 
fret.
Stuart Wain, prn idrnt of (hr 
Yoga Co-op, rxp la ln i that the 
Shiut-Su technique i i  not only 
beneficial for the fret, but for all 
the Internal organ* of the body. 
Want went on to »ay that thi* wat 
dur to the quantity and d lvrriity
of nerve ending* in die feel. 
Applied p rrnu rr to the ap­
propriate part of theloot w ill reit 
the eye*, tickle the liver or 
itimulalc the cerebellum.
The practice of Shiul-Su it a 
form of acupuncture which 
u tiliir*  prenurr from the thumb, 
finger* and other parti of the 
hand, a* op|xi*ed to needle*, to 
accomplish it* aim*. Tranilaird 
to English, Shiat-Su literally 
mean* "finger prr»»ure." The 
rlranting of the feet incorporated 
into the Shiut-Su mattage per­
form* a beneficial service for both 
the managee and the maiieur. 
Watt tay* that the act of dram ing 
tomronr el*e’» feel project* the 
inaurur to a gcxxi place mrntally 
in relation to the univerte and 
olhei human being*,
Wu iii learned .Shiut-Su while 
nudy ing  k u n d ilin i yoga. 
Memlx't* of the Yoga Co-Op are
“W e lc o m e  to  Poly R o y a l”
[► I A
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Specializing in Haftcutting
0  Styling - Shopinq
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2037 Parker 8LO
OST A RUNNING START ON YOUR 
CARSSR IN MACS CORPS
THEY WENTTHAT-AWAYI
•' * , , • j
There are 30% more Southern California teaohere, 
agricuitureiieta, home eoonomlete, erchltecte and othere 
applying for Peace Corpa overeeae aeolgnmente now 
than laat year. Two yaara of really working In your 
epeclalty, travailing and aharlng akllla with countorparte 
In 68 countrlaa oan give your young oaraar aoma 
ganulna dlrection-ae you halp othara,
Oat In touoh with 1876 programa
Write: Peace Corpa 
1333 Weetwood Boulevard 
Loe Angalaa, California 
90024
or oall (213) 624.7742 collaot ,
> IPeace Cops
currently in the filth week of u .10 
week intensive Shlut-Ru 
wurkkhnp which it bring luught 
by an instructor from Santa Cru«.
Yoga* in the co-op are general­
ly itudying Hatha Yoga, a yoga 
form whicn Wall* »ay» i» mo»t 
readily learned by tho*e with no 
prrvioui expokure to yoga. The 
word "Hatha," "ha" meaning 
Ixxly and "tha" meaning mind, 
tireite* in it* teac hing* the exer­
tion of the power of the mind over 
die Ixxly. Hatha i* but one of the 
•even batic yoga* which arr all 
-stepping none* to Raja. Raja 
yogu i* the higheit form of yoga 
and incor|x>rairi tnethixl* from 
all of the teven bade form*.
Hatha yoga c la iie * are 
available through the P.E IVpai t-\ 
mem at Cal Poly where Watt* ha* 
Ix-en an im irurior. CulPoly w ill 
oiler two Hatha yoga c latte* thi* 
coming cummer. Barry Howard 
oiler* elu»*r* in the Morra Huy 
area. Cueatu (iollegeand the Man- 
dala »c In ml have yoga offering* 
and Watt* ho|x-* to offer a ciu»t 
hiin»rlf through the San 
l.ui» ()bi»po Keuealion Depart­
ment.
The Yoga Co-Op was iturtrd by 
Wall* in the fall term of l»74. The 
co-op now involve* wane thirty 
individual*. Any intereited pur- 
tie* ure Urged to attend one of the 
co-op'* weekly meeting*, which 
occur on Thursday*,
Hatha yogu it  an undent 
mi 11 in. i of bilnging physical and 
mental inflection through an 
organised pattern of exercite. By 
reaching thi*level of fitnett and
• *
d  L:
r fa
/
* 4
Yoga instructor Stuart Watt* demoitrate* the foot mattage technique* 
known at Shiut-Su. Wall* and Yogu Co-op member* are offering foot
muktage* (rom u Poly Royal booth.
control, the Ixxly and mind can 
achieve a c aim »tutc of meditation 
und contemplation. Hatha yogu 
help* reach thi* at 7 p.m. in room 
E-2ttof the Sc ience Building. The 
meeting* usually lait two to three
WELCOME BACK 
CAL POLY ALUMNI 
HOBBY CENTER
Thr«t dapartmanta of hobbits
ON MIZZANINI-TRAINS,
PLANIS, ROCKITS 
LEATHER LOFT-LEATHER,
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE 
ON MAIN PLOOR-ARTE A craft*
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED FOR 16 YEARS, 
HOBBY CENTER
685 MAR8H ST. San Luis Obispo
LOCAL HANDCRAFTS $ IMPORJ5
f t c A t t j  ( j e w e l r y  t - b a t i k s  
'plant loahgers , Chinese woks
< m d  TVlUch YYIOILL.
HAWK'5 WUMANIff
\\U  M0RK0 Sf
D o w n t o w n  s .l .o .
& fUuenaMe. Trite*
photo by G IL  ROCHA
hour* und include, qx'aken on • 
wide range of subject*.
According to Watt*, Hath* 
yoga i t  the moti batic form of 
reaching perfection and prepare* 
the mind and body for the tin 
higher form*.
Now that fine weather hru 
returned to San Lu it Obiipo, the 
co-op intend* to return* iu 
gathering* in Mitchell Park. 
T hese meeting* w ill takeplaceon 
Saturday* around noon. The 
group hat scheduled a feast to be 
held in Poly Grove tome time in 
May and festival* which will be 
held in conjunction with each 
fu ll moon,
Not one* to ignore the 
rumbling* of that vital organthe 
stomach, the Yoga Co-Op will be 
offering an assortment of oriental 
cake* and other item* for good 
ru ling in conjuction with their 
fexx mattage bexxh.
Poly play 
is social
satire
A hilarious satire on Britial- 
*cx ial life i* bring presented dur­
ing Poly Royal in the Dram* 
D e trim en t'*  production of the 
G e o rg e  B e rna rd  Shaw 
comedy,"Panion, Poi»on, and 
Petrification."
The play i* the »toryof how»n 
English gentleman, Fit*- 
lollrmuchr, seek* to murder ni* 
wife and a close fricnd.Adolphu* 
Buktuhlr, because hi* wife com­
plimented Buktublr on hi* new 
c lotlie*.
The play w ill lx- direciedby 
Bob Norri*. Set design i* by n *  
Heaton. Stage munagrr will ®* 
Frank Vettle. „  ,
The cast w ill Include W* 
Martke, Barbara Ratcliff*- M. 
Edward Ditchfield, Pat Chaw. 
Dun Smith, Eric Houseman ana 
T im  O'Callahan, .
"P a s s io n , Poison, 
Petrification" w ill bepretentad* 
8:50 p.m Friday following *  
Witch In Tim e", and at 10 ai-»«■ 
and 5 p.m. Saturday n tw 
Poly Theatre. Admi**wn t»
p.m,
<*l
free.
i
V
Mustang Driw-In
MUSTANG MAYNARD 
ANNOUNCES
Poly Royal Special
99c 5sWh
A* un empty parking *(>»<«* emerges, two Urivrn ditional Poly Royal parking w ill be available in
prepare u> «low in uml claim the only available the upper lou near the aero hanger, behind the
•pot. For thoie noted out of rmpty iparrt, ad- North Mountain and acrou Irom Yoiemite Hall. 
_____________________________  ___________‘_________  photo by K IN  CHEN
HANNA'S HARDWARES ecurity
industrial hoses & belts i
• chains & ropes
farm & home supplies • raingear
MS Foothill 544-2877 San Lula Obispo1119 Garden Street, San Luis Obispo
543-1523 ALUMNU8
WE ARE YOUR 
POLY ROYAL 
FILM 
CENTER
Quantity Discounts 
24 Hour Process
899 Hlguera SLO 543-3705
FVtday, April n. t e n Past aParking at Poly Royal:
treat
by t o m  McCa r t h y
'1*0 thoie who wince at the 
ihouaht of trying to find a choice 
parking spate at a peak hour on a 
normal trhool day, let it be laid 
ihat you have yet to be really 
inconvenienced until you have 
experienced parking a lu Poly 
Royal.
With o ffic ia li expecting about 
7000 can to inundate the cumpui
du ring  the height of the 
festivities, weary v iiito n  w ill be 
wen learching the lo ti for even 
the moit removed crevice. Like a 
tireien orthinologist in learch of 
the proverbial lapiucker, the ever 
optim iitic  p ilot of the family car 
w ill be prom iting lucceu at the 
turn of each row. Lo, the parent 
tm iit confine h ii gaggle with 
hollow prom iiei of, "Ju it 
another minute, children."
Thoie who recall the letting of 
prcviuui Poly Royal* remember 
that m oil of the acreit itrre ti and
many of the utual parking lou  are 
blocked off for the occaiion. 
W hile luch  action greatly 
enhance* the tafety and enjoy­
ment of the pedeitriani, it does 
little  to soothe the agony of the 
automounted gueit whole only 
deiire it  to leave h it mechanical 
need and to loin h ii brethren in a 
lour which is fueled by Teriyaki 
chicken, hamburgeri, and coke*.
In order to provide a possible 
solution to the parking conges- 
lion, the Poly Royal parking and 
Security Committee recommendi
that v iiito r i try to uie the large 
parking area* along Grand 
Avenue. For thoie dorm residents 
who usually park in these areas, 
the Parking and Security Com­
mittee is issuing a request that all 
student vehicles be moved into the 
lo ti which are located behind the 
North Mountain dormi. John 
Crowhuut, Poly Royal Park * 
ing Chairman, said that such 
voluntary action by students 
would help to relieve some of the 
parktng problems.
Drivers should be aware that 
cars left in parking lots slated to 
be dosed, w ill be towed after 10 
a.m. on April 25. The parking 
areas which must be vacated by 
this time include: the food 
processing lot, the staff spares 
along the interior road, the lot 
which is adjacent to the health 
center, the staff lot which is east of 
Science North, the parking area 
be tw e e n  the  M a th  and 
Agriculture Buildings, the lot 
located just east of the library, and 
the area directly in front of the 
Agriculture Education Building.
There are few suggestions be­
ing circulated that might help the 
ilaustrophobirdrivcr.Perhapi one 
would be wise lo heed Security 
Chuirtnun Dennis Edlund's ad­
vice that studenu should try to 
"stay parked in the upper lots, 
and to not even use their cars. 
(Because) when they return they 
probably won't be able to find a 
space anyway."
The Poly Royal Parking and 
Security Committee recommends 
that, if possible, persons should 
attempt to make use of the San 
Luis Obispo City bus service. For 
Poly Royal, both bus routes w ill 
be changed slightly so that the 
interior campus is avoided. A 
special bus line leaving from City
Hall w ill carry visitors to campus 
and back. Although the usual 
rates and schedules w ill remain in 
effect, the Route I bus w ill stop 
only in front of Sierra Madre, 
while the Route 2 bus w ill make 
its only planned Cal Poly stop in 
front of the Business Administra­
tion and Education Building.
The buses w ill help to lessen 
auto congestion in the Cal Poly 
area, but they w ill not eradicate 
the problem. W ith thousands of 
visftbrs attending the springtime 
extravagansa it seems that crowds 
and congestion are an accepted 
reality.
Aside from banning all cars 
from campus, there is little  that 
can be done to end the traffic 
difficulties which afccompany the 
two-day event. So, while Poly lays 
no claim to being another L.A., 
the school must, at least for a 
couple of days in April, take credit 
for an occurence which has 
become an institution in that city, 
ladies and gentlemen, I would 
like lo introduce to you a Traffic 
Jam, Cal Poly style.
- r
Pia«M rrtS»», AprilK. I*
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SALES CHARTER
THE LATEST AERO
RENTAL
IN AIRCRAFT
CESSNA
HIGH PERFORMANCE 
SINGLE ENQINE DEALER 
NEW & USED AIRCRAFT SALES 
F A A  A P P R O V E D  .
FLIGHT SCHOOL  
CPC FLIGHT TRAINING  
PRIVATE-COMMERCIAL  
CLUB RATES
•INSTRUMENT INSTRUCTION 
•AEROBATIC INSTRUCTION 
. ‘ GLIDER INSTRUCTION
4
PILOT SU PPLIES 
& ACC ESSO RIES 
AIR A M B U L A N C E
V * 3 w n »  (S U S S *
. _______ EDNA ROAD
SAN LUIS OBISPO AIRPORT
•MINQ COUPON TO TOU* MOT CINTI*
__  T h is  c o u p o n  a n d  O f
b u P  In tro d u c to ry  ( lig h t  le s s o n .
you to a brand naw (light training 
program dtvalopad by Caaana. world loader in personal, (lying
A new system that brlnga (light training down to Ita simplest (orm
•h!h£L. ,0f •*!fryon# ,0 l#arn *o fty ^ lth  the best Instructors!s t>sit airplanes (Cessna ISOs), and the best curriculum.
Whotoser you do you can do H better N you fly
Cessna
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i l i s n a v i i i  * /  / ( / / / / / j
"Every mother wants her children to grow a world witcancer.
"W e all want thut lo r our 
children. And it's not 
Impossible.
Toduy there are 
1.500.000 Americans, 
cured o f cancer and living 
norm al lives. Research 
found ways to cure them.
"And research Is 
w orking to find more 
cures Hut that takes Iota 
o f money. The American 
Cancer Society needs 
your help tosup|>ort 
research and Its other 
lifesaving programs 
"W hat wouldn't iioii 
give fo r a world w ithout 
cancer?" 'American Cancer Society!
in* I* t>« puDM'*
i ,
El Corral
Univsr/lty Booh/tors 
Univsr/tty Union
*sio»y nih r u »m < jo •*tuso»» jsi" n oo i «o
Stand up
for your 
Lefties
by DON DAVIDSON
"IV it resolved that all left- 
thinking citizens, m indful of 
thrir birthleft which has been 
denied them, thall henceforth 
Hand up for their left!!! We call 
upon each one of them to support 
this Bill of l-efts, and iprcifica lly . 
to..." James T. deKay, author of 
The Left-handed Book.
I can remember as a small child 
being shipped off to my grand- 
parent's house in Colorado every 
summer. Everyone concerned was 
overjoyed but myself.
My mother and father were 
excited over the prospect because 
they could forget they were 
parents and pretend they were 
single. My grandmpther and 
grandfather loved my yearly visit 
because they could forget they 
werr grandparents and pretend 
they were parents again.
My older sister, who was my 
traveling companion, would be 
faithfully returned to my folks as 
a spoiled brat at the end of each 
summer.
Then there was me. I hated 
going to my grandparents. I hated 
it because I'm left handed and 
they wouldn't forgive me for it, 
Consequently, I spent every 
summer diligently learning how 
to become right handed. I would 
have to try and eat right handed, 
drink right handed and write 
right handed; otherwise I'd be 
punished.
They even bought me a right 
handed baseball glove. I was the 
only kid ih  the neighborhood 
who had to take off his glove to 
throw the ball.
Needless to say I was miserable. 
After a while my parents got the 
message that I wasn't happy with 
my yearly vacation and 1 was 
permitted to stay home and watch 
them try to pretend they were 
tingle, while I pretended I was an 
eight-year-old house guest.
The episodes of being forced to 
he a "righ ty" quickly slipped 
from my conscious mind until I 
came to (ail Poly.
Those of you out there that are 
right handed probably don't even 
realise what is happening to us 
left-handed people at this school.
To my knowledge, there is not 
one left-handed desk at (a il Poly. 
Not only are the left-handed desks 
conspicuously absent from this 
campus, but the ambidexterous 
d«ki where both "le fty" and 
righty" can write in comfort are 
few and far between.
In almost every one of the 
c lassrooms I ’ve been in, the desks 
arc spec ifically built for theright- 
handed student. They have that 
\ little desk on the right-hand side 
°t the chair and it stops 
somewhere short of the left-hand 
side, which is used for easy access 
tn getting intoand out of the desk.
I his is a very convenient desk 
tor those who don't hap|>en louse 
their left side for writing. Those 
of us who do are either forced to 
turtle on our laps or make sure the 
«sk to our left is vac ant so that we 
C"?„W,r i* ' ,,n **■ M by somec hance- * W ty" isn't president at lap 
•i svriung and the desk Ur your left 
, ft** a body in it, the only alter- 
native is u> iwiat your body until 
V«»u are far ing the side wall, with
(continued on page 26)
Friday. April M. 1ST! Pass ISHistory: A curator’s view
by DENNIS McLELLAN
It is afternoon and the San Luis 
Obispo County Museum is still 
except for the sound of a woman 
talking vigorously over the 
telephone,
"Be sure and sign the register," 
th r unseen woman calls out from 
the hallway beyond the museum’s 
completely furnished Victorian
Rrlor, "Have a look around and I be right with you." The w o m a n  c o n t in u e s  her 
conversation—something about a 
new donation.
A few minutes later, Louisiana 
Clayton Dart, the museum's 
curator and sole employe, appears 
and immediately begins p lecture 
on the museum,
"This is the original architect’s 
working model of Hearst Castle," 
she points to the scale reproduc­
tion of W illiam  Randolph 
Hearst's San Simeon estate. 
"Model-maker Julian Mesick 
made this around 1019 for 
Hearst's architect, Miss Julia 
Morgan,"
Mrs. Dart has been dispensing 
h is to rica l in fo rm ation  to 
residents and visitors of San Luis 
Obispo six days a week for the 
past 18 years. A transplanted 
native of Slew Orleans (and nam­
ed for the suite), she has been 
fascinated with the history of San 
Luis Obispo County since her 
arrival in the 1920's.
" I came to San Luis Obispo a 
bride in 1925," she says. " I ’ve 
always been very interested in the 
history of the county. At that time 
the people here weren't cognizant 
of the history of the area.
“ 1 have known people who 
have lived here all their lives and 
have never been inside the mis­
sion. Marly people come to the 
museum (or the first lime when 
relatives come for a visit. Their 
reaction is this: " I  d idn’t realize it 
was this good and you had so 
many things,’"  t imitating 
an incredulous first-time visitor.
It wasn't un til 1956 that the 
people of San Luis Obispo had a 
museum. The stone and brick 
building which houses the 
museum's artifacts is the former 
Carnegie City Library, built in 
1905. It closed in December, 1955. 
Two months later the museum 
opened.
The museum's first curator 
lasted four months, Mrs. Dart 
took over the position in June, 
1956.
" It has grown tremendously in 
my care," she says. When I came 
in we had six showcases and one 
table in the center of the room, 
and now we have..." She is out of 
her chair, counting out loud as 
she circles the museum. "We now 
have 23 cases and four lables. 
We're fu ll to capacity and new 
objects keep coming in ."
County muaoum curator Louisiana Clayton 
Deri ahowa off on# of the cover*! anMqoa home
dlaplay. Mra. Dart haa Bean curator alno* 
1M6. Photo I
on
by DAVI IIDINMILLIft
Mrs. Dart says everything in the 
museum has been donated, from a 
small, turn-of-the-craiury mail 
wagon—once pulled by a horse 
named Dolly—to a tiO-year-old 
postcard of San Luis Obispo.
Most of the museum's pieces 
have been donated by people who 
retire and clean out (heir closets 
and garages when they sell their 
homes. Often Mrs. Dart comes 
across something (or the museum 
unexpectedly.
"One day this man came in and 
was looking around," she recalls. 
” 1 didn't know who he was. He 
said, ‘Where is your wall 
telephone?' I Said we didn't have 
one. Five days later we were 
delivered one. The man was the 
v ice -p re s id e n t o f P a c ific  
Telephone in San Francisco. 
"T h e  most historically valuable 
thing we have is a pair of chairs." 
She moves to another corner of 
the museum. "This pair of chairs 
is priceless. They were made by 
Indian labor before 1600. They're 
made without nails and are joined 
together." She points to the large, 
brown "S "— the Mission San
Luis Obispo brand—still visible 
on the cowhide seat.
The museum's proxim ity to the 
mission across the street keeps 
visitors streaming to the museum. 
A total of 325,000 visitors, accor­
ding to Mrs. Dart's record, have 
passed through the museum since 
it opened. In 1973, 32,000 visitors 
passed under its stone archway.
Mrs. Dart's days are not spent 
entirely in the museum. For the 
past eight years she has hosted a 
w eekly n o o n -h o u r ra d io  
program, "Moments of History." 
.She has also lec tured throughout 
the county and has taught an 
extension course in local history 
at Cal Poly.
She believes the museum serves 
as a valuable link to the past. She 
has taken school groups from all 
over the state on tours through the 
museum.
" I have children come in and
see the first radio," she says as she 
moves to a glass case where the 
1920 crystal set is displayed. She 
fans an old wire carpet beater 
through the air. "Have you ever 
seen one of these?"
" I  have young girls come and 
look at a patch-work qu ilt and say 
‘Oh, you mean they made these 
then?' They don’t even know we 
had them then. Young people can 
learn from looking at these 
things. They can see the patience 
and skill people had long ago. 
That hand-woven table doth on 
the wall was spun by a little  girl 
only six years old. How many six- 
year-old girls do you know who 
could do that today?"
A man and woman, who had 
just entered the museum, were 
examining an organ in the parlor. 
"That parlor organ came around 
the Horn in 1680," Mrs Dart says 
as she walks over to the couple.
Houses preferred 
by students in poll
The preliminary results of the 
Housing Preference Survey seem 
to show that students would 
prefer a house, in a mixed age 
group residential area rather than 
on- or off-campus student hous-
survey was sent out to 800 
randomly picked Cal Poly 
students and faculty, and was 
answered by 500. The survey was 
conducted by Terry Sanville, 
Planning Associate for the City 
Department of Planning and 
Hulding. He termed the response 
"good." « "
Reasons most often given by 
those polled for selecting their 
current housing (ell into several 
categories. The responses, in 
order of biggest response, were: 
Nothing else available at the 
time; type of housing; cost and 
distance from campus; other; con­
dition and design; number of 
roomates and last, availability of 
recreational facilities.
The preliminary survey resulu 
show the majority of students live 
w ith in five miles of campus.
Walking and driving were rated 
as the most popular means of 
transportation Bicycles and then 
public transportation were listed 
next in preference.
Both married and single 
students were surveyed w ith the 
results of the two being tabulated 
separately.The survey shows the 
average cost of housing for 
married students to be 1155 a 
month while single students pay 
an average S75 a month and had 
1.9 roomates.
♦
The preferred amount of rent 
for the students surveyed closely 
matched the average currently 
paid by the student in both the 
man led and single categories. 
Many students, however, do not 
live under the average conditions 
depicted in the survey and with 
the completion of the survey 
analysis a better view of the varie­
ty of circumstances in which 
students and faculty are now liv ­
ing should emerge.
(continued on page 26)
hunter: A vision
couldn't chatr it. It probably died 
bul we never found it. It was 
aboul eight feel ta ll," said 
Drydrn.
His biggest prise was a 1,200 
pound moos* hr shot. The moose 
was felled by his 300 Winchester 
Magnum and dropped dead in 
about two fret of water.
Drydrn and the guide* dragged 
it out of the water after cutting off 
the head and "capping" it (skim­
ming it out). A ll game that a 
hunter expects to ship or take 
back must be immediately gutted 
out, skinned (to get the fat off it), 
sailed (to prevent hair slippage), 
and the fat and cartilage must be 
removed from the lips, ears and 
nose.
The salt w ill last about a month 
until the hide gets tanned, a 
preservative process to keep the 
hide from becoming dry and
The cost of mounting the hide 
varies according to the kind of 
mount desired. There.are head 
mounts, half mounts (with the 
front legs and head only) and fu ll 
mounts. The price of the mounts 
is anywhere from $100 to 1700.
The mountings are not done all 
at one time. It is a rotation process 
where one of the hunter's trophies 
is done and then one of another 
hunter's trophies is done.
There is also an "illega l" 
market run by some Indian 
guides. A hunter is promised "one 
good shot”  on a hunt. If he blows 
the first shot, he does not have to 
be taken out again on that trip  by 
the guides. This is standard 
proc«lure. But guides w ill also 
sell a trophy to an unsuccessful 
hunter (or about $500, This way 
he can show that he really did k ill 
an animal.
The Indians are allowed to 
hunt all year since they have 
frequent access to a ll types of 
game animals and they live in 
British Columbia.
At this time, Dryden is still 
waiting (or mounting of a moun­
tain goat he shot two years ago 
and also a moose. He is also 
patiently wailing (or another shot 
at the grand slam.
Housing
survey...
(continued from page 25)
Sanvtlle pointed out that the 
returns closely follow the percen­
tage* of married, single and facul­
ty currently at Poly as well as 
coming w ith in  one or two percen­
tage points on class ranking and 
sex variables.
The survey is the product of a 
jo in t effort between the university 
and the San Luis Obispo Plan­
ning Department. The survey 
results, according to Sanville, w ill 
serve as an input for the forthcom­
ing general plan revision to be 
done by the city.
Although student and faculty 
desires w ill be considered, there 
are many other factors that San­
ville says "must fit together in 
order to create a realistic general 
plan,"
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Hamburgers
Best Burgers in Town 
Under a Buck *
by M O LLIE STEWART
H illing  the "grand slam" is 
nrvrr rasy. It's onr of thosr grrat 
(rati that is not accomplishrd 
ras ily ,. rilher in basrball or in 
hunting. But thr chances of 
iuc(reding are much brttrr in 
baseball.
T h r "grand slam" of hunting is 
a collection of four rare specie* of 
big gamr sheep. Each hunter is 
allowed only one of the Dali, 
Rocky Mountain Bighorn, Desert 
Bighorn, or the Mountain Coat a 
year. These four sheep constitute 
the "grand slam."
Chris Dryden, a Farm Manage­
ment major at Cal Poly is work­
ing on his own slam, slowly but 
surely. One rrason for this is the 
waiting list a year and a half long 
of hunters who also want their 
own "trophies,"
Another reason is that Chris' 
name must be drawn from among 
hundreds of other names because 
of a lim it to the numbers of 
hunters allowed into British 
Columbia each year.
"They've jacked up the rates to 
keep Americans out," said 
Dryden. " I  won't go for another 
two years. It costs between $3,000 
and $5,000 depending on the 
game," he said.
Hunting trips average about 30 
days. The money paid for the 
hunting trip  does not include 
transportation to British Colum­
bia, ammunition, clothes, or 
food. Dryden admitted how 
dangerous the drive over the 
Alaskan Highway can be.
"We h it bad weather in 
November and crashed our truck 
twice from hitting ice,”  he said.
The $3,000 to $5,000 covers the 
cost of the Indian guides and the 
horses needed to carry food and 
supplies. There are also pontoon 
planes which keep in contact with 
hunters in case of emergency or if 
someone should become lost.
In 1072, Dryden and a friend 
went to the Cassiar Mountains 
near the Northern tip  of British 
Columbia. They set out with two 
guides and seven horses into the 
"bush" which is totally isolated. 
They lived on meat and rice 
supplies for three days. The 
temperature was 30 degrees below 
zero.
Upon reaching their destina­
tion, the lake had frozen over and 
the pontoon plane could not land 
to deliver the food and supplies 
they needed. In-the meantime, 
Drydrn and his friend consumed 
enormous amounts of chocolate 
and butter to keep themselves fu ll.
The trip  was not a complete 
success. They had attempted to 
shoot moose, mountain caribou, 
stone sheep, and a grizzly bear. 
They caught everything except 
the grizzly bear.
In 1973, Dryden went to the 
Pink Mountains at the foot of the 
Canadian Rockies. Dryden paid 
$2,000 for a "blank trip ." For ten 
days, he and his guide had tracked 
a grizzly bear. It was evening 
when they found the grizzly. 
Dryden shot the bear six times but 
it kept running.
"After I shot it, we tried to track 
it but it got too dark and we
Stand up for 
your lefties!
(cootimied from page 25)
your backside off the chair; com­
pletely lost in space.
Needless to say, i t ’s uncomfor­
table trying to write on a little 
piece of wood so conveniently 
placed on the wrong side of the 
desk.
I would even go so far as lo say 
it is a form of unjust punishment 
that my grandparents would be 
proud of.
■e aware of the fact weare not a 
small minority. One out of ten 
people is left handed.
I say i t ’s time we stood up for 
our Lefts I
that's okay, too. The important 
thing is that they do it."
The Cal Poly School of 
Architecture and Environmental 
Design offers Bachelor of Science 
degrees in architecture, architec­
tural engineering, city and 
regional planning, construction 
engineering, landscape architec­
ture and a Master of Science 
degree in architecture. The school 
w ill begin offering a M juirr of 
City and Regional Planning 
degree in mid-1975.
\ w&m
■mss-
"First Annual Outpost Survey
1136 Carmel 543-9718
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photos and story by Gil Rocha
The modular house (Right) is a 
five level building that was built 
into a full fledged living 
residence last year. It houses 
the caretaker for Poly Canyon, 
who’s job is to keep vandalism 
from destroying the permenant 
experimental buildings. Wayne 
Landis (Below Left) who has 
been caretaker for the canyon 
since last September, studies in 
his small living room overlook­
ing the small creek running near 
by. Access to the upper floors 
(Lower Right) is accomplished 
by small spiral stairs that is a 
cross between normal stairs 
and a ladder.
Poly Canyon future town
Design
Poly Royal will give visitors an 
opportunity to visit fascinating 
buildings of the future located in 
the heart of Cal Poly Canyon.
Ne s t l e d  i n q u a i n t  
emplacements along a hillside are 
several buildings of experimental 
design and construction that 
would give a first time visitor the 
feeling something very unique is 
happening there.
The buildings are the finished 
result of senior projects from the 
School of Architecture and En­
vironmental Design. They were 
built entirely by students and 
predominately funded by the con­
struction industry and in part by 
the school. No other architecture 
school in the state has anything 
like it.
The modular house would be a 
nature lover’s delight. It lies sur­
rounded by large oak trees, and a 
creek runs appropriately near by, 
all within easy view from large 
plexiglass windows.
This building is an experimen­
tal use of steel in structures. It has 
square sections within column 
beams, all supported by limited 
steel colums. There are five levels 
in the building. Construction for 
it began in 1963 and was not fully 
completed until the early part of 
1974.
It is now the full residence of 
Wayne Landis, a third year 
architecture student, who was 
selected by the architecture school 
dean to act as caretaker for the 
area. It is a very popular job
among bachelors, considering the 
view, the modernistic living, and 
the advantageous privacy. However, it will be open to visitors during Poly Royal.
I really like it up here,” said 
Landis. ‘‘It is so quiet and the 
wind makes a nice sound around 
the building. The only setback is 
during a rain when there is a lot of 
mud and occasional leaks in the roof.”
The Beer Can house, or more 
professionally described as a 
building with floor suspension 
from a central pressure column, is 
the latest creation in the canyon. 
This design utilizes ease in con­
struction, inexpensive materials, 
and conservation of space. It is 
supported by a central column 
filled with semi-viscous material 
supporting two pre-fabricated 
floors. It won an award from 
Lincoln Arc Welding.
The Beer Can house will be 
used as an information center 
during Poly Royal.
The Shell House will give an 
inhabitant a feeling for nature, in 
that square corners are very hard 
to find. Made entirely of concrete, 
plaster and steel, this structure 
does indeed look like a shell.
U nfortunately, vandalism 
destroyed part of it before 
caretaker? were used, but it is now 
being worked on by a special two 
unit course to turn it into a livable 
house within the next couple of 
quarters.
Friday. April S . IV73 Pace »
give materials, and conservation of space.The Beer Can House, as It is affectionately 
called, utilizes ease In construction, Inexpen-
concrete, platter and .teal, work la now being done to turn it Into a livable residence.
The Shell House is an extravaganza In contour livl fl.
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photos and story by Thom Halls
There seems to be a paradox at 
Cal Poly. The college contains 
one of the best schools for 
Architecture and Environmental 
Design in the nation, yet in this 
city there are hundreds of 
buildings which are less than 
enticing, with high rents and 
poor appearence.
In the city’s more weary sec­
tions there are-homes which have 
little heat, no running water, and 
poor wiring. In many of these 
tenements Poly students and 
elderly people live. They cannot 
afford anything else.
Depending on who you talk to, 
the fault for this delapidated con­
dition lies in one of two places.
If you talk to the business com­
munity the problem is with the
students who have no respect for 
the property of others.
If you talk to the students it’s 
the money-hungry business com­
munity which is responsible for 
the deterioration.
No matter who is at fault the 
problem in housing for the young 
and old of San Luis Obispo exists. 
From the leaky water faucet to the 
neglected painting of a house, 
these are all scars of a dilemna 
which is unfair to many people.
Both sides have a case. People 
do take advantage of others but 
because of this, many who cannot 
afford the rents are forced into less 
than desirable living conditions.
“Efforts” are being made to 
correct the condition. New
apartments are being built which 
are small in living space and high 
in rent. This, coupled with 
cheaper apartments located in less 
than ideal areas, only compound 
the problem.
Trailer parks spring up as a 
solution, but too often these are 
crowded and are designed for only 
temporary “student” living.
The problem can be solved but 
only by a concerned effort from 
students and the business com­
munity. It’s a complex problem 
and one that will take time and 
money to find the answer for.
Meanwhile, students and the 
elderly live in conditions less that 
desirable, for studying, relaxing, 
and...living in general.
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Center sees
shigh demand
by DAVE SNYDER
As i hr illuminated words 
" Id e n tify  yourself... iden tify
yourself" flashed on the darkened 
glass screen, ih r operator quickly 
responded.
Transmitting the necessary in ­
formation back to the computer, 
he anxiously awaited its reply.
Words flashed across the screen 
a second time. The computer had 
accepted the new operator.
Moments such as these occur 
throughout the day at Cal Poly's 
computer center as students of 
computer science, architecture, 
and other disciplines use the 
various computer systems.
The first system in  use at O il 
Poly and referred to as the 360-40 
computer was originally leased 
and installed in the computer 
center in I969, according to 
Daniel Stubbs, head of the com­
puter science department.
Since that time, the administra­
tion has toiled to stay ahead of 
increasing student demands 
through periodic systems repairs 
and updutes.
Of the I9 schools in the state 
university system, the Chico and 
Cal Poly campuses offer the 
largest computer centers.
The Cal Poly system is hooked 
into the InternationalTimeShar­
ing system at Cal State 
Northridge. This processor com­
municates through a series of 
telephone lines and sophisticated 
elec tronics to I0 remote sending 
and receiving terminals here, as 
well as terminals at other suite 
universities.
Because of the lim ited capacity 
of this data processor, and the* 
number of schools using the 
Northridge facility, it is not 
always possible for a student to 
find an open "po rt" providing 
access to the system.
When the computer finally 
allocates an open port the relay of
information between the remote 
terminal and the data prcxrssor is 
almost instantaneous. However, 
the operator who must use the 
I I S on a windy day should exer­
cise caution.
Cary BornrL a student here, 
said "on a w u fw  day the I TS gets 
pretty bad. You have to watch it 
closely."
The interference caused by the 
wind disturbs the data flow 
through the transmission lines, 
resu lting  in  unwanted or 
rearranged data, according to 
Boenii.
Unlike the M'S, the other com­
puter systems here utilise the 
familiar "punch card" which is 
prepared on one of about 30 key 
punch machines and sent into the 
computer by an attendant instruc­
tor.
The information . is then 
processed and printed out in 
reudable form (01 each inserted 
"card deck". The total time whic h 
this prexess requires is referred to 
as the "turn around time."
Turn  around time (TAT) can 
vary from only a few minutes toas 
long as 24 hours or more. Should 
the computer malfunction at any 
time during processing, T A T  cun 
gel longet.
A clock, based on estimates of 
the quantity of information being 
processed, i^ set up w ith  
positionable hands by an atten­
dant to show the approximate 
time programs w ill be ready.
This clcxk is often misleading, 
according to students inter­
viewed.
Mark Morose, an architecture 
major, said, "Before school 
started. I could get an immediate 
return of my data. Generally 
though. I have to wail about eight 
hours."
Morose also said that he has 
had to wait as long as 30 hours for 
his program when the system is
Alcohol abuse: 7' 
How serious is it?
by ROGER VINCENT
" I don't do much drinking 
myself. Three beers and I'm flat
out."
So says the co-ordinator of Cal 
Poly's alcohol abuse program. 
Mike looney, who was hired by 
the administration to determine if 
there is an alcohol abuse problem 
and if so what can be done about 
it.
Looney and Dr. Leo Pinard of 
the social science department 
devised and circulated an alcohol 
questionaire for Poly students last 
year, the results of which have just 
been compiled.
looney is cautious however 
about releasing statistics or trying 
to draw concrete conclusions 
from the poll.
"Individual tolerances vary so 
much that it's impossible to deter­
mine at what point alcohol is 
being abused. We don't want to 
pick some arblt rarvamount like 
24 beers a week because some 
people might think they're plenty 
short of their quota and can drink 
more without worrying about it.
"National statistics show that 
I0 per cent of the population in 
the United States has a dependen­
cy on ethyl alcohol. We may have 
an equal percentage in this group 
nr maybe right now they're still 
learning the alcoholism pattern," 
l-onney said.
The campus survey showed 18- 
20-year-olds attended more par-, 
ties per week where alcohol is 
being served than any other age 
group.
The program co-ordinator feels 
this does not necessarily mean 
that this age group drinks more, 
just that they're likely to do it in a 
social or "T G " situation where 
Ixxxe is available to the legally 
underaged.
looney, who has a masters 
degree in psychology, finds some 
of the statistics disturbing:
Some 31 per cent surveyed in ­
dicated they drink to relieve ten­
sions.
He also found dangerous 
significance in the fact that 31 per 
cent of the students polled felt 
that 10 to 20 per rent of Gal Poly 
students drink to excess while 
only 3 per cent said they worried 
about the consequences and only 
2 per cent worry about possible 
de|x-ndence.
This is an ominoua sign to 
Ixxiney. He said, "Most people 
seem to think that as long as 
they’re wearing Ivy league shirts, 
passing in school and no where 
near skid row that they don't have 
an actual problem. Actually, 
about only three to five per cent of 
the nation's alcoholics are on skid 
tow. The rest continue to func­
tion in all walks of life ."
Said laxiney, "Personally, I ’d 
like to change the image of 
alcohol. It's a light, accepted 
thing. Drunks are funny, like 
Dean Marlin. Right now most 
money is being sjx-ni on reform 
not prevention. I'd like to beef up 
out curriculum to educate 
students -about the possible 
dangers of alcohol.
used near the end of the quarter.
'A no the r student, Daryl 
Rober ts ,  ind icated that 
breakdowns "occur pretty 
tegularly" throughout the year, 
the greatest number of malfunc­
tions being w ith the keypunch 
machines.
I'he director of the computer 
tenter, Raymond Boche, es- 
unrated that 3,000 to 3,300 
students actively use the center. 
However, according to Bochr, the 
machines were not made to withs­
tand the hours of use they receive.
"  These machines have a 1,000 
hour lifespan," said Boche, 
"Many now have 5,000 hours and 
several are approaching 10,000 
hours. It 's like having a car with a 
m illion  miles. " 1
There is a student "mechanic" 
who regularly repairs and main­
tains the machinery and who 
usually does a better job than the 
professional technicians, accor­
ding to Bex he.
The maintenance problems of 
which students complain are well 
known to both Bex he and Stubbs. 
However, the State Department of 
Finance (SDFj which approves 
new computer purchases, has 
severely curtailed replacement 
and extension of the system.
According to Bcx he, SDK in­
sists that before a manufacturer 
can sell a system or accessory to a 
university they must first sign a 
statement model contract, which 
in effect allows the buyer control 
over the sale.
When a new unit arrives, the 
suite could, as provided in the 
contract, return it without payi 
ment or explanation.
This contract has eliminated 
all but the biggest firms from 
c o m p e t i t i o n  and "many 
( m a n u f a c t u r e r ' s )  legal  
departments w ill not even spend 
the time to examine the lengthy 
contract," said Boche.
Funds have been allocated to 
double the memory content of the 
360-40 computer, to purchase a 
new graphics display unit and to 
plate a mini-computer on cam­
pus.
In addition, 32 terminals are 
sexsn expected to be placed 
throughout the campus to 
alleviate the overcrowded con­
ditions in the computer center 
and provide for greater student 
use.
Fated with the numerous 
problems involved in acquiring 
new equipment, Boche said, "We 
have added as fast as possible but 
it is nowhere near fast enough."
He added. "There is no sign of 
let up in the future. I can only see 
things getting worse."
-  However, you know what they 
say, halitosis is better than no 
breath at a ll."
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gardening
gains ground
by LEA BROOKS
Have you ever thought how fun 
and economical it m ight be to 
glow a vegetable garden while 
watering houieplanti in your 
concrete surrounded apartment 
oir grocery shopping?
Student Community Services 
might have the answer fbr a ll you 
green thumbs when the concept 
o( community gardens comes up 
before the San Luis Obispo City 
Council this month.
The Community Gardens Pro-
Ew ill provide plots of public d for gardening. Plots would be distributed to individuals and 
yips on a first-come, first-serve
_is. although attention would
be focused on families and groups 
who need food the most, said 
member Larry Jacobs.
Inflation and the energy crisis 
have boosted the price of 
sgricultural goods and many 
groups in the community would 
benefit from the community n r -  
dent project. Gardeners would be 
encouraged to donate their sur- 
pluses to needy community 
organisations, according to 
Jacobs.
"The community gardens 
would bring people closer 
together by providing an outdoor 
trea for gardening," said Jacobs, 
a toil science major. "People 
would have a chance to get closer 
to the earth and beautify the 
community at the tame time."
Jacobs believes gardening 
would provide an alternative 
lifestyle to people who want to be 
independant from supermarket 
produce. "There's something you 
get from being outside and 
watching plants grow," he said.
'The way we do things today i t  
inefficient. Everything it  done on 
a large scale production and there 
it lets identity for a person to hold 
onto," said Jacobs. "These kinds 
of activities (gardening) bring 
people one step closer to the 
reality of life. Individuals can 
provide more for their own 
needs."
The Community Gardens Pro­
ject would promote personal 
growth and development through 
the sharing of work, experience 
and knowledge. Gardening also 
provides recreation, exercise and 
opportunity for people to share 
the sunshine, said Jacobs.
Community Gardens could 
educate the public towards a more 
conservation conscious and self- 
tufficient attitude. The public 
could learn to appreciate the en­
vironment, he said.
The idea of community gar­
dens is not a new one, according 
to Project Coordinator Don Shea- 
ly. During World War II, victory 
gardens provided food for the 
armed forces and the general 
public. After the war, the victory 
gardens in Boston merged into 
the Fenway Garden Society. The 
University of California in Santa 
Crus has a similar project as does 
the Ecology Center of Ann Arbor, 
Michigan.
The city of Chico has the 
largest community gardens in 
California. Several hundred peo­
ple are involved in the project 
which includerthrpftXlticUbn oT 
food and flowers on vacant land 
donated by concerned private 
citisens for this purpose.
The Community Gardens, ; 
sponsored by Student Communi­
ty Services, would be co­
sponsored by the San Luis Obispo 
Parks and Recreation Depart­
ment, ECOSLO and other 
volunteer groups in the com­
munity such as RSVP, Grassroots 
11 and SLO Beautiful.
The Community Gardens Pro­
ject would help city residents who 
don't have available land of their 
own. Students would coordinate 
and supervise projects with 
assistance from other community 
groups.
A model garden with a student 
model garden manager would 
provide workshops for garden 
m a in te n a n c e  and o th e r  
educationally-related programs 
to assist gardeners.
Each plot would have a garden 
supefVisor and two assistants. 
One assistant would be responsi­
ble for watering, pest control and 
fertilising. The other would 
prepare the soil, and supervise 
planting and harvesting of crops. 
The supervisor would ensure that 
the garden is maintained on a 
daily basis.
Many people have expressed 
the desire to volunteer their ser­
vices for this project, said Jacobs. 
Many professors have expressed 
the desire to help with the pro­
jects.
The Community Gardens Pro­
ject coordinators plan to develop 
large garden areas that could be 
subdivided and worked by in ­
dividuals and families. The gar­
dens would be divided into plots 
about 25 by 25 feet. The proposed 
bi-annual donation of 96 per plot 
and 1.50 per month thereafter 
would be used to buy seed in bulk
a garden
uses a rototlller to prepare the sod for
n n  U a f a t s i a t i  l i i i f l i t i i  | « | |piui wi n i i i w i y  t i r f f i  during twi
quarter. Photo By DON BHtALY
and to maintain a demonstration 
garden. The money would also be 
used to publicise the gardens.
Each individual gardener 
would be responsible for water­
ing, weeding and the general up­
keep and maintenance of his or 
her plot. Plou not maintained 
would be assigned a new gar­
dener.
Each gardener would be 
responsible to provide tools, 
supplies, seeds and everything 
else needed to maintain a garden. 
"The reason we'd like individuals 
to provide their own materials is 
to they'll have tome money in ­
vested In  the project and stick 
with it,"  said Jacobs.
The San Luis Obispo Parks 
and Recreation Department 
would provide mulching and 
composting materials as they are 
a va ila b le  from  the c ity  
operations. The supervised use of 
a shredding machine and 
rototiller would alto be provided.
The Community Gardens Pro­
ject would provide training 
programs to assist in the es­
tablishment and maintenance of 
each garden. Gardeners would 
learn the correct way to design, 
garden, test to il samples or 
whatever needs to be done.
One centralised location would 
be established for the sign-up of 
p lou on a first-come, first-serve, 
basis. Information would be 
available at all participating 
volunteer organisation offices.
"The central sign-up place 
would advise the potential gar­
deners to they'll know exactly 
what they're getting into," said 
Jacobs. "Through advice and ex­
planation, the gardeners would
know exactly how much time and 
labor a garden would require of 
them."
Community Gardens had (our 
garden p lou behind a house oo 
Hathaway Street during Fall 
quarter, said Jacobs. The p lou 
were run by groups of studenu 
who planted winter vegetables. A 
lot of enthusiasm for the project 
was generated but the house was 
going up (or sale so the gardens 
were abandoned after the crops 
were harvested, he said.
Community Gardens need land 
with water, accessibility and per­
manence of locality, said Jacob*. 
The project has bent trying to get 
land from the dty. The pro jrt t 
would like to convert idle land 
and vacant ton  in to  productive 
gardens. Gardens could lead to 
neighborhood cooperation and 
community pride.
"We've been putting most of 
our concentration on a two-and- 
a-half acre plot of land in  the 
Laguna Lake Park," said Jacob*. 
"But we recently found out that 
the land won't be available un til a 
956,000 project is finished. The 
—*- (continued on page 55)
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DONUTS AND DECORATED CAKES
Opan 6 A.M. to 2 A.M.
SPECIAL STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
$15,000/30,000 Bodily Injury and 
$5,000 Proparty Damage - Plus 
Uninsured Motorist Coverage
Men ages 17-1Q $160.00 
20-23 $146.00
Women ages 17-1B $146.00 
20-23 6126.00
These rates apply to students taking 12 or more units, 
who have been licensed California drivers for 3 years 
and who have nad no tlokets or aocldents within the 
past 3 years.
INWI'WANCB a iN V IC S
Offered Exclusively In Ban Luis Obispo by
Strand-Murrel Agency
Drive by or oall today for a quotation • Ph. 543-2539 
Motorcycle Insurance, tool 
College Student Insurance Sendee
1124Nipomo
3-1
SW IFT AIRE
, Preene,
In San Lula Oblepo-Call 644-4677.
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"■W* rrMsy. April ■ . imSolar solution fdries up’
b f  L IN D A  GKNTBV A t c a w w ito m l fuck become 
n p a u iv t  end herder 10 
toler power w ill become e 
competitive tource of
ThU i t  the opinion of Thome* 
Luke*, heed of Cel Poly't Food 
Indunrie* Depertment end pro­
ject director for the world'* f im  
large-scale experiment in food 
dchydretion by toler energy.
l e k i 'e  e —  —  - a— — * e  " w y  • Tooa ovnyoriuon
by TOM
Luke* leid completion of the 
project represent* e year-long ef­
fort by feculty member* of the 
Food Induttrie* end Agricultural 
Engineering Depertmenu, who 
deiigned the toler collector end 
dehydration unit in cooperation 
with engineers from TRW, Inc., e 
Redondo Beech reteerch firm  thet 
hei deiigned soler panels for Un­
ited Slates spacecraft.
Faculty labor, mprh of it 
volunteer, is responsible for con­
struction of the project, w ith the 
assistance of paid technicians and 
some students, Lukes said.
Faculty members were mainly 
responsible for work on the pro­
ject because of the "importance of 
getting it done rapidly," he said. 
" I t  had to be done by the start of 
this summer."
Lukes explained that students 
could not devote large blocks of 
time to the project, but said he 
expects students to become more 
involved in the experiment once 
the structure it  operational.
The main purpose of the ex-
Sriment, which is funded by a 53,975 grant from the National Science Foundation, is to deter­
mine the economic feasibility of 
using solar energy rather than 
conventional drying methods in 
dehydrating foods, Lukes said.
1 The three black-painted, two- 
by-70 foot solar collectors sit atop 
a metal building adjacent to the 
food processing instructional 
laboratory. Air, heated by the sun, 
w ill be channeled into a dehydra­
tion un it inside the building.
Lukes said solar heat alone w ill 
not be adequate for the high 
temperature* required for tne 
dehydration process (ISO to 800 
degrees Fahrenheit), so natural 
gas w ill be used as a supplement 
that can also be used at night or 
during poor weather.
' i t  only goes part of the way," 
Lukes said, "but it ran be built 
almost cheap enough to compete 
with natural gas."
Lukes added that, by using a 
more expensive, concentrating- 
type collector, temperature* of 
I HO degrees Fahrenheit or hotter 
could be reached, but emphasised 
that such a unit would not be as 
economical as the experimental 
unit, nor could it be constructed 
inexpensively enough to compete 
w ith natural gas.
Many of the corporations that 
produce dehydrated foods are in ­
terested in the Cal Poly project, 
but Lukes said they are waiting to 
see how it is going to work. "They 
have a Show me attitude, to we’re 
going to show them" he said.
Lukes raid Gilroy Foods 
which operates an on ion 
dehydrating plan! in Gilroy, 
Calif., hat done extensive studies 
on the possibility of using tolar 
energy. He added that all the 
results are confidential, so he hat 
no access to them.
When construction of the tolar 
collector and dehydration unit it  
completed, Lukes raid tome of the 
first steps w ill be to find out how
much heat can be collected, where 
the collector i t  hottest and how 
the height of the sun in the sky 
and w ind  velocity affect 
temperatures.
The biggest problem with the 
project hat been getting the 
materials and instrumenu re­
quired for construction, Lukes 
raid. He added that if all goes 
according to plan, the facility w ill 
lie completed and operational in 
tim r for Poly Royal.
Pottery
potpourri
The Art department it  suffering 
from a problem because there are 
no buildings dedicated strictly to 
art at Clal Poly and c last rooms are 
scattered all over campus. Thus, 
the Art Department does not have 
a house to open during "open 
house."
A contribution w ill still be 
made to Poly Royal however, in 
the form of a Pottery 5 Art Show. 
The show it  actually a contest of 
75 artworks selec ted front over 400 
entries throughout the United 
States. Sheldon Kaganoff, art 
professor at U.C. Santa Barbara 
w ill select the winners just prior 
to Poly Royal. A ll entries w ill be 
on display in the Galerie in the 
University Union. Admission it 
free.
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W itches com e a liv eset world record
W iniotnr witches and wicked 
w iu rd i invade the Cal Poly 
Theatre during Poly Royal in  the 
Alpha Pai Omega production of 
the fantasy "A  Witch In T im e."
Adults and children w ill enjoy 
the tale of a young girl, Wanda, 
who travels through a time tunnel 
with a jester named Jeffery to the 
world of w iu rd i, ogars and imps. 
Many miudventures befall them 
as she tries to help Jeffery gain his 
rightful place in the court of the 
wicked w iu rd  Wishenka. Wanda 
calls upon the audience to help 
her in  her quest.
The play is written, designed 
and directed by Susanne Gabig, as 
p graduate project. " I have had r  
lot of experience in children's 
theater," u id  Miss Gabij. " I  Justgardens...
(continued from page S3)
iect includes restroom 
lities, picnic tables and park- 
ing. Water installed for that pro* 
ject is needed by the gardens and 
the state hasn't given the final 
approval yet," u id  Jacobs.
"Now we’re thinking of the 
possibility of piping water to the
f;arden area first and then putting n the facilities but there would be a greater cost," u id  Shealy. 
"There are also three alternative 
sites around the city that were 
recommended by the Parks and 
Recreation Department. Maybe 
we can use the alternative plou 
until the Laguna Lake land is 
available.
The alternative sites have an 
advantage over Laguna Lake in 
that they are closer to-where peo* 
pie live, u id  Shealy. The other 
siites are p lou adjacent to the 
Laurel Lane Fire Station, the 
propo'ed fire station site at the 
rorner of lx>» ()so» Valley and 
Madonna Roads and at the south 
tide of Broad Street, next to 
Highway 101,
"We hope to add more garden 
sites along w ith these proposed 
, areas to develop gardens more 
conveniently located to where 
people -live. We'd like to have 
people volunteer to help us 
develop new garden sites You can 
contact Community Services at 
546*2478," said Shealy.
put together all of the elemenu 
that I have found most appealing 
to children."
These elements include 
audience participation , easily 
identifiable characters in conflict 
w ith characters personifying 
adult foibles, physical action and 
a lot of humor.
"A  Witch In T im e" is Miss 
Gabig's first effort as a playwrite. 
It took her approximately six 
months to compose the work.
Members of the cast w ill in ­
clude Tony Santos, Eric 
Housman, Pam Phillips, Robert 
Grab and Glenn McCullough. 
Stage manager w ill be Mary 
La venture.
"A  Witch In T im e" is to be 
presented at 7:30 p.m. on Friday 
and at I I  a.m. and 2 p.m. on 
Saturday in the Cal Poly Theatre. 
Performances are presented alter­
nately with the George Bernard 
Shaw melodrama "Passion, 
Poison, and Petrifaction." Ad­
mission is free.
anThe world's largest p itu , _  
alumni waterpolo game and in 
novalive teaching techniques 
employed by Cal Poly graduates 
are a few of the Poly Royal 
offerings from the School of 
Human Development and Educa­
tion.
The world's largest p isu  and 
the alumni water polo game are 
sponsored by the Physical Educa­
tion Department and the campus 
chapter of the California Associa­
tion for Health, Physical Educa-
The Jaatar (Brio Housman) and Wanda (Pam Phillips) asauma i 
Photo by OIL ROCHA
p o it t  io to irv  away in#
Combine:
POLY ROYAL 
APPITIZIR
♦  friendly, helpful salespeople to help you use our Bridal Registry, or make selections for your own home.
*a wide range of kitchen accessories and household 
decorator items to suit every taste.
Prepare in Galloping Gourmet Cookware (or experiment with a 
Chinese Wok).
Serve on fine dinnerware — We have many patterns for you to choose from, as well as stainless flatware and
crystal stemware.
Garnish with fresh green houseplants on beautiful placemats 
and tablecloths
•Unlim ited Ksrvtng. for Try it! _ _people of all age*. 247 Madonna Rd. O p e n  S u n d a y s
lion, and Recreation (CAHPER). 
Official* from the GuinneaaBook 
of World Record! are w itnetiing 
the p irn  conitruction on Satur­
day, outdoor! in the vicinity of the 
Phyiical Eduation Building.
The Alum ni water polo game 
takei place on Saturday in  the 
outdoor iw im m ing pool. The 
game i i  preceded and followed by 
two perform ance! of the 
Aquacade, a aynchroniied iw lm  
ihow put on by the Women'! P.E. 
Department.
Student! at the human perfor­
mance laboratory w ill amwer 
ueitioni about !uch th ing! a i 
meaiurement of itrength, 
work capacity, heart rate, blood 
prewure, oxygen u iiliia tion , body 
composition, and energy ex­
pended and mpaclei uied for
r
Gamei and activitiei for 
ch ild ren „ in  a lu p e rv iie d . 
p layground atm oiphere i i  
available in the gym on Saturday 
and Sunday afternoon, courteiy 
of Cal Poly'i recreation majon.
The Education Department hai 
d iip lay i and demonitrationa in 
the Library patio and downita in 
in the library building ahow 
changing approachei to educa­
tion. Innovative local lecondary 
ichooli and jun ior college!, 
where Cal Poly graduate! are 
teaching, are highlighted. The 
Education Department hopei to 
acquaint educator! w ith aome of 
the beat new teaching ideaa 
through their Poly Royal ex­
hibit!.
L b u m
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WHAT'S A STENNER GLEN?
a.The first astronaut.
b.A wooded area in Big Sur.
Q c . T h e  best student living 
environment around.
• *. v ' • ” ' > ■
( . ' . - x . ‘ '
If you chose "c", you've just answered one of the toughest questions 
about going to college.
l- r  x
Because Stenner Glen is more than a place to live •• it's a way of life. 
And it's not only unique facilities like: swimming pool, dry heat 
saunas, color TV  lounges, game rooms, laundries and weekly house­
keeping. It's also those fine Stenner Glen extras: private study rooms, 
guest lecturers, ski and beach trips, concerts, poolside bar-b-ques, a 
fully equipped kitchen, our own coffee house, and even workshops 
in photography, ceramics, and leather crafts, just to name a few.
/. ... _
Going to school is hard work and you shouldn't be hassled about 
your living situation. All you need to bring to Stenner Glen is a 
pillow and a blanket. We provide furniture, drapes, carpeting, air- 
conditioning...everything. And we feed you 19 good meals a week 
with brunch on Saturday and Sunday. Lots of choices and daily 
variety (even steak) of good quality food, which is another reason 
why so many people return to Stenner Glen. We call it home. And 
it's just a short walk to campus.
STENNER GLEN
1050 FOOTHILL BLVDi 544-4540
The answer to< - .
your housing needs.
□
v
Friday. Afrit ■. Iff!Russia-U.S. battle—via computers
by TOM McC a r t h y  (h^ * r T u b l r ^ K ^ r c p i  **** ot comPu,*r II i* now apparent that the (ate tion  of c u lt i
__ _..'rw .~ ..h ,*u i<  rJ w .r  report that elite group* o( rxperu wF*’no*°*T' l**eae individuals, of each nation, inc lud in t that of Droarams. anv
are aecretly meeting within the 
depth* of i«cure administrative
by to m  McC a r t h y
Sfatement: The outbreak of war 
iloni the Iraqi-lranian border 
w||| lead to direct confronuition 
between the United State* and the 
Soviet Union.
aid f p ter 
. theie individual*, 
who are taid to be the be*t and the 
brightett in each nation, are ipen-
their nation a contingency plana. Impending crite*.
•h,
iJL ~ * tk
t f
i i l i g
the United State*, w ill be in the 
hand* of a few individual* in  each 
country. Even the *o called 
"dem ocratic" tta te i have 
delegated their future* to the 
dediion* of the elite member* of 
the retpeciive think lank*.
The war in the Middle Eaat, 
knowledgeable in fo rm ant* 
report, w ill be fought in itia lly  by 
thete confidential committee*. 
Some sources cloae to the dediion 
maker* report that the group* are 
actually compriied of "a bunch of 
college kid* who feel that they are 
prepared to determine the fate of 
mankind."
Sceptic* would be ihocked to 
realiie how true thi* actually 1*.
Now wait one minute. What i* 
thi* all about? Who'* spreading 
the rumor of a direct armed con- 
diet between the Rutiiantand the 
American*? I* thi* *ome tort of a 
game? .
In (act, what ha* been deicribed 
ia a game, or to be more exact, a 
Emulation. It i* an imagination 
exerciae, called Polcon, that u ie ia 
computer to put a group of 
itudent* into a hypothetical posi- 
tion of control over a country in 
make-believe 1977.
Through the computer, 
variou* 
which
ltu ra l exchange 
y viable action la
uyi JaII lllau ia la* AAaSAMmlaAA»#wii r i i x w i i v i  o o n w m p v r a
MUte lupan
rSkaMufaiAiil'a Uwp®' IIIIWIIII
OIL ROCHAEngineers show their wares
by CONNIE BECCHIO 
Providing the expertiae to make 
"■scorning Aware of Our En­
vironment a reality rather than a 
w ill be the Job of the 
of
dogan jo
•wdeni* of the School
Engineering and Technology, 
Included among aome of their 
di*f>l«yi and demoniuation* for 
Poly Royal are illuitrationa of
‘Hot Dog* 
is the cry 
at contest
dogl”  w ill be the cry at the 
Pood Protrtting plant during 
Poly Royal
The Food Induttrira Depart- 
nwnt i* sponsoring a hot dog 
«ung comett Saturday at 2 p.m. 
in the parking lot in front of the 
Pood Processing Store on North 
"ritmeter Road.
According to Marty jakoaa, 
“oly Royal Meat* Plant chair- 
mW- exhibit* w ill thow the 
PK*e*»e» and ingredient* needed 
“ make hot dog* intide the meat* 
plant.
1(J***“wbere in the Food Pnxett- 
"lent, demonttralion* in the 
« L, ** * nl ^ lu d e  pr<Me**e* of 
Jellie*, jam*, ketchup, 
■PPjetaure and dehydrated food* 
vuiior* may alto view the 
"Pnnment* I2M.000 tolar 
dryer, used to 
"mydrate fruit* and vegetable*. It
w o r l d  ^° nr ,A iukind in ,hf
J I h'  ‘W w im ental laboratories 
u»lh facilities for
commeriial produc- 
Scanned, frorrn, dehydrated 
v r... " n‘ rn «w»ed fru it and 
l i t v l - . ,  product*, Meat* 
** lmn,lde for complete 
<A in< luding
curing,
ture -n ‘ nautage manufai •
how they are learning to improve 
the environment In  practice 
rather than theory.
Dr. Harold Cota, adviter of the 
Environmental Science* and 
Engineering Club, taid the en- 
v iron mental engineering depart­
ment i* ditplaying iu  air and 
water pollution laboratories, in­
cluding air and water pollution 
monitoring equipment. .
He alio Mid they are exhibiting 
what he deacribed a* a million 
d o lla r  a im u la tio n  game 
developed by the Environmental 
Protection Agency. Called Air 
Pollution Exercite, or APEX, par­
ticipant* in thi* game attumr 
role*. Theie include air pollution 
control officer*, politician*, 
planner*, industrialists and 
developer*.
Game participant* represen­
ting the public and private lector* 
muit make deciiion* dealing with 
the problem* and i»*ue» of the 
lum ulated environment of 
APEX. The evn ironm ent 
reapondi to ipecif ic deciiion*, and 
role player* mu»l live with their 
decilion* for one or *everal year*.
Relating mechanical engineer­
ing to way* of improving the 
environment w ill be the aim of 
the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineer*, Mid iu  
representative, Allen Frame. He 
Mid it* clean air Cadillac which 
runt on *ewer ga* w ill be on 
display, in addition to *everal 
senior project car*,
Dave Nordine of automotive 
engineering Mid hi* group will 
display their Baja car, which he 
described a* an off road racing car 
with an engine modified for high 
performance but al»o low 
emission*. He Mid they hope to 
enter thi* car, a Toyott pick-up in 
the Baja MO in June,
l.ynn Smith of the Electronic 
and Electrical Engineering 
Department Mid it feature* teven 
or eight display* within one ex­
hibit. He Mid theditplay include*
INNsiblr future source* of power, 
»uch a* mlar energy a* well a* a
display control tyatam* in the 
motor* lab, utilising remote con­
trol.
“ Industrial Engineering at Cal 
Poly”  i* the subject of the 
American Institute of Industrial 
Engineers, Mid chairman T im  
Redmond.
They plan a slide show detail­
ing a “ typical" IE student'* life at 
Poly, machine shop display* and 
a demoniuation of a programable 
calculator, capable of plotting 
randon design*, according to 
Redmond.
The Air Conditioning Club is 
exhibiting it* display which 
show* how to conserve energy by 
udliting different house colon 
which reflect heat rather than 
absorb it.
The department i* alto setting 
up it* annual ice slide, a variation 
of the roller coaster. Visitor* may 
take ride* on the slide throughout 
Poly Royal.
Poly Royal visitor* to the 
Metallurgy Department w ill 
receive flower* welded from metal 
and "a better understanding of 
the study of metals," Mid depart­
ment Poly Royal chairman Jame* 
James. He Mid department ma­
jor* are conducting tour* of the 
lab* to acquaint visitors with the 
machinery in laymen * term*.
“ Seeing" sound* at they are 
made on an electronic organ i* 
one aspect of the Industrial 
Technology Department exhibit, 
aaid department instructor 
Nelson L. Smith III. He Mid the 
exhibit include* a sound tunnel 
with sound and light effect*. In 
addition, the plastic* lab it 
producing friibers, the wood lab 
Is open to visitor* and a student 
counseling area for proapective 
student * it  set up.
Aeronautical engineering 
student* are exhibiting several 
hang gliders, two light aircraft, 
an F-M Sabre jet from the Korean 
War, a Titan I mitsle which 
proceeded the Gemini program 
and model airplane* to attract 
ipr< tauni up to the aero hanger.
»l>
situation* are presented 
the participanu mutt 
analyte and retpond to while 
bearing in mind that the com­
puter w ill reject "unrealiatic" 
moves.
Here at Cal Poly the computer 
game i* being played by 
delegation* representing the Per­
sian Gulf states, Kuwait, and 
Saudi Arabia.
Thete, along w ith IS other 
"nations”  from 11 schools, com­
pote the simulated world.
By forming basic policies and 
then relaying actions through a 
computer terminal to a main 
computer center at the University 
of California, Santa Barbara, in ­
ternational interactions are syn­
thesised and then dispersed to 
affected participantt. Through 
this procedure a country can take 
those actions which w ill help to 
serve its beat interests. From 
declarations of war to the forma­
p g ,
allowed.
Faculty advisors, Joe Weather- 
by, Earl Huff, and John Culver 
are convinced that the benefit* of 
the computer simulation are two 
fold. According to Waathcrby, the 
exerdM i i  of value becauM it  
aquainta student* w ith the use of 
a computer. Weatherby alto feels 
that the game allows students to 
"gain an appreciation for the 
positions and policies of other 
countries."
Game participant Bob Sly Mid 
that the "simulation gives 
students the opportunity to gain 
knowledge of foreign events 
while being involved in a prac­
tical exercite,"
Functioning only for the 
month of April, the simulation 
courM i t  being offered (or one 
unit of credit through the 
Political Science Dpartment. 
Poly Royal visitors are invited to 
observe the computer machine 
simulation in Rm 119 of the 
Business Administration and 
Education Building.
Economic
solutions
exhibited
The School of Business and 
Social Science w ill participate in  
Poly Royal through iu  related 
dub*.
The Economic Club w ith the 
support of the Economics faculty 
have several exhib iu on display.
"The Simple Economics of 
Current Economic Issues," is a 
close examination of selected 
current problems of public in ­
terest and concern.
"T h e  Macro Economics 
Game" is a computer supported 
simulation of dynamic macro- 
economic structure w ith ongoing 
participation of Mlected high 
school students from the San Luis 
Obispo area. •
A 12 minute film  of m ini sode- 
ty operations in  a fourth grade 
elementary classroom it  also 
planned.
‘Homey’ relaxation 
offered by archies
For out-of-the-way relaxation 
Poly Royal guests can have coffee 
and donuu at the "Coffee and 
Craft Corner" in the power house 
behind Crandal Gym. This it  
hosted by the School of Architec­
ture and Environmental Design.
"This building hat a 'homey' 
feeling with iu  fish pond and sky 
light," Myt Lany Moore, chair­
man o f the a rc h ite c tu re  
department's Poly Royal ac­
tivities.
Free programs listing all Poly 
Royal activities are available in 
the architecture departments in ­
formation booths located between 
the Engineering West and Com­
puter Science buildings. Poly 
Royal balloons and buttons w ill 
be told at the booth by student 
volunteer*.
Local bands w ill provide enter­
tainment in the newly landscaped 
architecture patio located in the 
center of the Engineering West 
building. Landscape architecture 
siudenu revamped the patio 
walls, planted trees and built 
benches during their two week 
design project.
Scarab, the architecture honor 
society, w ill have a con session 
stand telling hotdogt and coke* in 
the patio. '
Senior architecture studenu 
Tom Bennett and Ray Reese, are 
building a 25 by 29 fool metal 
space frame a* their senior pro-
lect.
betwi
The metal structure located 
t een Engineering West and 
the Computer Science buildings 
spans a large distance w ith 
minumum support.
The Construction Engineering 
Club i t  ditplaying several pieces 
of heavy equipment as well as 
demonstrating environmental 
changes on heavy equipment to 
reduce noise.
Dr. Jens G. Pohl, architecture 
teacher at Cal Poly, has headed a 
special clan that bu ilt a flu id 
supported structure in Poly Ca­
nyon. This 40 feet high metal 
cylinder w ill be on display during 
Poly Royal.
The structure hat three metal 
discs that serve at floors, sur­
rounded by a plastic, plywood 
structure. The surrounding 
grounds were landscaped by 
architecture student*. Graphic
of the
tid ing’* progress w ill be shown
display* and slide shows 
buil i 's
inside the structure.
Buses
library transporting visit 
Poly Canyon, but visitors i
w ill leave from the 
itors to 
i are en­
couraged to walk. Guests should 
be aware of poison oak growing 
in Poly Canyon.
The architecture gallery and 
la n d s c a p e  a r c h ite c tu re  
laboratoriet w ill be open during 
Poly Royal with models and 
design presentations created by 
students this year.
rMw.ABdim imRodeo: a success story Winning tradition one of longest in sports
by BOB COX
There's an old adage used by 
football coaches, politicians, and 
gamblers alike, that aptly 
describes the experience of the Cal 
Poly rodeo team the past couple of 
decades.
Success breeds success.
Since 1957, when B ill Gibford 
first took over as coach and ad­
visor, the rodeo team has enjoyed 
a spectacular string of success 
matched by few in the annals of 
athletic accomplishment.
For 16 years under the guidance 
of Gibford the Mustang cowboys 
dominated the West Coast 
Region of the National Inter­
collegiate Rodeo Association. 
Only once in that period did Cal 
Poly drop as low u  second in the 
region. Four times they captured 
the NIRA championship. Never 
in those 16 years did a San Luis 
Obispo squad finish worse than 
eighth in the NIRA finals. Mustang Bruoa Hunt, 
RH.IV
i of tho out-of-atotora who oomo to Col Poly to wrootloo o aloof to tho ground. Photo by IHAWN
And unlike some other dynasties, the prod
T. Gibford
uct
didn't collapse when the creator left,
turned the reins over to Ken Scot to last year and it 
was one more regional title for Poly and, although 
not a national title, a creditable performance at the 
finals in Boseman, Mont. •
Poly is known throughout America u  the rodeo 
school. A Washington Poet story once compared 
the Mustang's mastery of the sport with Notre 
Dame's role in college football.
Cal Poly is to rodeo 
what Notre Dame is 
to football-the king
The Rodeo Cowboys Association’s money w in­
ning standings usually shows several Poly grads.
In 1974 Tom Ferguson was the top man in the 
RCA when it came to raking in the cash. Behind 
hirtTwas Bobby Berger. Three guesses as to which 
college they attended. *
The architect of this success was, of course, 
Gibford. And, as is usually the case, the glory 
didn't come immediately, as it was three years 
before Poly had a national title. The first team was 
build around a man who later made a name (or 
himself in professional rodeo, Jack Roddy.
Said Gibford, "lack was probably our first 
outstanding individual. He won the all-around at
John McDonald haa boon doing a eonaietont job 
ail year for the Mustangs and la hofptng to pick
the finals in Klamath, Ore. that year (1961). The 
team went on to place third."
The first national championship came in 1960, 
at Clayton N.M.
"We had four guys who were the bulk of that 
team. There was Riley Freeman, the first of three 
Freeman brothers who rodeoed (or us, B ill Nielson, 
Marvin Smith and Ray Bunnel. They were the 
backbone of the team that year," said Gibford.
Then came a string of near misses. From I96S to 
1966 the national title was won three times by 
Casper College of Casper, Wyo. During that spell 
Poly was second once and fourth twice,
The 1964 team, the one that finished second, was 
loaded with talent, namely Dave Freeman, Ned 
Londo, and GW. Adams, who was national 
bullriding champion twice. Bobby Berger arrived 
on the scene in 1966 in time to watch Adams nail 
down another bullriding title.
The '66 squad (eatuml Roy Jarrard, one of the 
many out-of-staters to rodeo (or Cal Poly.
"Roy, who was from Wyoming, was an excellent 
bulldogger, and a tough all-around cowboy." Lee 
Smith, who's father Blair Smith is president of the 
California Cattleman's Assn., was another good 
one on that team.
Second place was where the Mustangs wound up 
nationally in 1967. Dave Freeman won a national 
championship bareback riding and Berger tonk 
national honors in the bullriding. Also on the team 
was Joe Alexander, of Casper, Wyo., who went on 
to win a professional bareback title.
Deadwood, S D , was the scene of a couple of bad 
years in '66 and '69, The Mustangs slipped to 
eighth in '66 and the next year, the first for Larry
Ferguson, they got mired in the mud and managad 
a fifth. It was after the '69 washout in the 
Deadwood rain that the NIRA decided all future 
finals would have to be held indoors.
Boseman, Mont, has been the scene of some of 
Cal Poly 's finest moments in rodeo. W ith the debut 
of Tom Ferguson, Larry's brother, the Mustangs 
swept to their second national crown in  1970. Tom 
won the ribbon roping and was second in  the steer 
wrestling. Larry placed well in bothevenu.lt was a 
repeal performance in '71 except Larry beat Tom 
in both the steer wrestling and ribbon roping, the 
only time he did so. Jerry Koilc, of Scottsdale, Arit., 
won the calf roping title for Poly and Billy Furman 
helped contribute to the third title.
Three titles in four 
years with Ferguson 
brothers leading way
up soma Of the slack caused by Lee Rosser's 
knee Injury. Photo by SHAWN RILIV
In '72 the Mustangs missed a chance to become 
the second team to w in three straight. Nevertheless 
they got strong performances out of the newcomer 
Dave Clark and the Ferguson's. The fourth title 
was won in I97S when Clark was second in both 
the bullrid ing and bareback evenu, and Tom 
Ferguson dominated the timed evenu.
The women's teams haven't been strong as 
consistently as the men, due Gibford says, to Poly's 
late move to co-education. But they have been 
improving in recent years.
There have been several ouutanding women 
individuals.
Barbara Barr's arrival in ‘67 helped push the 
women's fortunes upward. She was fourth all- 
around in the nation last year, on what Gibford 
described as, "one of the best g irl teams." In '69 
Nancy Peterson won the girls all-around crown, 
Baer came back (or another barrel racing title and 
the team finished a strong third. And in 1970 
Sharon Medan was national goat tying chant-plan.
In '72 the women brought home second place 
team honors although no g irl placed in the top 
eight in any event. Colleen Sernas, bark for her 
third lime, won the breakaway roping in I97S and 
the team finished third ovrrall.
Gibford readily admitted that much of the 
success over the years has been due to the non- 
i Californians on the team.
" I  would have to say at least 75 per cent of the 
team members have brrn from other suites, es­
pecially in the early years. I think this a tribute to 
(lal Poly, that these people would want to go to 
school here and be on the rodeo team," Gibford 
said.
"The number of out-of-staters has been drop­
ping over the past few years due to the rise in non­
resident tu ition fees," Gibford said. "Thai's one 
reason we started our sc holarship program so we 
could help these kids pay a part of the fees 
anyway."
I'he sc holarship program was first set up in 1965 
and is administered by the Rcxleo Club. The Hearsl 
Corn, is the primary contributor to the fund, with 
the Rodeo Club contributing a major portioned its 
profits derived from the Poly Royal Rcxleo each 
i yeist,
(continued on page 59)
rtlday. AprilM, in tRodeo success
(continued from page M)
A scholarship is awarded to two members of the 
men's team and one woman each year. The 
scholarship consists of 9190 per quarter per stu­
dent.
Recruiting is a word that automatically pops up 
when talking about the continuing success of Cal 
Poly. Generally a dirty word in college athletics, 
it's really a misnomer when concerned with the 
rodeo team.
No need to recruit for 
rodeo team; plenty of 
volunteers available
» ; * ■  «**»■" *  -
Fresno providing stiff test 
for Mustangs in title race
by lO IC O X
D o n 't ,  lo o k  n o w , b u t 
somebody's finally about to catch 
up w ith the Mustang rodeo team.
For one of the few timet since 
the first cowboy was tailed over 
the head of h it horse, there i t  a 
definite threat to Cal Poly's 
dynasty in the West Coast Region 
of thr National Intercollegiate 
Rodeo Association.
T h is  tim e  a ro u n d  the 
Mustangs, winners of the region
16 of the last 17 years, are being 
pressured hard by the Bulldogs of 
Fresno State.
Rodeo highlight of Poly Royal festivities
The finest collegiate rodeo on 
thr West Coast w ill highlight the 
activities of Poly Royal. Jtogin- 
ning at 2 p.m. each day at Collett 
Arrna the rodeo w ill (raturr somr 
of the finest talent in thr nation.
The (ail Poly Mustangs, host 
tram for the event, w ill probably 
be (avorrd to win once again.
T h r Mustangs arr thr defen­
ding West Coast Region champs, 
- * title they have won IB of the last
17 years.
last year they easily whipped 
Fresno State in the Poly Royal 
rodeo and brerird to the Region 
title after that.
The Mustangs failed to hang 
on to the national title, they won 
In 1979, but w ill be after another 
National Intercollegiate Rodeo 
Association championship this 
season. The Mustangs have won 
•he national crown four times, 
more than any other school. A ll 
•he titles came during the 16 year 
•rign of B ill Gibford as roach. 
This w ill be Ken Scotto's second 
Y*ar at the helm.
The Rodeo Club sponsors the 
two-day event. Prcxeeds go to the 
club's scholarship fund and to the 
ASI. .
Fresno Stair figures to give the 
Mustangs the most trouble. 
Fresno is ru rrrn tly  neck and neck 
with Poly for the Region title. 
The Bulldogs are led by lop notch 
cowboy Dudley Little, who is 
once again atop the all-around 
standings.
Cal Poly has won five of eight 
rodeos so far this year (as of April 
7) but the standings are based on 
each team's five best perfor­
mances and the Bulldogs have 
been going craiy lately.
They handed the Mustangs a 
sound whipping at Merced 
College March 29-90, with a w in­
ning margin of over a hundred 
points ana came back April 5-6 to 
win the King City-Hartnell 
College Rodeo 400.5 to 979 for Cal 
Poly,
There are two more rodeos on 
tap before Poly Royal, at the 
University of Nevada-Reno and 
Cal Poly Pomona,. The final 
rodeo w ill be at Pierce College 
May 16-17.
Ken Scotto, coach and advisor 
of the Mustangs still (eels his team 
can win the region.
"We've still got a good chance 
to fipish on top of the region, I 
don't think we'll walk away with 
it, though. It's pretty close right 
now," said Scotto.
Scotto isn't surprised by the 
opposition the Mustangs have 
run into. At the start of thr season 
hr morr or less predicted things 
could be very tough this time 
around.
There have been two basic 
reasons for the close competition 
this season. OneNhe other trams 
are all improved, especially 
Fresno State. And two, the 
Mustangs have been hampered by 
inexperience and iniury.
The addition of one man this 
quarter has really helped Fresno, 
according to Scotto,
"Clay Meier, a good saddle 
bronc rider, transferred over from 
Merced College. That makes 
them real strong in thr saddle 
bronc, plus Meier and Tom 
Bohna (the other top saddle bronc 
man) are both bulldogging now 
and placing in the event. And 
that's already Fresno's strongest 
event."
Dave Clark, last year's team 
captain and a strong point man in 
both the bareback and bullriding, 
and Kit Wingfield both used up 
their e lig ib ility last season. That 
left two holes for Scotto to fill,
Jim Pratt and Lou Bunmig 
have drawn the task of filling  
those holes. Bugenig has been 
doing pretty well lately In the
bareback and bull riding, but the 
drawback Is he only does those 
events.
Lee Rosser the best all-around
man on the squad is out for the 
year after undergoing knee sur­
gery. The loss of Rosser, who was 
team captain, really hurt, since he 
wgs a top saddle bronc rider and 
calf roper, and was always 
capable of picking up points in 
any of the other events.
Early in the year Bruce Hunt 
was leading the region calf ropers, 
but the senior journalism major 
from Utah got a new horse and 
the two haven't quite got each
(continued on page 42)
Gibford said, " I have never made a recruiting 
trip. We do all of our recruiting at the rodeos, 
especially the national finals. And we really don't 
have to recruit people to come to Cal Poly because 
of iu  success. We do talk to people at the finals and 
if  we think we'll need them the neat year we try to 
convince them to come.
"We get letters all the time from high school and 
junior college kids who want to come to Cal Poly. 
I 'll bet I've answered a thousand or two in my 16 
years."
Gibford continued; "Our success and our 
program do the recruiting far us. And the guys who 
nave graduated, people like Cotton Rosser, the 
Ferguson's, Roddy, they're always recruiting, sell­
ing people so come here."
Although an old rodeo hand himself, he was on 
the first Cal Poly seam ever to travel lor competi­
tion back in 1947, Gibford downplays his roles as 
coach.
"1 think more than anything, a coach has so try 
and furnish the right environment. You have to 
make the facilities and the stock available to the 
kids can practice. If the facilities are there they'll be 
out there," said Gibford.
"That's where the Administration and the ASI 
have been helpful. We have the arena and we have 
the stock to practice w ith,"
Gibford u id  students often furnish their own 
roping stock but, when they can't the school often 
has. Bucking stock hat always been provided by 
ttudenu, however. -
So there you have it, the magic formula for Cal 
Poly rodeo success.
The defending champs of Vie Wool Cooat 
Naglofl. Top row, loft to right, Jtm Prett, ooptain 
Bruoo Hunt, Stove MHohoN, Lou Sugontg end
STUDE
Man, those pads 
they offer, at 
Tropicana Village 
are really something
_  i  —  • ■ ■else! 11
Fine Dining Facilities
Fun Under The Sunl V I L L A S  E
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You’re right on - 
man, I've
searched the streets 
from Plccadlly Square 
. to SLO and never 
seen the like.
Hourly Bus Service To And Form Campus
FH BROAD STREET 
IS OBISPO,CALIF.
IE: 543-2300 ■
Swim • Relaxation
v. Ml el i
P w u  Friday, April K, imEstrada does board work
by JIM SWEENEY
Five feel nine inche* may noi 
tound like much batketball 
player, but (or Cindy Eaurada, iu  
more than enough.
Ai the Happy Harriion of the 
women's basketball team, ihe 
doein't ahoot much, but it 
devastating on the boarda.
A »oc la I icience major from 
Bait Lot Angelet, Cindy led the 
vanity in rebounding at a 
tophomore latt year. Againit 
U.C. Rivertide th it year, the
Billed down 28 carom* in an eaty uetang win.Averaging almott 10 reboundt 
a game, Etirada led the Muttangt 
in reboundt five timet th it year. 
One of the tenior member* of the 
•quad, the provided necctury 
leaderthip and experience in the 
young women'i team. Of the nine 
r lt on the team, five were 
rethmen.
Cindy doesn't play baaketball 
limply for athletic enjoyment, or 
Ihe " th r ill of victory." She like*
t
being With people and for her the 
tocial contact i t  equally impor­
tant. ,
Sayt C indy, "The pty- 
chological concept of individual
Kide keept me playing batket- II, at well at the tocial interac­tion with people."
Cindy didn't itart playing 
batketball until her jun ior year in 
high tchool. She didn't play in an 
organ lied league until her f ir t i 
year at Cal Poly. I t 't  no turpriie 
that the credit! her coachet here 
with "M  per cent" of her ability.
The Junior forward ha* a 
itrong admiration for the batket­
ball coachet at Cal Poly, again 
emphatiting the pertonal ele­
ment.
."They not only teach me and 
work with me at a batketball 
player, but alto at being a better 
individual,"
Likewiw, vanity coach Mary 
Stallard return* the potitive 
feeling*. She detcribet M». Et- 
trada at a "very wntiiive player."
Explain* Stallard, "She i* eaiy 
to coach becaute »he work* »o 
hard."
Although Cindy obvioutly ex- 
cell* a* a rebounder, "Defente," 
the tayt " i t  my game."
Shooting i* her one definite 
weaknen. Etirada claimt the i t  a 
nervout offemive player and not a 
confident thooier. But the can 
•core. She led the team in scoring 
twice th it year and carried a 
retprctable 5.4 icuring average.
Coach Stallard call* her a 
"ttreak ihooter" who wore* in 
bunchet when the'* hot.
"She hat a nice touch, but tend* 
to float while thooting" explain* 
Stallard.
After graduation, Eitrada 
hope* to become a probation of­
ficer,
"My goal in life ," tay* Cindy, 
" i t  to help people when they are 
in need," She na»T»«m wcnkIhg
with ttudeni* of the H igh School 
Equivalency Program on cam- 
put.
For Cindy, batketball hat been 
a necettary guiding force. ,
"Before I played batketball, I 
wat really an introvert," explain­
ed Cindy. "Batketball hat really 
helped me build telf pride and telf 
identification. It ha* given me a 
potitive telf concept and a 
potitive outlook on life."
Originally a P.E. major, who 
ventured to Cal Poly to run track, 
Eitrada like* the game only at 
long at it remain* friendly.
" I f  the people on the team 
weren't to  friendly, I wouldn't 
play," tay* the teniitive forecourt 
nar.
For Cindy Etirada her five feet 
and nine inche* are more than 
adequate for her life ttyle, but 
the * not aboutto advocttcthe.12- 
fool baiket.
' ^
C o rk  "n 
Cottle
The stores 
with the 
right spirit
744 Foothill Bl. 
543-8637 - In Shell Beach1291 Laurel Lane 301 Shell Beach Rd 
543-0600 773-47531212 Higuera St.
543-2449 Welcome to Poly Royal
Rodeo team setting heat from Fresno
(continued from page 89)
other* move* down pal yet. Hunt, 
who replaced Rotter at captain, 
ha* been placing in the bulldogg- 
ing and tram roping al time*.
A real bright .pot hat been 
John McDonald.
Scotto laid, "McDonald ha* 
been real continent lately. He’t 
been tccond in  the all-around a 
couple of timet."
Steve Mitchel replaced Rotter 
on the team. He't a good calf 
roper and probably a belter toum 
roper than Rotter, although 
together they were an ouutanding 
team. .
For the g irlt, thing* aren't go­
ing too well.
According to Scotto, "a lot of 
little  thing* have been hurting 
them. We've got a lot of talent 
t ilt in g  there but we haven't pul it 
together yet." •
"The girl* are really going to 
have to win big in  about their 
next three rodeo* i f  they're going 
to make the final*," laid Scotto. 
"A riiona State pretty well hat the 
title wrapped up and Fretno it 
tecond right now.'1.
Leigh Semai, the tophomore 
from Auburn, may make the 
final* a* an individual, however. 
Her older line r Colleen, won the 
na tiona l breakaway cham­
pionship in 1978 and the Wettern 
Region last year.
Linda G ill and Vickie Scott, the 
other two member* of the team are 
both capable hand*. It * Jutt a 
mailer of them having a little 
good luck to go w ith their ability.
The weak point (or Cal Poly i* 
the barrel racing, where, though 
they are improved, the Muttangt 
are t t i l l  no match for tome of the 
other tchoolt, etpedally Ariiona 
and Ariiona State.
Scotto laid, "The g irlt at the 
other tchool are Jutt riding more 
rxpentive hortet than our g irlt."
So i t 't  down to the wire, nail 
biting time, for the Muttanp a* 
they bid to hold on to their region 
title. Noting th it Scotto quipped:
" I  guest I'm  going to have to 
give the guy* a pep talk."
Women’s PE __ has varied activities set
The Women’* Phyiical Educa­
tion department under the 
auipicet of PEMMOW (Phyiical 
Education Major* and Minor* of 
Women) ha* a wide variety of 
artiv itie t and exhibit* planned for 
Poly Royal.
H igh lighting the two-day af­
fair w ill be a Powderpuff football 
game at noon Saturday in 
Mustang Stadium. The game w ill 
climax a four-team tournament, 
the two team* with the bet! 
record* meet for the cham- 
p ion ih ip  in the Saturday finale.
The four team* competing w ill 
be the Muc hamuc k». Lime-Aidt, 
Rookie* and Red Holt.
A synchronized tw in thow w ill 
be held in Crandall Gym Friday 
and Saturday at 2 p m. It w ill 
feature underwater routine* done 
to ballet muiic. Carolyn Shank it 
Advitor for the program.
There w ill a lio  be a terie* of 
booth* and ditp layt in Cramdall 
Gym. Included among them i* a 
video tape preientation by the 
Women'* Recreation Attociaiion 
of the varied activities including 
batketball, volleyball and dance 
c latte*. There w ill alto be a dit- 
play of women'* intercollegiate 
athletic*.
O rrhetii, the dance club, w ill 
have a duplay of it* activities in 
Crandayll G ym ,1
A lto  on display w ill be the 
remodeling plant for Crandall 
Gym. Renovation of the gym ha* 
long been ditcutted but no fund* 
have been appropriated foe the 
project.
Frt4»*,A*ril M, i m  .
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STUDENT GMJNITY SERVICESUU 217 5 ^ 6 - 2 ^ 7 6
NEVER HAS THERE BEEN A TIME WHEN PEOPLE NEEDED ASSISTANCE, UNDERSTANDING, CONCERN AND EXPERTISE 'ROM UNIVERSITY STUDENTS THAN 
TODAY. NEVER HAVE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS HAD SUCH AN OPPORTUNITY TO DR A PO SIT IVE  VEHICLE FOR HOPE AND EMPATHY. STUDENT 
COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSISTS OUR LOCAL COMMUNITIES THROUGH 14 VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS. OUR COFMUN1TIES HAVE POOR, DISABLED, OLD, 
UNEMPLOYED, FATHERLESS AND MOTHERLESS CHILDREN, MULTIPLE-HANDICAPPED, INCARCERATED, MENTALLY IL L  AND GENERAL PUBLIC IGNORANCE. 
WE ARE A L L 'a  PART OF IT  AND STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES HAS AN OPPORTUNITY TO HELP IMPROVE THE S ITU A TIO N . YES, T H IS  IS  OUR 
COMMUNITY...PLEASE JO IN  US.
f t g t M m *v.A iriia ,i«nMustangs stop Trojan’s horses
It is an old baseball maxim that 
on any given day any team can 
win.
Earlier th ii year, with defen­
ding national champion USC in 
town, O il Poly'i Muitangi were 
that team a i they iqueeaedoul two 
one-run victories iweeping a 
doubleheader from Rod Dedeaux- 
'• T r o j a n 1-0 and 8-2.
It waa no fluke. Coach Berdy 
Harr's crew duited USC at their 
game, lo lid ,  fundamental 
baieball.
W ith the par titan crowd, es- 
timated at 8,000, behind the home 
team, and the caliber of baieball 
diiplayed, an unknowing spec- 
' tator might have thought they 
were w itneuing a championship 
leriet.
When the entire roater of each 
•quad wai introduced and lined 
up on the two baielinei in World 
Series fashion, it  wai obvious it 
was more than an exhibition 
doubleheader.
The Mustangs entered the two- 
game set w ith statistics which 
should have made even the cham- 
lions of the last five years cringe 
ust a little.
Boasting a 8-1-1 record, Harr's 
squad also carried a .292 team 
baiting average and a 2.12 team 
earnea run average. In the field 
they had committee only-12 errors 
(or a .909 fielding percentage.
The first game should have 
surprised no one. Poly threw ace, 
sophomore righthander Bruce 
Free berg, against the Trojans 
best, Junior righthander George 
Milke, the Most Valuable Player 
of the 1974 College World Series.
Neither team scored through 
the first four innings. Both 
hurleri were unyielding letting 
only three runners as far as second 
base. Milke, striking out the side 
in  the fourth, had already amass­
ed six strikeouts.
After Free berg retired the side 
. ! the fifth, striking out 
two, the Mustangs scorea the
Story by JIM SWEENEY Photos by JOHN GORDON
Trojan speedster Cobb thinks he can steal second
S
in the top if  t lift , ui i 
i n . . . .  
game's lone tally in tha bottom of 
the inutng.
Hm Simmons and Jim Fisher 
both grounded out harmlessly to 
the right side of the infield before 
Ouie Smith bounced a single u( 
■field.
Centerfielder Mike Ongarato 
walked. W ith a 1-0 count on Ted 
Bailey he broke (or second. The 
cathcer's throw bounced in  front
of (hr In f  and mat ireond ______. . . . .  • —
baaeman Marvin Cobb. Smith aU and walkfd th rff. 
scored from  th ird  as the The atmosphere for the nine- 
shortstop's hurried throw to the inning second game was a little  
plate was wide. different. There was a feeling in
It was easily Freeberg's best the air that the Mustangs nad
game in  a Mustang uniform. He already achieved the impossible 
a_____ - •  • •
the middle into centerfi l . He 
promptly stole second on the next 
pitch and went to third on"Milke's
only w ild pitch. _ -—— . . .  ■m .uy k i i■ ■  catcher Fisher has other ideas though
issue a walk. He didn t allow a tricks left in the bag to pull off 
Trepan paw Hcond another win. CeruinPy ,!oi
in a M i£ r t £ N|^ fT * l" * 1"  11 “ l * 1" '1 ■ ‘•■m like USC,,  . ‘n |..,f,?rt He struck out which probably won't miss the
l U fM U  m_________« . . .  .aCollege World Series unless the 
event itself is cancelled.
Dedeaux substituted punch (or 
defense in  USC's lineup (or the 
second game, inserting Dennis 
L ittle john and Sam Donabedian.
see
I—
set
Reality seemed to catch up with 
Poly when Littlejohn slashed a 
double inside the bag at third to 
score a run w ith only one down in 
the second inning. Hoyrever, 
•tarter Paul Gengler settled down 
striking out Larry Fobbs and get­
ting Mark Carpenter to ground 
out to second.
W ith Scott W ilton aboard on t  
tingle in  the bottom of the fourth, 
designated hitter Dave Fowler 
drove a 8-2 pitch to the left- 
centerfield wall for a stand-up 
double and a tie game.
USC countered in the top of the 
fifth  w ith  another tally to regain 
the lead. Carpenter led off with t  
sinking liner to left (or a tingle. 
He went to second on Cobbs 
tingle to right and both runners 
moved up on a sacrifice fly. The 
Trojan's leading hitter, Steve 
Kemp, then powered a drive to the 
wall near the 410 mark in center- 
field. Carpenter scored easily but 
S m ith  p e rfe c tly  relayed 
Ongarato't throw to nail Cobb at 
the plate.
But, the cheering wasn't over 
for the partisan home crowd. The 
Mustangs knotted the score in 
their half of the fifth.
W ith one out, Ongarato bounc­
ed a h it through the hole at 
shortstop. He stole second and 
strolled to third when Little-
!ohn's throw sailed into center- ield.Bailey then came up with hie 
second single of the game, strok­
ing a low fastball into rightfield 
to drive home Ongarato with the
e crowd had taken It* 
well deserved seventh inning 
stretch, the Mustangs went after 
the impossible. Again Han's sen­
sational sophomore shortstop 
Smith, came through leading off 
w ith a line single to left.
He stole second on the first 
pitch to Ongarato. _
Trojan relief specialist Ty 
Meyer, who releived starter Scott 
(continued on page 48)
(continued horn peg* 44) 
Gregory in th* sixth, retired 
Ongarato on strike* and Bailey 
grounded out to fin t with Smith 
advancing to third.
On the tin t pitch to Paul Det-
Brlis. Smith gave a convincing uff down the line, Meyer un­
corked a wild pitch to the screen 
and Smith scored the winning 
run unmolested.
Lanky sophomore Gorman 
Heimueller notched the victory, 
pitching (our innings of two-hit 
relief alter relieving Gengler in 
the fifth. •
Out-hit 14 to II the Muatangs 
literally stole the doubleheader 
from the Trojans on the 
basepaths. Assistant coach Tom 
Hinkle scouted USC and noticed 
a defensive weakness behind the 
plate.
As a result the Mustangs ran 
without fear on all three USC 
catcher* who saw action. While
Poly jolts defending national champs 
with sweep of early season twin bill
the Trojans were successful on 
one of two steal attempts (only the 
third base stolen o il Mustang 
catchers in I I  games), Poly was 
swiping eight of nine attempt*.
Ongarato, who runs the 80 yard 
dash in 0.7 seconds (average ma­
jor leggue time is 7.0) had four 
thefts. A ll four Mustang runs 
were set up by a stolen base.
Th* stunning sweep doesn't 
indicate the end of an era (or 
powerhouse USC They are 
currently ranked fourth in the 
University Division. But it it 
definctly a different collection of 
talent than last year's squad.
Dedeaux noted this year's team 
doesn't have the power of past 
teams. Instead, he feels this squad 
w ill hit for a better average.
The Trojans were playing with 
only three returning starters, 
while the Mustangs have six 
starters and (our starting pitchers
returning from last year’s
Bur uilback Anthony Davis, 
who was also an excellent right- 
fielder for th* Trojans, is absent 
from this year's roster. Davis, who 
is presently negotiating a pro 
football contract, apparently 
pasted up h it tuning slot in 
rlghifisld to participate in the 
Supers u rt competition.
The Mutungt had another un­
noticed advantage. While they 
have been playing competitive 
baseball since January flT USC 
didn't tu n  until lau January. As 
Hinkle put it, the Trojans were 
still playing themselves into 
thue.
The Mutungt pitching tu ff 
cannot be given enough credit for 
its performance against the peren­
nial title-holders. In 10 innings, 
the mound crew struck out 14 and 
allowed five walks, one inten­
tional, while giving up two runt.
The Trojan clean-up hitter, 
Junior College All-Amtnrican 
Phil Dokor, a .580 hitter, was 
tompletely baffled, going hides* 
in seven trips, striking out three 
timet.
The effectiveness of the 
pitching was due largely to th* 
Musung't superb defensive play. 
They consistently came up with 
dutch plays.
Ongarato had two assists from 
centerfield and rightficlder Terry 
Buggies gunned down a Trojan 
at second. Smith threw out 
runners at third and at the plate. 
Fisher intimidated the Trojan 
baterunnert early when he ef­
fortlessly threw out speedster 
Cobb attempting to steal second 
in the third inning of th* first 
game.
Whether USC was over confi­
dent or under prepared, they 
played sub-par and were simply
and Smith applies the Ug in plenty of time.
out hustled and out played by a 
red-hot Mustang squad.
After the final out, only the 
wildest dreamers and hard-core 
believers were being honest.
Ag Department schedules events
The annual rodeo, hors* shows 
and wagon tours of Cal Poly 
Ranch and Farm art among 
highlights presented by the 
School of Agriculture and 
Natural Resources during Poly 
Royal.
The rodeo is sponsored by the 
Rodeo Club under the theme 
"Animal Science Today and 
Yesterday." Two performances 
art scheduled at Collet Arena. In 
addition to an eveining perfor­
mance on Friday a second perfor­
mance begins at 8 p.m. on Satur­
day.
Among events included in the 
rodeo are bareback riding, 
Brahma Bull and Saddle Bronc 
riding, and team and calf roping. 
Women's events include goat tir­
ing, barrel racing and ribbon rop-
%. Gutting and Reining Club 
are sponsoring two hone shows at 
the Horse UnitonFridayatSe-m, 
and 0 p.m.
Wagon tours of Cal Poly Ranch 
and Farm are afforded by th* 
Boots and Spurt Club. Th* tours 
depart from th* road leading to 
the Ornamental Horticulture 
Unit.
Th* Ornamental Horticulture 
Department w ill follow the them* 
of "O. H.—It's Only Natural." 
All of the greenhouses are open 
for public viewing and student 
plant projects are available for
Mustangs chances good
by JIM SWEINEY
Sporting a flashy 10-7-1 mark the Mustang 
baseball squad entered CCAA play with high 
hopes of handing coach Berdy Harr h it first league 
crown.
Although h it crew has an impressive early 
muon record, including an II-game win skein, 
tnd was recently ranked fourth nationally in the 
College Division, Harr hasn't started w riting h it 
•cceptance speech yet.
when asked if he predicted a league title (or the 
Mutungt this year he replied quickly!
"No,"
"The league it  going to be tough and right now 
■ny team it capable of capturing the crown. It's a 
•mail, well balanced league and anything can 
happen," explained the coach.
Tne California Collegiate Athletic Association 
hst been reduced to only (our baseball members 
with the promotion of Cal Sute Fullerton, under 
former Poly coach Augie Garrido, to Division I 
competition.
Harr hat a large contingent of returnees from 
Iasi year's 88-25 team, but they’re playing a 
different style of baseball.
"Last year we played for the big inning. We 
didn't have the defense or the pitching to win the 
low-scoring games and had to put together a bat-
,.5lln*  *‘n ,-uP'" mid Harr.
This season the pitching hat matured and 
we ve sacrificed h itting lor defense."
• P 1* °nly h itting they've sacrificed i t  the long 
mil. Although the M utung t have only 10 round- 
•tippers prior to league play, well below H74't 
[•cow toul of 55, they nave been stroking the 
horsehide at a .874 c lip  compared to last year's final 
"Wk of .204.
Leading the Mutungt at th* plat* are junior* 
Ted Bailey. W7, «nd Dave Fowler, .808. Bailey alto 
leads the team in home run* with five and RBI's 
with 19,
But th* pitching hat flowered and the defense it 
blooming. ,
Pitching is solid 
and defense improved
The young mound tu f f  (only twoteniort) ha* an 
impressive 124 earned run average complimented 
by a '.964 team fielding percentage.
Of th* Mustang s seven setbacks, two were by 
shutouts, and (our of the remaining five were one- 
run dn Itioni, including three 8-8 losses. Th* 
hurlert haven't allowed more than five tallies in 
any defeat this season.
i sophomores 
rs in league,
rrrrorrg  V‘;"• I w awmeesieme I*e»
Gmet while Junior 0am Solis (8-1,1.17 ERA) and thander Gorman Heimueller (4.1,1.70 ERA)are 
slated for the Saturday doubleheadert 
Freeberg with five wins already it  ahead of the 
pace that taw Rick Simpson post a record-tying 10 
wins last season, Freeberg should get six more 
tu r it  this season and could become the first 
Mutung hurter to notch I I  victories. Southpaw 
Dennis Root won 10 games in 1972 and Mike 
krukow equalled the (eat the following year.
At a team, th* Mustangs have compiled tome 
other Interesting tu tittic t, Offensively they are
Th* Gordon Student Chapter 
of the American Institute of 
Floral Designers (AIFD) it 
holding demonstration those* on 
floral design every hour on th* 
hour during both days. Flower 
and Bonsai shows are also 
*< hedulrd
The O. H. Club's new Her­
baceous Garden it on display 
along with a weed identification 
exhibit.
But getting league title won't be an easy task
outsorting their opponent* at about a three to one 
ratio. On the base* they have stolen 52 of 59 
attempts, while the opposition hat been successful 
on 17 of 80 ventures.
League competition begins a month later this 
year and Harr views it with caution.
"The later tuning date changes th* complexion 
of the league. Previously during the first two 
weeks, coaches were still experimenting with line­
ups. This year they w ill be entering league play 
with set line-ups. Th* outcomes should indicate 
th* better team," said Han.
Han it confident his team is ready. In compiling 
their sparkling pre-league statistics the Musumgi 
have played a cross section of ulent from West­
mont College to Division I king USC
Mustangs whipped 
Division 1 king USC
Although he refused to predict a title, the 
Mustang mentor does believe h it team ha* the 
inherent ability to capture their fries cham­
pionship under hie guidance.
"Our strength* are our pitching and defense and 
these usually are the strength* of championship
says Harr.
With defending champion Fullerton no longer 
in the race, the CCAA title chase could be at 
confuting as a black widow's web.
Th* Mustangs have looked good so far. Now all 
have to do is convince the CCAA they're for
■■ \
S :
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SLO-Town spikers 
figure to be speedy
by CURTIS BYRD
T hr 1075 version of the SLO 
Town track team, otherwise 
known as the Cal Poly Mustangs, 
figures to be anything but slow.
Coach Steve Simmons begins 
his fifth  year at the helm with 
what he feels is potentially his 
best team yet.
College 
record at 20.6.
He was rated third in the Un­
ited States in the 220 by thr 
January issue of Track and Field 
News, the "b ib lr of the track 
man,"
The mile relay was a big event 
for the team last year. The relay 
team of Dave Johnson, Walter
Division and school
And . if  he's right, the SLO- 
Town crew should be quick of 
foot and soar higher and longer 
than ever before.
Last season the Mustangs were 
third in thr NCAA College D ivi­
sion Championships, finishing 
two and a half points behind first 
place Norfolk Statr and second 
place Eastern Illinois University.
Depth has been a problem in 
past years, but this year, with nine 
returning All-Americans Sim­
mons says " it  is going to be very 
tough avoiding a national cham­
pionship."
In recent years thr Mustangs 
strength has been its top notch 
jumpers like Mohinder Singh 
G ill, a 53-7 triple jumper, Dave 
Hamer a 17-0 pole vaulter, ami 
the second ranked high jumper in 
the world in 1973 and 1974, 
Reynaldo Brown, winner of four 
NCAA titles.
But thr 1075 SIX)-Track tram 
has several thinclads who are con­
sidered world class athletes.
NCAA 220 champion Clancy 
Edwards, has been tagged with 
such titles as "Mr. Sprint," "Mr. 
Edwards," "Quick Clancy" on 
the track, and "Quiet Clancy" off 
the track.
Edwards holds the 220 NCAA
Mead, Kerry Gold and Curtis 
Byrd placed second in the NCAA 
championships and set a school 
record of 3:10.0.
"W ith  thr tram having 
returning members, Mead, Gold
Jtrry Hougan
three
i
and Byra, 1 feel they could run at 
least two seconds faster than last 
year," says Simmons.
There's depth in the 440 with 
six fine runners. First is Byrd who 
"enjoyed an outstanding season" 
last year.
Besides thr 440 and mile anchor 
leg Byrd is running second on the 
record setting 880 tram.
__ "1. expect Curtis to jo in  the
ranks of America's premier 
quartermilrrs in 1075," said Sim­
mons.
Number two 440 tnan, senior 
Kerry Gold, was third man in thr 
mile relay last year. Gold's hrsi 
440 time is 47.5 and h it best relay 
split was 46.4.
"Kerry comes into his senior 
year with high aspirations and 
solid accomplishments behind 
him. H r was a member of thr 
record setting indoor, and out­
door mile relay teams, as well as 
the crack MHO relay team," said 
Simmons.
"Kerry is an All-American who 
should enjoy an outstanding 
senior year," said Simmons. 
Junior Walter Mead begins hi* 
tfrd
mpi
time NCAA College Division A ll- 
American, once on the 440 relay 
team, and last year's mile relay 
team.
He has a personal best of I4.0in
acco lishments
i quite a I 
. He's a two-
Ro/aL
WeLgome
FROMPremier Music
9 1 6  M ontersy  San Luis Obispo
Curtla Byrd, loft, and Clancy Idwarda
thi  season with list of
thr 120 high hurdles and 53.3 for 
the 440 intermediate hurdles'. 
Walter also ran a 48.4 relay split.
Other contrnjdrrs for th r n tilr  
relay are frrshtnrn G il Proctor 
and Mike Bartlett. Proctor, 
another Santa Rosa prospect like 
Byrd could be a top quarterm ilrr 
this spring. .
Bartlrtt has run a fine 3M.6 in 
the 330 intermediate hurdles. H r 
w ill be concentrating on the 440 
intermediate hurdles and should 
be a strong contender for thr n tilr  
relay team.
"M ike has the ability to br a 
very fine hurdler and I expect him 
to be a contender for the CCA A 
and possibly for national honors 
in 1075," said Simmons.
.“ W ith  re tu rn in g  A l l -  
Americans Clancy Edwards and 
Russ Grimes, in the 440 relay, the 
exchanges should br brttrr, and 
they sf.ould br able to run better 
than the present school record 
mark of 40.3 set in 1974," said 
Simmons. N
Depth also lies in the sprints, 
where Simmons feels there is A ll- 
American potentia l'in  100 men 
Fraisure Sumpter (0.8), Jim 
Pickard (0.8), and John Pickard 
(9.8), all bidding for spots on the 
140 relay tram.
Jerry Hougen, All-American 
drcathalon man w ill be returning 
for his final year after finishing 
third in the 1974 NCAA champ­
ionships last year. Hougen 
scored 6,879 points, which placed 
him on the United States 
decathalon list for 1074.
leading the distance runners 
w ill be freshman Jim Schankel, 
and sophomore Jim Warrick. 
Schankel finished sixth in the six- 
m ile  C a lifo rn ia  Collegiate 
Athletic Association cross coun­
try road race last year.
He has run a 4:00.1 mile and 
has a high school 14 08 three mile.
Warrick, has run a 30:28 6-mile,
finishing fifth  in thr CCAA meet 
and setting a school record in 
1074.
Sophomores Dave Marlow and 
Mike lannb ate expec ted to han- 
d ir th r half mile this year. Both 
runners are expected to run better 
than 1:50 in the 880.
Marlow was a fifth place
lias tf ih a n lf il
finisher in the CCAA meet last 
year.
"Dave should be a top middle 
distance runner this soason. 
Ijtm b  has evident potential in the 
middle distancr runs, and w ill be 
a consistent 880 runner this 
season." said Simmons, 
(continued on page 47)
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Bruce Lynn. ■ senior, who w m
seeded fifth  going into the 
Divison I tourney had his season 
ended abruptly yhen he was 
pinned in the first round by Boise 
State's Dave Chandler, who went 
on to a fifth  place finish at 158.
It was ironic that Lynn's 
chances in the national should be
Mustangs join big time
rrMay. April SS.IS*
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W restlers eighth nationally
by UCK De B it UHL
The Musung wrestling team 
reason to be pleased w ith 
ihrmielves,
In their first year as NCAA 
Division I team they won the 
Wrstern Regional team cham­
pion ship*,and finished eighth in 
ihTNauonal tourney.
SLO -Tow n 
track team
(continued from page 46)
The discus w ill be handled by 
junior Steve Buss. Buss is a 
transfer from Foothill Junior 
College where he placed fifth  in 
the Northern California Junior 
College meet last year, w ith a toss 
of 163 feet.
— Simmons feels Buu is one of 
the top men in the conference and 
has the potential to be an All- 
American this year.
The high jum p w ill be taken 
over again by sixth place NCAA 
College Division finisher Jim 
Roberts. As a freshman Roberts 
was second in the CCAA last year 
with a leap of 6-8.
High jumpers Jerry Hougen, 
who leaped 6-10, Bob Gordon 6-8, 
and pole vaulter Ken Haagen 16-6 
were part of the "Flying Circus" 
of 1974.
This year Roberts, tkirdon, and 
Hougen all hope iojumpover7-0
Jim Warrick
m the high jump, which would 
make them the first College D ivi­
sion school and the third team in 
the country to achieve that goal.
Haagen hopes to be the second 
vaulter in the history of Cal Poly 
to clear 17 feet in the pole vault. 
If these goals are attained it w ill 
the "Year of the Jumpers", at 
Cal Poly,
'The team is young, eager, and 
they have a lot of high expec- 
utions," said Simmons, "but 
after last year we have reason to 
have high expectations."
Hearing tests 
available in UU
And jls t  in case all the noise 
during Poly Royal makes you 
wonder if your ears are still any 
l°°d . or if you just can't find 
someplace to sit and rest your feet, 
nee hearing tests w ill by given 
from 10 a.m. to J p,m. on Friday 
and Saturday in the University 
Union.
After winning the college divi­
sion championships, eight of the 
last nine seasons, the Mustangs 
felt it was time to move up.
Coach Vaughan Hitchcock was 
pleased with the results.
"Our move to Division I was a 
good one. The team definitely 
performed better in the Division I 
tournament because it was our 
national championship.
— "We looked toward to it rather 
than the Division II Nationals at 
we had in the past. As a result we 
wrestled better in the tournament 
at Princeton."
• Bright spots for Poly in the 
tourney were co-captain C liff 
Hatch, who finished second at 
167, and Roger Warner who plac­
ed third at 142.
Hatch, who had a 4-1 record in 
the nationals, score 16 .team 
points and finished with a 25-3-2 
season mark and a 51-11 -2 record 
in h it two year career at Poly,
The physical education major 
from Concord earned a state title 
at Diablo Valley, in 1972 and won 
the NCAA Division II national 
crown at a junior.
Warner, who finished sixth in 
Division I at 150 last year, scored 
14 points for the Mustangs en 
route to h it third place finish at 
142.
T h e  M o ra g a  p h y s ic a l 
educational major had a 6-1 
record in the nationals, after cap­
turing the Eastern Regional 
crown and being named the 
to u rn e y 's  "O u ts ta n d in g  
Wrestler."
Also a state JC Champion at 
Diablo Valley, he had a 52-S-l 
senior record and a career mark of
56-11-1 in h it iwo seasons with 
the Mustangs.
In all Poly carried seven men 
in to  th e  f in a ls .  M a rk  
DiGirolamo, 118, and Sythell 
Thompson, 177, each came 
w ithin one victory of placing at
 
"One year after 1 waa operated on for cancer of the breast, David Sawyer fell in fo*  with me!
Pat Sawyer"When I was told 1 had cancer of the breast,I thought my life as a woman was over. A year later, David and I were married. And ten years later, I'm living proof cancer can be cuted. Learn breast self- examination. And give • to the American Cancer Society.
In a M
stopped by a pin. Earlier in the 
season Lynn set a school record 
for the quickest pin, getting 
Oregon's Mark Evenhus to the 
mat in eight seconds. Rick T o rm , 
126, and Steve Hitchcock, 150also 
traveled to the nationals but did 
not, place.
Coach Hitchcock considers this 
year's finish only a beginning. 
W ithin three yean he hopes to 
build a national champion out of 
the Mustang squad.
"T o  improve nationally we 
must continue to schedule the 
best teams in the country and we 
need to bolster ourselves with
recruits at 126, 142, 190 and 
heavyweight. We alto need a con­
centrated program to improve 
technique and strength."
--------------- ---------- -A,---------------i--------------— — r-
Hitchcock is in the process of 
putting together Cal Poly's 1973- 
76 schedule. Home meets are be­
ing arranged with Iowa State, 
which finished fourth, NCAA 
Division II national champion 
Northern Iowa, and possibly 
Lehigh, which placed fifth. Navy, 
which ranked No. 9 going into 
the nationals but finished in a tie 
for 41 st, may face the Mustangs in 
San Luis Obispo.
Cal Poly is slated to face No. 2 
Oklahoma, No. 5 Oklahoma 
State, No. 7 Oregon State, and 
Oregon, which tied for 12th, on 
the road.
DiGirolamo and Thompson 
loom as Poly's top returnees 
along with Hitchcock. Torm , 
Sophomore Rim Wasick at 167, 
freshman Ron McKinney an Ron 
McKinney at 142, soph Leon 1 an­
na relli at 126 and freshman Bcnje 
Williams at 154. lanarelli and 
Williams both missed most of the 
season due to injuries.
American Cancer Society f
Thu KMC* con»«ul»d Dy !*• put***
A.S.I. PROM AM BOAR® PRESS! TS:
PR I BAT. APRIL 25 
WILL ROOMS, JR.
CHUMASH AO®.
7:00 A 9:00 
ST0 1.50 0EI 2.50
Bom m  tha oldest son of Will Aogara, Sr. In 1911,
Will Jr. has had axparlanoaa aa a nawapapar publlahar, 
foreign oorraapondant, Unltad Btalaa Congraaaman, 
a tank commandar In luropa during World War II, a 
govarnmant administrator In California and ^
Washington, movia actor, looturar and TV host and 
commantator.
Coma and havs an snjoyabls avaning llatanlng to aoma 
real Amarlcan atorlaa and humor In tha trua 'Bogart' 
atyla.
SAT0BBAT. APRIL 26 
VESTMI DAICE 
0PM TO 1AM 
YETERAl'S MEMORIAL RLB0.
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uDisappointing grid season
Poly kisses sister
Freino, pulling out a hard h itting 
17- IS con ten againtt a tough 
Frrino State tram.
CCAA title hope* were irverely 
damaged the next week when
(town, had a retpre table, but dii> 
appointing 5-4-1 iea«on.
Poly had a young, inexperienc­
ed tram, with only trvrn irn io ri 
on the rotter. With (h it young a 
tram, moil towni would welcome 
a 5-1-1 tea ton with open arms, but 
not San l.u it Obitpo, which hat 
been ty toiled by lucent.
Coach Joe Harper had guided 
the Muitangi to (ivr itraight 
(C A A  litle t before th ii year. H ii i  
teaton the conference record 
tlipprd to 2-1-1.
In the opening game of the year 
againtt a powerful Boite State 
team, the Muitangi were bumped 
41-21. The game wai cloter than 
the icore indicaiei, however, ai 
the Muitangi led at the end of 
three quarter!.
The lo ti itie lf wain't the only 
thing that tetback the Muitangi 
in the Boiie game. Midway 
through the tecond quarter nar- 
ting junior quarterback C liff
iohnton injured h it riba, forcing ilm out of tevrral garnet and hampering him throughout the 
year. Junior Rich Robbini wai 
h it replacement and filled in ad­
mirably.
After a 17-7 to il to Cal State 
Fullerton the next week, the 
Muitangi taw a 0-2 record itaring
them in the face. After a long look 
in the mirror, they finally notched 
their ( ir it victory of the year, in
by JOHN HASTINGS
The 1974 Cal Poly fcxrtball 
leakon wai a little like k illin g  
your lin e r—not very productive.
The Muitangi, who uied to be a 
ture thing to capture the (CAA conference foe UC Riverkide 
thraihed the Muitangi 24-10.
At th ii point in the leaion, the 
Muitangi were having baiic 
problemi; they weren't putting 
pointi on the icoreboard and the 
other teami were.
Junior tailback Gary Davit wai 
p iling up the yardage, but there 
wai no other real offeniive threat.
The next game the Muitangi 
traveled to Pomona and were tied 
by Cal Poly Pomona 14-14. After 
th ii game the only thing the 
Muitangi had to look toward to 
wai next year. A ll dreamt of a 
CCAA title were ju it  that— 
dreamt.
concert log
The concert ichedule for Poly 
Royal i i  ai followi:
Friday, April 25 *
I p.m.— 65 piece Concert Band 
and la b  Band (J u t  and Rock and 
Roll), U.U. Plata
2i90 p.m.—Univenlty Singeri 
and Camber Orcheitra, U.U. 220
Saturday, April 26
10 a,m.—Univeriity Jan Band 
Cdttegiani, Majon and Minort 
(barbenhop group) and the 
Collegiate Quartet (variety), U.U. 
Plata
I I  tM a.m.— Cal Poly Ragtime 
Eniemble, U.U. lobby
Noon—Symphonic Band, 
Chumaih Auditorium 
It45 p.m.—Cal Poly Ragtime 
Eniemble, U.U. lobby 
f t l5 —Mem and.Women! Glee 
Clubt, Womem Sextet, Chumaih 
Auditorium -
After the Pomona game the 
Muitangi could have rolled over 
and played dead, but initead they 
came alive and itarted playing the 
kind of football San L u it Obiipo 
cititeni have become accunomed
The Muitangi completely cm-
bar railed Cal Stale Northridge j j& H n M
45-3, and then went on to whip •
Nevada-Reno 37-23. Juit when it Mbt f a f t h i?. , 
teemed like the offenie wai roll- 
ing, fumblei beat them againtt
Idaho State, 12-7 in the minidome MuatOftf flonkor WaHor Mood, numtoor M, tokoo in •  
in Pocatello, Idaho. otooy from •  wowM bo looMor In Mw MmMngg «6-
THREE GUYS 
FOREIGN AUTOMOTIVE
Poly rolled over Cal State ooooon. Photo By MAX BOVf A 
Hayward 42-10 and then trounced 
Cal State Lo i Angelei 44-10 in the
teaton finale, to cloie out the bim, w ill give the Muitangi two 
tecond half of the teaton with a 4- to lid quarterback!.
I record. F in t team all CCAA pick Gary
With the bright tecond half of Davit returni to head a itrong 
the teaton the proipecti for next group of runnert, which include 
year look good. A healthy C liff Bob Trudeau, John Henton, and 
Johnion,coupled with Rich Rob- Rocky Chapman.
SPECIAL
FOR
P la in f r td ir .A a rtin .iin
V.W. engine tune up 
standard V.W. bugs 
$20.00 parts & labor
Complete motor overhaul 
$450.00 to $550.00 max. 
Ring & valve job $160.06
We stock many V.W. partsl 
Specialists in V.W. 
Toyota-Datsun-MG-Triumph
OPEN SATURDAY
304 Hlguera Street 
543-6474
Ask for Don, Sonny or Jeff. 
1050 Foothill Blvd.
Up front the Muitangi w ill be 
led by im a ll college All-American 
tackle Kent (eland, and two year 
lelterman Gordon Shaw at center. 
Rick Beatty and Dana Nafxiger 
give the M uitangi two experienc­
ed and talented endi.
On defenie, Dennii Sherlock 
w ill be the leader. After a two year 
Hint at Pierce JC in Loi Angelei, 
Sherlock came to Poly tail (all 
and wai a continent defemive 
jterformer at tackle.
Corncrbacki Randy Zimmer 
and Pal Manut are returning 
regular! while free tafety Mark 
Davit and itrong tafety Bill Me- 
Caddeti w ill round out an ex­
perienced and hard hitting ieron- 
clary.
An aitounding total of 43 
lettermen return for the 1975 
wuMiii which thould make the 
M uitangi itrong contender! (or 
the CCAA title next year.
The 1974 tramn i i  one Joe 
lia r free would probably like to 
iorget, but 1975 could be one he 
w ill remember for a long time to 
come.
SAN LUIS OBISPO
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
llm and Orand 
11*1440
CaabHs
Main and Iridgt 
f i r  J in
Msrrt Icy Sn  Lab OMsp
Morra lay and thatfa March and Oiai 
•44-11 JO
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S T E e' q S
MEN’S LEVI'S
■ T Y L K # ’— 1 * PRICK
80S PreO hrunk 18.85
804*011 IT Denim lu p t r  Bella 14.80
OOiMO Hruihed Denim Gemini 14.80
SIT08IT Hoot J u n 18.88
840*44 Nuvo flo rae 1100
110800*18 Penatela K n lu 1400 1
■TVl.K #
BOY’S LE V I’S*
PRICK
808*01 IT Genuine Levl'a 10.80
8/4 IT *08 IT Denim Haddleman 11.00
[8/448* IAN Corduroy Bella 10.00
[8/440-81 IT Hardwear Denim Bella 8.00
3/440 MH B/B Double Knee Jenna 8.80
TIT08IT Denim Haddleman 18.00
I t m o Ti it Denim Huoer Bella
I A
-
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No Cinderella ending
].
' I t-
Hoop squad a few ticks short
_ by STEVE C H I RM
For Cinderella, when the chirk 
struck twelve, all ilu* fr ill and 
trapping* that surrounded her 
were gone and the unwaniinRly 
returned 10 a lift' of anonynmily.
For CU*mc It Emit' Wheeler the 
i I«m k also played a crucial role in
tltin liuniraliliK  year for hi* 
Mustang Iwskctbali team.
I'n likc  Cinderella, the prime 
did nol show up when the season 
was over 10 slip on a golden 
slip|N'i and ease the hiuernesssol 
u losing season.
Instead DC Riverside is wear- 
iiiK the slipiNT and silting (Hi the
HI I My name 
Is Sam. I 
always shop 
at PUT-ONS. 
Purveyor 
of pants and 
tops. For 
guys and gals
8 7 7  M O N T E R E Y  
S A N  L U I S  C G I S P C
tlitone as kniKol the 197.1 Califor­
nia Collegiate Athletii Asstxiu- 
lion Ixiskflhull line,
Ihe MustaiiKs finished the 
season in marked lonttust to last 
yeur, when they won their fiist 
nu lilght CCA A ihanipionship 
with an H-2 leiotd and plait'd 
thud in the Far Western NCAA 
Division II Regional*.
t i l ls  yeai two opening run* 
leieme losses, to I 'C  Riverside 
and Pomona, piovetl too murh 
ioi the defendiiiH thumps, as they 
finished with a disuppoimintt 2-tt 
tellar letord iu lonleieme play, 
despite a 11-11 overall murk,
m
I lie (ial Poly menioi saidol his team’s 11-11 m olds 
"Not laid, hui we tould have 
won 20 Haines easily. We were in 
viituully every tunferener name 
until the liita l minute oi so, ex- 
tepi (oflhe lirst Riverside game."
So t lose, yet solui.appiupriute- 
ly deoit is the Ntusianyt's fall from 
division thampion to tellur 
dwellcis in less ihult a year.
The Musiuiiks o|M'iieti their 
season as though they were going 
to pit k up ligh t wlieie they hud 
leU u ll iheyeai hr lure, B u ilh ty  
experienced a devusiaiiiiMtailspin 
the Iasi six weeks of (he season 
l liey opened non-tonlercnce 
play in Drt ember winniiiK seven 
of eiKhl lu ll Haines and were H-.1 
hy Junuuiy,
H ill,ill a time when peopl* are 
makiiiH New Year's resolutions to 
impiove on the pist yeai s p 'ilm  • 
munte, the Musiuiiks Iihhoi to 
make iheii own list.
Fot the Musiuiiks' execution in 
the setonil hull ol the season, 
when a team is supimsed to play 
it s hesi Isall, lesemhletl a struggl­
ing yoiniH to ll,
VWheelei attributes the ipllupit 
ol his team lo inextxtiente.
“ We made aim of mistake* 
prohahly siemminK from the fact 
we hud only two seniors."
Wheelei added, "The difference 
in m il t lu h  from Detrmhrr to the 
Iasi tw um on ih io f the teuton was, 
our shiKiiitiH l>ei ante incontinent 
and we were outre hounded fur the 
yeui.
At the end til December the 
Musiuiiks wtte shooting (7.1 per 
rent horn the field but this
end.
And the Musiuiiks' rrboundini 
Ioi the season fell (nun S(i prr 
Ha me to 11.1 Annin, this latiw 
tan help attribute for the team'i 
|tool leuKue finish.
The slump in shtNiiiiiK |>ert*n- 
iukc w as reflet ted in the storini 
aveiuHe ol the MustaitKs ay they 
found iMiintt haul to tome by in 
the second hull ol teuton, lallini 
Itom ti7 a Maine to under hi.
Meanwhile opponents inv 
proved ilien thooiiitH as the 
season tlevelo|Md (indinn the 
(continued on pun? II)
El C o rra l
U n l w r i t y  B o o k / t o r t  
U n lv o r / l t y  U n io n
Friday 25th 
7:45am-4:30pm
Saturday 2Sth 
10:00am-3:00pm
RING WEEK APRIL 23-26
* V
WOW! 10%
Tha II  Corral Bookstore In _____
Ring Company, proudly ottaro a 101_____
Jos tan's Cal Paly rings purohaaad m  aor , 
daya April 23 to April M. Yaur Jaalan'a roproaantativs 
wlH ba avallobls lo aaalsl you In Mo aoloollon ol your 
Cal Paly ring. Aak about our appolat rings fgr iha 
following majors: Agrieulturo. Suabwaa, Iduoollon, 
Inglnoorlng, Poraatry, Uborsl Aria, Musla, and
ADDITIONAL SAVINGS ARI AVAILABLE BY TRADING
IN YOUR COLLIO I OR HIGH SCHOOL RINO.
Ring Trada In Crodlt (April) 10K 14K
Man'a Colloga Ring-Trad* In Cradll 135.10 150.70
Nan's High Sehool~Rlng*Trads In Cradll 121.70 121.40
Ladles College dr High Sehoel Ring-Trade In 611.70 115.10
u
NO DIPOSIT • FIVI TO SIX W IIK  D«LIVIRV*COD
EL CORRAL 
BOOKSTORE
Waakdaya: 7:41-4:30, Saturday April 2S: 10 am-5 pm
Western
Leisure Suit --
Boulder: Day's* doubleknit 
twill short jacket coordi­
nates with Day's4' western 
slack, Pearl snaps, western 
flaps. Patented stretch 
waistline. Machine
Final moments prove 
disastrous for Poly
MSue, April M, IIM P*|« *1
pit not urimkI one-on-one Hum. It
tukfk fiv r people moviiiK for ilk lo
IT wm
imdeni with our
he lu ttrk ifu l. Wp have to be
(lo ttlim ifd  from |mrp Ml)
i,iitH' on 13.4 |h*i m il ol lilt'll 
uiii'iii|ii* im IiiiIIhr a lorriU III. I 
in leuHiic in non. I'hey uWo 
t leurcd i l i f  bouttlk hi ii 33, I ii Hump 
i l i t i
AIi IioiihIi i l i f  Miikliinn’k op- 
uonpnm loiuitl the iuhrc ton* 
nimt'iiily on ninny ol ilit'ii j«Iiou 
the iimIii MuktuttR Ut'lt'iiw wuk the 
Ixsi in ilic mil loll for Division II 
ulluwiiiK opponentk ii mere til.X 
points n huiiii'
Ilic  CCA A win ih rb f«  defen- 
live conference il l  Division II 
bukki'llmll. Cini Htuir H nkm lifltl 
win kffo n tl lo i he.MiikHWRk with
U III,4 MVflMRf.
W lifflcr ik it Mill k|M»kfii tntiii,
wlio feels defense ik th f kfy to 
w iiiniiiH-1 I f  lee Is it  im lu ll mu ilic 
tfin|Mk ol ilic Kuoif ilirouKli 
defense Ifk llllk  il l kUltess.
"W ill'll Oill (If I f  me ik lu ilf*  
lioniiiH like it tkiii|N il)lfo ltlo inK . 
out npiMiniiitk u if KoiiiH to Imvt* 
difficulty puuiiiH up kin in, And 
obviously wlit<n llipoppm ifitt Inn 
i l i f  lu ll Wf tm i l klitK iitidier, soil 
inpMin i Iiiii li’wrr klum hit Im'Iiik 
inkfii.
I l i f  MinuuiHk n ifiilo r ik not us 
concerned uboui th f number of 
IMlinik llik (film  ktoifk, Hk I lf  it 
h iiv liiR ron im lo f ilic it< iu|ioolilif
US mat ...... .............. ....— .
"W liii i w f uiv pluyiiiKour best 
wt> only inkf 30 shots or Ifkk. Wf
personnel. Id  
ru ilifi lir  23 of 40 thun 30of 70."
The su m 'll .of W liffler'k 
kiiMtfKV in fv id fiii in die t.o i the 
MintuiiKk nvt'iUKfd Juki 32.9ihou 
|K'i Rump und op|M>neiits 33.7 
iiitim pik,
Hie MtikiiitiKk tike u number of 
tlflrn k ti, but built ully ru w ill) u 2- 
1-2 oi 2*3 none. Th fk f rones ure
dfkiKiifd in klow th f leu)|m> t>( die
i', in
key mid prevent ciny lay upk nntl
Kiinif pnnet i (lie middle of the
kltort Juni|M'ik.
I twin rone (Iclcnies forte the 
opponent* lo wdik lot II Hood kliol 
und of ten limt'k fort fk low peirpn* 
tiiKf khou. Bui the rone l i  most 
effet live when u leum ikuheutlund
die MintuiiKk were often on the. 
khon end of u t low Himu* huviriR 
to iduy tuithup buikeibull. Thik
required u run-Run nylc of ultMrk 
und extended prekkure defenie 
tonirury lo Wherler'i philosophy 
of pixy,
nuylriR tome-from-belli nil 
buiketbull requirt'k uoiie .n well 
in experience und the MmiuiiK* 
iIt ik yeur were khon on boll).
Next yeur Wheeler w ill huvr 
nine bull p luym  rt'iurniiiK und 
unlit i|w ifk u kfukonrtl bull flub  
iIiiii m ulti ho plutTk.
The MmiuiiKk loke only two 
seningi off dtik yeur'k kquutl.
Senior Ruurd C.ury ( >iKill und 
forcwuratentei Kuy Hull.
OrKfll. u six loot uuurd horn 
(oklu M tiu led the leum in kt or* 
iiiK with 370 iMtinik for u I4.H 
uveruRf. Ib> umukked IMW tout I 
IMtinik in hik two-ycur cureer, 
Iiukkiom 207-H I field K'*ul 
uilempik for 40.9 percent, H it 
kiHRlf Hume hint! ihlk kfUkon wuk 
27 points,
OrRill wuk kflctied lo the nil 
((inference second leum und 
received Honoruble Mention A ll 
Weki Ckiukt in Divikion II thik pun 
kfUkon, uk well uk eurninii (hi* 
piiiikt* from Wheeler.
"He pluyed well ull yeur for uk. 
He hud lo luke mi moth respon- 
kibility in KeiiinK uk into our 
offeiike und airecilnR the defrnke 
dim once.in u while opponenti 
were uble lo khui him down of fen- 
kively."
Hull kluried 10 of 2l>Kumri th ii 
yeur und pluyed tbe MM gume In 
hik iwo yeur rureer uKuiiiki ( k -
IVlieeler, who huk tompl 
three yeur murk of 45-34 since 
lukitiK the helm ik o p lim iilir  
uluiut next yeur’k club despite Ihr 
depuriurt' of ( k f i i l l  und Hull.
’ ’With the experience of the 
• loke Rumti under their belli next 
yeur’k kquud w ill iM'UkRtNid uk uny 
in ihe conference."
THE FRmOULT 
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Cal Poly volleyball Spikers set up a winning tradition in only 4 years
successful athletic programs on 
campus. And as a spectator sport, 
volleyball has attracted an ardent
by STEVE CHURM
What's the first thing that
comes to mind when someone ----- -— -—  --------- -- -
says, "Cal Poly sports?" following that someday may rival
Is it the tradition of Mustang the popularity and domination of 
football, memories of countless football on campus, 
wrestling champions, or maybe Pr*«on, roach of the
it's the bruising success ol the Mustang volleyballteam.has been
. instrumental in the development 
of a w inning squad as well at 
p ro m o tio n  1 o f the spo rt 
throughout Kan Luis Obispo 
County.
Preston, who came to Poly 
following graduation from the 
University of California at Kama 
Barbara in 1970, hat been the
rodeo team that strikes a nerve.
• Whatever comes to mind, one 
sport you may have overlooked it  
volleyball. Interest in the sport it 
not only thriving on campus, but 
growing. It's slowly developing a 
winning tradition all its own.
In (our years volleyball hat 
evolved in to  one of the most
( • H O W
THEM
■rotUGMTEA
• ID fc
OF
COLLEGE)
,4M0TSANDWICHES (Z *  bat frtotrfsH  
4  COLD 8E.CR, (b m j Tfcd to Wof>f^  lAour)^ 
4N1TELY O i T W A lKM EHT ( 9 P -M .)+
l{WE A lllCE % EKEND 111
architect of a number of programs 
to promote the sport throughout 
the community.
Although Preston’s respon­
sibilities as coach consume most 
of his time, he i t  hopeful the 
conclusion of the present season 
w ill allow him more lime to 
pursue the direction of volleyball 
programs on the primary and 
secondary school levels.
Preston feels that the future of 
the sport relies on the creation 
and development of organised 
leagues to teach the fundamentals 
of it.
Preston cited the Kama Barbara 
City and Recreation Department, 
directly responsible for the 
overwhelming public interest in 
in that city.
by the public of the basic fun­
damentals and aspects of the 
game."
Fundamentals ideally should 
be taught and learned at an early 
Preston (eels Kan Luis
"Extensive programs started at
the sport  
the grade school levels and con­
tinued through the high schools, 
have led to greater understanding
(jbispo County needs a program 
to teach the basic skills and 
familiarise youngsters w ith the 
sport.
"W ithout proper instruction in 
the fundamentals youngsters w ill 
never develop into proficient 
players needed to compete1 in 
college matches and ultimately 
represent the ll.K. in world class 
competition," Preston said.
Preston held a high school 
Clinic last year and it was greeted 
w ith such positive response from 
the participants that he has 
planned several more for later this
Sing throughout Kan L u ll ispo,
(fHfo ftort Jtm
(0n ttirWwrf 
Antis Vnd)
*  restaurant
+  COCKTAILS
*  FRESH FISH MARKET 
V  ENTERTAINMENT
” 1 take several of my pltRersio 
the clinics and demonstrate the 
proper execution of such skills as 
the bump, set and dig. We also 
give them (students) background 
to the sport such as rules, court 
dimensions, and strategy |n. 
volved In playing the game," hid 
Preston.
Preston emphasised the need 
for perfecting these skills by 
c iting his own team as an exam­
ple.
"We started plpying volleyball 
the first week of school with drills 
concentrating on the fundamen­
tals, long before we ever began to 
ih ink about style.”
But once fundamentals have 
been mastered, style becomes very 
important,
Elbow, hand and body position 
are critical to a volleyball player 
executing a move. To  properly 
execute, a player must develop 
three skills The quickness of i  
basketball player, the strength of 
a swimmer and agility of e foot­
ball player,
Unlike some sports where one 
skill often times makes a good 
competitor, a volleyball player 
must have all three qualities In 
order to excell. H ie  coordination 
of these skills into a controlled 
style of play is the difference 
between volleyball players and 
participants in other u>oru.
For example, a football player 
(continued on page M)
RESERVATION SUGGESTED
•Stew1*
Exquisite
European
Cuisine
featuring many 
continental dishes 
at moderate prices
544-J171
1022 Motto Street
■V Q rtee
presented by: 
Graphic CemmunleeSeae
Department (ORC)
Departmental Exhibit 
Design Show 
Poster Sales
Thankyeu, 
WARNBS FAINT 
ft WALL RARER 
S7S Monterey 
San Luis Obispo 
544-1 SEE 
For the donation of palm
Friday, April M, Iff! F a a a ll i
Volleyball a winner
(continued from page ftii)
tun rely on urengih alone in beul 
HU opponent, but a volley but I f f  
,nuii combine ttrengih with 
njM't'd In order to lie in the rlfcht 
ixwilion u> return a »plke moving 
at 75 in i '  ll
Preiton'i »uong emphati* ol 
drill* to mutter the nectmary 
ikilla htii paid off thin year.
In Iheir second year of inter* 
collegiate ro m p e titio n , the 
Mustang* are aui|) the tough 
California Collegiate Volleyball 
Association conference and 
ihould finish with a 15-1 league 
mark, They a lio  own one of the 
belt overall records (or a small 
college on the Wen Coail w ith a 
27-5-1 mark, -
This i i  In contrait to lu ll yl*ar, 
when the team experienced many 
o( the red tape problvmi that 
accompany u growing program, 
The team didn't begin to practice 
together until jun  before the 
U’uion opener and never, meihcd 
into the finely tuned unit hoped 
for.
But th ii year hai been different,
With the return of ilx  player* 
apd the atturanie of the head 
loath ing job, Preimn organised 
the team and naried tegular prac­
tice k fiilo n i the firn  week of 
schtxd,
l-ong houri of practice have 
helped the team mature and 
develop a nrong undentanding 
(continued on page 54)
O 0 0
fcE litH
• • •
o rw  7 AM-tl PM
I S € > ,L .O .
DuSSSwAV
Daily-Open 6:30 
Infarno 7:00 6 10:00 
tat 6 tun Opan 12:30 
Infarno 1:00-4:00—7:00 6 10:00
HANSEN'S TOWING
REMEMBER WHEN YOU COULD LIVE ON
$15 A  WEEK? (But you only earned tw elve)
REMEMBER WHEN G AS W AS 25c PER
GALLON? (If • no b ig  bargain , but wo Hava so 
Self-Service pum ps w hich savo you 2c por gallon)
REMEMBER WHEN ALL YOU NEEDED TO 
REPAIR YOUR CAR W AS A PAIR OF  
PLIERS AND A  SCREWDRIVER?
(Those days a rt long nano. M odem  cart require m uch 
more sophisticated tools to keep them  running properly. 
- J- W o have the latest In diagnosing and testing equipm ent 
and our skilled mechanics can put your car In top shape)
REMEMBER WHEN TOW TRUCES ALL 
LOOKED LIKE TH1S?|WU|
like It, although It couldn't cut the m ustard today. W hen 
you need a tow , call us at i M  B i l l  and one of our 
competent drivers w ill bo right those to help you.
W l H A V I T H I M O ST M ODflRN T O W  TRUCKS IN  T O W N
HANSEN'S UNION
1340 TAFT AT CALIFORNIA 544-6111
Of IN 24 HOURI HVIN DAYS A WIIK
h u M Friday, Afrit St, imPoly volleyball going strong Mustang M M  OMf W<
(continued from page M)
for each other'* strengths and 
weaknesses at well a i their nyleof
Clay. This, Pmton feel*, i i  the ey to the success of the team th is , 
year: teamwork. The winning 
ways have been a m u lt  of tacrifice 
on the part of Pm ton and playen. 
They have been practicing and 
competing for over leven monthi, 
v including one week over the 
Chrinm ai holiday*.
"Dedication" and "perfection" 
ha> been the theme of th ii year * 
iquad and the long hour* ot input 
are finally bearing fruit.
The M uiiangt have qualified 
for the California Collegiate 
Volleyball Tournament at UC 
Davit and the Far Wettern
Volleyball Championship* at 
Berkeley th ii weekend.
Looking ahead to next year, 
Pm ton low* five playen to 
graduation and foresee* a year of 
rebuilding.
Four of the five playing in  their 
final season are starters. Team 
captain Jeff Blanchard, tetter 
Rich Giacopussi, three year 
veteran Chip Wettburg, Tom 
Wonh, and Max Boveri, a defen­
sive specialist used primarily at a 
substitute w ill all graduate in 
June.
Setter Steve Bartlett and 
fm hm an Rick Hauser are being 
counted on by Pm ton to form the 
nucleus of next year's tram.
i Barbara City CoBasa
Bartlett, a starter this year, has 
been described at the "most con* 
sistrni olaver" on the team this
season. Hauser, only a fm hm an, 
hat the natural ability to become a 
superior player and should add 
depth to the ball club next year.
Pm ton said, "There are a 
number of excellent prospects 
w ith the neccetsary ability and 
po ten tia l to be excellent 
volleyball players."
Next year w ill mark the fourth 
year of funded volleyball at Cal 
Poly and Preston's third at the 
helm of the team.
Pm ton described his biggest 
continuing problem at an inade­
quate budget.
BURRISS
FRIDAY 28th 
7:48 a.m.* 4:10 R.m.
SATURDAY 28th 
10:00 a.m.- 8:00 R.f"*
el corral
Unlwr/ltu Unlon_
Circa>
Aorota from tha Mlexlon • 084 Chorro St., 810
BRIDLE & SADDLE 
WELCOMES YOU TO 
POLY ROYAL
SADDLERY
Your H eadquarters  for W ette rn  
W ear. Justin. Acm e and  
Texas Boots, Sam sonite, 
Resistol Hats,
Dan Post Boots
V - • "I ■ • ' * . ' .  - * ' % :
1033 CHORRO ST.
W.E. BURRISS. MGR. 
Phona 543*4101
Tk$ Master • /  Hlttli BOB
Shown ahovt, "Waltrfall", 
one of tha moat popular of all Etehar graphic
•  Choose from our unique 
collection of M. C. Etcher 
works i each chrome frsmeo 
with a recessed mahbeck* 
board creating a three- 
dimensional Image.
B Authentic reproductions 
from the Escher originals, 
by Luold Lines.
i r  s i r  $ 2 4 . 0 0  
is- < so- $34.00
FREE DRAWING 
(No purchase necessary)
First Prize 
a $100.00 gift certificate 
Also . . .  boots, hats, Jeans tack, etc.
Prizes will be 
drawn 12 noon 
Saturday
BRIDLE AND SADDLE 
SHOP, INC. 
College Square 
862 Foothill Blvd. 
Ban Lula Oblapo
p o l y  r o y a l  s p e c ia l s
W com e
ALL STARS
Black or White 
OXFORDS 
Slightly blemished
7 85
Reg. 12.95 
If unblemished
i - * -
STRINGING SPECIAL 7 
on any new frame 
purchased at 
Copeland's Sports 
during Poly Royal. 
We will string your 
new racket with
Victor Imperial Gut 15.65 
reg. 24.00
Nylon 5.85 reg.12.00
<b*
A*
o\o
Polyester 
Double Knit 
Tennis 
SHORTS
Sizes 28 - 36
8.85
reg. $19.00Banrol Waist 
Band, Slim-
Line Pleatless Sizes 38 - 42
4.85
White, Blue, reg. $19.00 
Yellow. x
AUSTRIAN 10-SPEED 
BICYCLE
99.95
reg. price 
$119.95
Fully Lugged Frame, 
Chrome Fork Tips, Alloy 
Bars and Stem, Simplex 
Derallleurs.
LIFE TIME GUARANTEE 
OF FRAME
AD PRICES GOOD THURS THRU MAY 1st OR WHILE QUANTITIES LASTI
SPORTS
m i mmn « v m m  mhm
I 'M ' M Friday. April M. IITI
\
" A IAN LUII 01IIF0 LANDMARK"
The Network hat fa it bacoma 
the moat popular attraction In 
San Lula Oblapo among vlaltora 
and realdenta alike. Within the 
ruatlo decor of the Network and 
the old world look of Wine Street 
you w ill find a wide variety of 
ahopa plua 2 restaurants By day 
or by night, the Network and 
Wine Street la alive with oolor, 
mgale, excitement and fun for 
everyone.
"SO MUGH TO SEE UNDER ONE ROOF’
THE MALE STOP 
mena faahlona 
THE GOLD CONCEPT 
handcrafted jewelry 
THE NUT BARREL 
nuta, home brewing 
THE FEATHER DUSTER 
gifts
ZOCOLO 
mexlcan Imports 
ROCK ISLAND LEATHER 
handcrafted leather 
EXPRESSION 
clothing for women 
BODY COVERB 
unlor faahlons 
UDSLINQERS 
handcrafted pottery 
CENTRAL PARK WEST 
Interior plantscaplng
fi
MUDSLINGERS 
handcrafted pottery 
ANGIES WEED NEST 
straw flowers & gifts 
THE BUBBLE NEST 
tropical fish
THE SPINDLE RESTAURANT
sandwiches l  beer
WINE STREET WINES
large wine representation _
THE NATURAL IMPULSE
unique gifts
P.M.'S *
lingerie
KARMA
girls fashions ’
CREEK8IDE CRAFTS 
macrame and yarn 
WINE STREET INN 
unique reataurant
V \
i t s ,
/ / I
t ,.«
V * ;
I
